------- June 1, 2013 ------To:
Copy:

Speaker of the Swedish Parliament, Per Westerberg
- Sweden’s Minister for Foreign Affairs, Carl Bildt
- Sweden’s Minister for Education, Jan Bjorklund
- members of the Swedish Parliament
- selected academic professionals related to Public Health
- selected journalists, news media and publications

Educated Swedish fools at the malevolent medical university,
Karolinska Institutet, indefensibly excommunicate its student of
Public Health and sciencephobically reject all published articles in
internationally recognised scientific journals that contradict
Sweden’s antisemitic Minister for Foreign Affairs, Carl Bildt, and
Sweden’s antichristian Prime Minister, Fredrik Reinfeldt.

Sweden's medical university Karolinska Institutet (www.ki.se, prestigiously known for
its Nobel Prize Assembly who annually decide recipients of the Nobel Prize in Medicine)

appallingly obstruct and nationalistically discriminate against international evidence
within the abortion sciences. Karolinska Institutet reject all published evidence that
some women suffer mental ill health related to induced abortion. Karolinska
Institutet consequently refuse any academic communication with its student in
Public Health, because Karolinska Institutet have decided through its professors in
Public Health that "There is no evidence in literature!", whereas the student simply
refer to many of the published articles in internationally recognized scientific
journals which all indicate that some women do suffer mental ill health correlated
to induced abortion.
News:

Testimony supporting push for a ban on abortions after 20 weeks in USA:

http://www.turtlebayandbeyond.org/2013/abortion/abortion-not-necessary-to-save-womens-lives/



Christians among the most persecuted groups in the world:



No conscientious objection of health care workers in Sweden:



Homeschooling is practically prohibited in Sweden:



No possibility to opt out of government propaganda sex education in Sweden:

http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/christians-are-

the-most-persecuted-group-in-the-world-expert-says

http://www.intoleranceagainstchristians.eu/case/no-conscientious-objection-of-health-care-workers.html
http://www.intoleranceagainstchristians.eu/case/homeschooling-practically-prohibited.html
http://www.intoleranceagainstchristians.eu/case/no-opt-out-of-sex-education.html

Reason and science have been rejected by Karolinska Institutet’s Department of
Public Health, and also in the Swedish Parliament, as it appears to be forbidden to
dispute two of Sweden’s almost religious dogmas "There is no evidence of a
relationship between induced abortion and mental ill health in literature!" and
“Sweden’s national abortion policy has a positive impact on women’s health!”, for if
thou contradictest Swedish authority regarding abortion thou shalt be
excommunicated. Concerning induced abortion in Sweden, enlightenment is
apparently displaced with ignorance, proper science must yield to distortive
politics, and reason is substituted by national dogma.
At Sweden’s Nobel Prize-prestigious Karolinska Institutet, Swedish nationalism is
observably prioritised over reason, evidence and science. Examiner Bo Henricsson
at the Department of Public Health at Karolinska Institutet underscores Sweden’s
nationalistic attitude to abortion science in his written remark regarding Sweden’s
abortion policies in relation to international abortion research “Sweden has come
further on this matter.” The Swedish examiner has yet neither substantiated this
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claim nor clarified a rationale for his nationalistic statement, and the President of
Karolinska Institutet decided that the examiner’s nationalistic remark conclusively
justifies disapproval of my course assignment paper; a paper which refers to
internationally recognised journals. And the Swedish Professor in Social Medicine at
Karolinska Institutet, Bjarne Jansson, stated in academic conversation (2007-0411) that the cause for my academic conflict with KI concerning induced abortion is
that I am insufficiently Swedish "The problem is that you are not Swedish." The
Swedish professor’s nationalistic deduction would therefore logically derive from
the premise: Swedishness is an attribute for uncritically approving Sweden’s
abortion policies, rather than non-Swedishly presenting thesis ideas based on
published articles in recognised scientific journals.
Swedish professors-cowards of Public Health at Sweden’s Nobel-prestigious and
corrupt medical university, Karolinska Institutet, motivate their refusal of academic
communication with their student with two official statements. Karolinska Institutet
President, Professor Harriet Wallberg-Henriksson, officially writes “The intervention
suggested by Nenzén is not realistic as it contradicts the Swedish Parliament
standpoint concerning abortion and unwanted pregnancies.” And the Swedish
Professor in Reproductive Health at Karolinska Institutet, Kyllike Christensson,
exploit her position as a representative of science by her official statement “KI
work for promoting good health in the world and follow in this regard the Swedish
Ministry of Foreign Affairs policy: Sexual and Reproductive Health and Rights.”
According to this Swedish KI Professor, Sweden’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs is the
ultimate authority on abortion-science in Sweden - not science itself.
No respectable university in any democratic state in the world would proceed as
Sweden’s Karolinska Institutet does. The Swedish university’s despicable conduct
towards its student is scandalous. Karolinska Institutet not only discriminate
against and reject the international evidence based abortion-science, not only
obstruct the student to proceed with thesis writing by refusing provision of a
Karolinska thesis supervisor and rejecting endorsement of any non-Swedish thesis
supervisor, not only refuse to provide counter-arguments in support of Sweden’s
rejection of the international abortion science, not only refuse to communicate
academically with its student in regards to theses, but Sweden’s Karolinska
Institutet also refuse to provide intelligible comments and sustainable arguments
for its disapproval of the student’s academic assignments in Health Promotion
(which also are based on published articles in recognized scientific journals in the
abortion sciences). No respectable university in the world would behave like
Sweden’s Karolinska Institutet. When a university systematically discards the
evidence from internationally recognized scientific peer review journals without
ability to argue any objection for its oppositional stance, that university ceases to
be regarded as scientifically credible. Sweden’s Karolinska Institutet is evidently
corrupted by sciencephobia in the abortion sciences.
As long as Sweden’s parliamentarians and Sweden’s National Institute of Public
Health insistently uphold that Sweden’s national abortion policy has a “positive
impact on women’s health”, and interdependently, as long as Sweden’s Karolinska
Institutet persistently indoctrinate its students, the scientific and political
communities, and the general public in the abortion sciences, discriminate against
international scientific evidence, obstruct unbiased abortion-research and act to
diminish intellectual diversity within the abortion sciences, the Swedish academy is
deprived of academic freedom.
The Swedish professor-cowards at Karolinska Institutet and the sciencephobic
parliamentarians of Sweden, through their persistent statement that Sweden's
abortion policies "have a positive effect on women", are concurrently at war
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against evidence based science. At Sweden's Karolinska Institutet, national
government policies overrule scientific evidence.
Sweden’s politically corrupted medical university, Karolinska Institutet, continues
to categorically and sciencephobically deny all scientific evidence that some women
suffer mental ill health related to induced abortion. At Karolinska Institutet, where
the political-domain intersect and confound the science-domain, existing scientific
evidence and the pursuit of advancing scientific truth are forced to yield to
Sweden’s nationalistic interests and political agenda.
With political pressure from Sweden’s pro-abortion government, Sweden’s biased
professors impede progression of abortion science by obstructing theses and
impartial research, and discriminate against students who include referencing of
published international articles containing undesirable results (i.e. results that
contradict Sweden’s national public health policy). Pro-abortion misrepresentations
of scientific findings and crafty lies feed also Sweden’s sciencephobic
parliamentarians, and mislead the public.
Sweden’s cultural and political aversions against truth, science, justice and God are
continually evidenced. Although the Alliance Defense Fund (ADF) of U.S.A. has
demanded correction from Sweden (http://www.nenzen.net/ADF-letter.pdf), all Swedish
governmental authorities insist that Sweden should continue to discriminate,
although it is forbidden to discriminate as Sweden does according to United Nations
Convention against Discrimination in Education. Sweden’s Chancellor of Justice (JK)
neglects justice by refusing to investigate the shamefully discriminatory conduct of
Sweden’s Karolinska Institute (http://www.nenzen.net/KI-Chancellor-Justice.pdf). Sweden’s
Parliamentary Ombudsman (JO) abandons justice (http://www.nenzen.net/JO-100527.pdf) by
refusing to investigate the appallingly discriminatory conduct of Sweden’s
Karolinska university. Every single lawyer in Sweden who is registered with the
Swedish Bar Association has been asked through an email (http://www.nenzen.net/Swedishlawyers.pdf) if they would be interested in this legal case against Sweden, but there is
not one lawyer anywhere in Sweden who wants to accept this case. In personal
dialogue with several of these Swedish lawyers, it is evident that Swedish lawyers
are ignorant not only in these specific legal matters but are also remarkably
ignorant in the abortion ethics, philosophy and sciences. Additionally, Swedish
lawyers appear outstandingly greedy; distant from a pro bono attitude or service.
Also, none of the representatives of the offices of the Roman Catholic Church
within Sweden, nor the Roman Catholic Bishop of Sweden, wants to respond to a
repeated inquiry about facilitating access to a lawyer with pro-life knowledge.
Swedish "Catholic" leaders are certainly not acting in the best interest of truth,
benevolence, integrity of science, nor the protection of women's health in this
matter through evasion of communication. It appears that the Catholic church
leaders in Sweden are more Swedish than they are Catholic. But then, also the
leaders of the Swedish evangelical “Christian” churches are practicably
uninterested in these matters that concern correct science, truth, and human
dignity. The destructive commonality between Swedish academia, Swedish
parliamentarians, Swedish lawyers and Swedish priests/pastors is - Swedishness.
Sweden’s Ministry of Education responses
100125.pdf)

(http://www.nenzen.net/Ministry-of-Educaation-response(http://www.nenzen.net/Swedish-Ministry-Education-100916.jpg)
(http://www.nenzen.net/Swedish-

after receiving repeated appeals during 6 years, is a
mendacious assertion that the Swedish government cannot advise Karolinska
Institutet to commence academic dialogue with their student; a claim that should
be held as erroneous. That a Swedish government would collectively instruct
Karolinska Institutet or that a Swedish minister would assert an opinion in support
of evidence-based science, argumentation, and academic dialogue between
Ministry-of-Education-121213.pdf)
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Karolinska Institutet and the student, with regard to an already decided case (HSV;
Ref nr 31-2618-07), ought not to be perceived as unlawful influence or
unconstitutional ministerial rule. In reality, Swedish government ministries often
influence and advise towards a desirable outcome. Therefore, I again appeal to
Sweden’s
abortion-ignorant
parliamentarians,
that
Sweden’s
malevolent
government, in spite of Swedish cowardice and moral confusion, will advise
Karolinska Institutet to immediately commence academic dialogue with me as their
student in Public Health.
Regards,
Torsten Nenzén
Email:
torsten@nenzen.net
Mobile:
+46 707 777754
Skype:
blessisrael
www.nenzen.net

Scientific research articles:

Article – Meta-Analysis; Coleman 2011: http://www.nenzen.net/Coleman_review_BJP-2011.pdf

Article; Fergusson 2009: http://www.nenzen.net/David-Fergussson_2009_abortion-mental-health.pdf

Article; Coleman 2008: http://www.nenzen.net/Coleman-et-al-article.pdf

Article; Fergusson 2006: http://www.nenzen.net/Fergusson-et-al-abortion-mental-health.pdf
Abortion resources:
Compilations by Elliot Institute in USA:





Research and Key Facts
Recent Research
Psychological Risks
Teen Abortion Risks
Forced Abortions in America

WECARE: http://www.wecareexperts.org

Psychological Effects of Abortion: http://www.abortionrisks.org/index.php?title=Psychological_Effects_of_Abortion
Abortion and women’s mental health: http://www.nenzen.net/APARTAbortion__Womens_Mental_Health_Fact_Sheet.doc





Abortion causes mental health problems: http://www.nenzen.net/APART-Coleman_causation_primer__tables.rtf
Post-abortion suffering: http://downloads.frc.org/EF/EF10B09.pdf
(http://www.nenzen.net/Big-Girls-Cry.pdf)
Women’s health after abortion; Medical and psychological evidence: http://www.deveber.org/text/whaa-



Elliot Institute book resources:



United for Life; Why Karolinska Institutet must oppose the killing of children:

chapters.html

http://afterabortion.org/1999/resources-regarding-post-abortion-issues-available-through-

the-elliot-institute

http://www.unitedforlife.com/whyorgs/whyKI001Must.html

Rationale for right to life:

Case for Life; One issue; What is the unborn?: http://www.caseforlife.com

Professor of philosophy William Lane Craig; Ethics of abortion on demand - two central questions
which are determinative: http://www.reasonablefaith.org/site/...rticle&id=6351

PhD in philosophy Norman Geisler; Common-sense answers to arguments for abortion:
http://www.leaderu.com/orgs/tul/faq.html



Randy Alcorn; Major pro-choice arguments and their refutations:



CARM; Christian apologist (Matt Slick) expounds his objection to abortion:




Scott Klusendorf; A case for life: http://www.prolifetraining.com/MP3/TheCaseforLife.mp3
Professor of philosophy Peter Kreeft; Pro-life philosophy and logic:

http://www.epm.org/resources/2010/Fe...ir-refutations
http://www.carm.org/abortion

http://www.peterkreeft.com/audio/19_...philosophy.htm

Previous appeals to KI and Sweden's Parliament:

Karolinska-Institutet.se

Dialogue with Karolinska Institutet, prior to the Swedish National Agency for Higher Education (Högskoleverket) legal
verdict (Case: 31-2618-07) that Karolinska Institutet would have acted without error:
www.nenzen.net/Karolinska_Institutet_Discrimination.pdf
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------- May 15, 2013 ------Educated Swedish fools at the malevolent medical university, Karolinska Institutet, indefensibly
excommunicate its student of Public Health and sciencephobically reject all published articles in
internationally recognised scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s antisemitic Minister for Foreign
Affairs, Carl Bildt, and Sweden’s antichristian Prime Minister, Fredrik Reinfeldt.
Recent abortion-related article:

Argument: Abortion has no benefits, but does have risks, recent research shows:
http://afterabortion.org/2013/abrotion-has-no-benefits-but-does-have-risks-new-research-shows

------- May 1, 2013 ------Educated Swedish fools at the malevolent medical university, Karolinska Institutet, indefensibly
excommunicate its student of Public Health and sciencephobically reject all published articles in
internationally recognised scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s antisemitic Minister for Foreign
Affairs, Carl Bildt, and Sweden’s antichristian Prime Minister, Fredrik Reinfeldt.
Recent reports about Sweden:

State-controlled influence (indoctrination) is a high priority for Sweden, not only for Sweden’s
Karolinska Institutet, but especially for Swedish primary school education:
http://www.cbn.com/cbnnews/world/2013/April/Swedish-Parents-Fight-16000-Home-Schooling-Fine/
(http://www.cbn.com/tv/1554475791001)



Intensely anti-Zionist Sweden:

http://www.thetower.org/article/the-scandal-of-scandinavia/

------- April 16, 2013 ------Educated Swedish fools at the malevolent medical university, Karolinska Institutet, indefensibly
excommunicate its student of Public Health and sciencephobically reject all published articles in
internationally recognised scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s antisemitic Minister for Foreign
Affairs, Carl Bildt, and Sweden’s antichristian Prime Minister, Fredrik Reinfeldt.
“There is no available evidence to suggest that abortion has therapeutic effects in reducing
the mental health risks of unwanted or unintended pregnancy. There is suggestive evidence
that abortion may be associated with small to moderate increases in risks of some mental
health problems.”:

Does abortion reduce the mental health risks of unwanted or unintended pregnancy? A re-appraisal
of the evidence: http://anp.sagepub.com/content/early/2013/04/02/0004867413484597
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No evidence supporting abortion on mental health grounds:



Abortion has no mental health benefit, poses more risks for 'unwanted pregnancies':

http://familyfirst.org.nz/2013/04/no-evidence-

supporting-abortion-on-mental-health-grounds/

http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/abortion-has-no-mental-health-benefit-poses-more-risks-for-unwanted-pregnan

Other abortion-related news:

The real war on women fueled by sex-selection abortions:

http://www.lifenews.com/2013/04/13/the-real-war-

on-women-fueled-by-sex-selection-abortions/



Advocates combat abortion's “stigma” with stealth training:

http://www.c-fam.org/fridayfax/volume15/advocates-combat-abortions-%E2%80%9Cstigma%E2%80%9D-with-stealth-training.html

------- April 2, 2013 ------Educated Swedish fools at the malevolent medical university, Karolinska Institutet, indefensibly
excommunicate its student of Public Health and sciencephobically reject all published articles in
internationally recognised scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s antisemitic Minister for Foreign
Affairs, Carl Bildt, and Sweden’s antichristian Prime Minister, Fredrik Reinfeldt.
News:

Study: Abortion can lead to risk of heart disease and stroke:

http://www.lifenews.com/2013/03/21/new-study-

abortion-can-lead-to-risk-of-heart-disease-and-stroke/



Swedish officials baffled that abortion rate rises despite access to morning-after pill:



Abortions in Sweden more common despite morning-after pill:



Swedish anti-Christian bias and Swedish stupidity explanations for denial of asylum to Christians
facing persecution, torture and death: http://www.cbn.com/cbnnews/world/2013/March/Sweden-Deports-Iranian-

http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/swedish-officials-baffled-that-access-to-morning-after-pill-increases-abort/

http://www.thelocal.se/46740/20130315

(http://www.dn.se/nyheter/sverige/aborterna-blir-fler-trots-akutpillren)

Christians-to-Face-Persecution-/

------- March 16, 2013 ------Educated Swedish fools at the malevolent medical university, Karolinska Institutet, indefensibly
excommunicate its student of Public Health and sciencephobically reject all published articles in
internationally recognised scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s antisemitic Minister for Foreign
Affairs, Carl Bildt, and Sweden’s antichristian Prime Minister, Fredrik Reinfeldt.
Abortion-related news from “Turtle Bay and Beyond”:

Organisations request that United States should not make abortion-promotion its priority at UN:
http://www.turtlebayandbeyond.org/2013/abortion/groups-ask-us-to-back-off-demand-for-abortion-at-un/



United States and Europe request that UN delete “every human being has the inherent right to life”:



The story of a statistic: how one activist is exploiting a good cause and bad data to push abortion
on an unwilling world: http://www.turtlebayandbeyond.org/2013/abortion/the-story-of-a-statistic-how-one-activist-is-

http://www.turtlebayandbeyond.org/2013/abortion/us-eu-ask-to-delete-inherent-right-to-life-liberty-at-un/

exploiting-a-good-cause-and-bad-data-to-push-abortion-on-an-unwilling-world/



Monitoring the Monitors:

http://www.turtlebayandbeyond.org/2013/abortion/monitoring-the-monitors-2/

------- February 28, 2013 ------Educated Swedish fools at the malevolent medical university, Karolinska Institutet, indefensibly
excommunicate its student of Public Health and sciencephobically reject all published articles in
internationally recognised scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s antisemitic Minister for Foreign
Affairs, Carl Bildt, and Sweden’s antichristian Prime Minister, Fredrik Reinfeldt.
A new study showed a significant increase in the risk of preterm delivery in women with a
history of previous induced abortion.:

Study shows increased risk of pre-term birth following abortion: http://www.lifenews.com/2013/02/18/studyshows-increased-risk-of-pre-term-birth-following-abortion/



Effect of induced abortions on early preterm births and adverse perinatal outcomes:
http://jogc.com/abstracts/201302_Obstetrics_5.pdf

A new study maps fetal brain connectivity:

Researchers map fetal brain signals using MRI:

http://www.detroitnews.com/article/20130221/LIFESTYLE03/302210380/Wayne-State-University-researchers-map-fetal-brain-signal



Cross-hemispheric functional connectivity in the human fetal brain:
http://stm.sciencemag.org/content/5/173/173ra24.abstract

Sweden:
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Sweden: The country where sun shines at midnight, and men can get pregnant:

http://www.turtlebayandbeyond.org/2013/eu/sweden-the-country-where-sun-shines-at-midnight-and-men-can-get-pregnant/

------- February 16, 2013 ------Educated Swedish fools at the malevolent medical university, Karolinska Institutet, indefensibly
excommunicate its student of Public Health and sciencephobically reject all published articles in
internationally recognised scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s antisemitic Minister for Foreign
Affairs, Carl Bildt, and Sweden’s antichristian Prime Minister, Fredrik Reinfeldt.
Abortion-related studies:

A study (2013) shows effects of induced abortions on early preterm births and adverse perinatal
outcomes: http://jogc.com/abstracts/201302_Obstetrics_5.pdf

Abortion is linked to significantly increased chance of preterm birth:
http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/abortion-linked-to-significantly-increased-chance-of-preterm-birth-canadian




A study (2012) shows that women who had an early or late abortion had significantly higher
mortality rates compared to women who delivered: http://www.medscimonit.com/abstract/index/idArt/883338
Research shows abortion poses higher risk of death than giving birth: http://www.lozierinstitute.org/newresearch-shows-abortion-poses-higher-risk-of-death-than-giving-birth/

Swedish values, the Swedish mindset, and the Swedish culture:

Swedish perverse monarchy hands out prizes to advocates of homosexuality at Sweden’s Gay Gala,
through Swedish depraved monarchy: http://www.thelocal.se/46010/20130205/

Gay of the year gong given by depraved Swedish Crown Princess Victoria:
http://www.atvtoday.co.uk/p26076/



Swedish venture capital inspires Swedish businesses with the hottest business book in Sweden,
teaching 'Heavy Metal Management': http://www.businessinsider.com/how-heavy-metal-can-rescue-your-business2013-2



Sweden is a haven for anti-Semitic behaviour:

http://www.jewishpress.com/indepth/opinions/what-happened-to-

sweden/2013/01/30/

------- January 30, 2013 ------Educated Swedish fools at the malevolent medical university, Karolinska Institutet, indefensibly
excommunicate its student of Public Health and sciencephobically reject all published articles in
internationally recognised scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s antisemitic Minister for Foreign
Affairs, Carl Bildt, and Sweden’s antichristian Prime Minister, Fredrik Reinfeldt.
New video by Susan B Anthony List (http://www.sba-list.org):

Reclaiming the human center of the abortion debate: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dawFw_fPCw8
Disagreement on the ethics of human sexuality, and inconsistencies on fundamental
freedoms and civil rights:

Russian government partially seeks to align with Christian values of sexuality and humanity, while
US and UK governments partially seek to deviate from Christian values of sexuality and humanity:
http://www.turtlebayandbeyond.org/2013/family/ex-oriente-lux-russia-prohibits-gay-propaganda-and-the-polish-parliament-votesagainst-gay-marriage/



UN Human Rights Committee (HRC) disregards multiple-traditions condemnation of homosexual
conduct: http://www.turtlebayandbeyond.org/2013/homosexuality/freedom-of-speech-and-lgbt-rights-many-traditions-dontagree-with-homosexuality/



A wide support in France to divert the French government’s homosexualist course, is officially
underreported: http://www.turtlebayandbeyond.org/2013/family/we-all-are-born-from-a-man-and-a-woman-1-3-milliondemonstrate-against-same-sex-marriage-and-adoption-in-paris/



Homosexuals join demonstration against gay marriage:



Lessons from France on defending marriage:

http://www.c-fam.org/fridayfax/volume-15/french-

homosexuals-join-demonstration-against-gay-marriage.html

http://www.thepublicdiscourse.com/2013/01/7601/

------- January 16, 2013 ------Educated Swedish fools at the malevolent medical university, Karolinska Institutet, indefensibly
excommunicate its student of Public Health and sciencephobically reject all published articles in
internationally recognised scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s antisemitic Minister for Foreign
Affairs, Carl Bildt, and Sweden’s antichristian Prime Minister, Fredrik Reinfeldt.
Morally confused Sweden and their extremely immoral Swedish political leaders desire
polygamy:
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Swedish government leaders support polygamy for Sweden:



Swedish students want polygamy:

http://www.thelocal.se/45548/20130110/#.UPAJS2c5uSo

http://translate.google.com/translate?sl=auto&tl=en&js=n&prev=_t&hl=en&ie=UTF8&eotf=1&u=http%3A%2F%2Fsverigesradio.se%2Fsida%2Fartikel.aspx%3Fprogramid%3D1646%26artikel%3D5409237

------- January 2, 2013 ------Educated Swedish fools at the malevolent medical university, Karolinska Institutet, indefensibly
excommunicate its student of Public Health and sciencephobically reject all published articles in
internationally recognised scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s antisemitic Minister for Foreign
Affairs, Carl Bildt, and Sweden’s antichristian Prime Minister, Fredrik Reinfeldt.
More similar news about satanic Sweden:

Sweden pursues homeschoolers ... again:

http://onenewsnow.com/education/2012/12/29/sweden-pursues-

homeschoolers-again



'Gender neutral' toys for Sweden: a poor economic decision:

http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/gender-neutral-

toys-a-poor-economic-decision

Russia correctly protects minors from immoral sexual propaganda in spite of confused
international critique. Russia also protects infants and children from the risk of adoptive
abuses, although signing this ban into law may have been confounded by diplomatic and
errant nationalistic rationales.:

Russia rejects UN committee edict on homosexual propaganda: http://www.c-fam.org/fridayfax/volume15/russia-rejects-un-committee-edict-on-homosexual-propaganda.html



Adequate or faulty? Russian lawmakers voted for US adoption ban amid criticism:
http://rt.com/news/russia-us-adopted-children-351/

Deliberate media distortions:

NewsBusters.org: http://m.newsbusters.org/blogs/tim-graham/2012/12/26/media-turn-popes-deep-speech-gender-politicspersonal-christmas-attack



Papal address:

http://www.vatican.va/holy_father/benedict_xvi/speeches/2012/december/documents/hf_benxvi_spe_20121221_auguri-curia_en.html

------- December 15, 2012 ------Educated Swedish fools at the malevolent medical university, Karolinska Institutet, indefensibly
excommunicate its student of Public Health and sciencephobically reject all published articles in
internationally recognised scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s antisemitic Minister for Foreign
Affairs, Carl Bildt, and Sweden’s antichristian Prime Minister, Fredrik Reinfeldt.
The Ministry of Education and Research in Sweden replied a third time (previously 2010-0125 and 2010-09-16) with a similar statement of incapacity and deflection of responsibility
“The Ministry of Education and Research does not have the jurisdiction to interfere in
individual cases.”. In reality, however, elected politicians and appointed Swedish government
ministers do exert influence on individual cases when it fits their political agenda to do so,
both publicly and privately.:

New letter from the Swedish Ministry of Education and Research: http://www.nenzen.net/Swedish-Ministry-ofEducation-121213.pdf



Alliance Defending Freedom (ADF) letter to the Swedish National Agency for Higher Education:



Torsten Nenzén’s letter to the Swedish National Agency for Higher Education:

http://www.nenzen.net/ADF-letter.pdf

http://www.nenzen.net/Karolinska_Institutet_Discrimination.pdf

Swedish government interference in an internationally renowned individual case:

Swedish Prime Minister publicly sides with accusers in an individual case prior to trial: http://ferradanoli.blogspot.se/2012/01/does-swedish-government-interfere.html



Swedish Minister for Health and Social Affairs publicly slanders an accurate publisher:
http://www.friatider.se/swedens-minister-of-social-affairs-calls-assange-a-coward-and-a-pitiful-wretch

Recent news:

Some pro-abortion (“pro-choice”) advocates argue for abolishment of science and reason that
impede choice, as the evidence of science compels protection of unborn human life:
http://www.thepublicdiscourse.com/2012/12/7300/



Lancet editorial uses incorrect data to promote abortion agenda:



Guttmacher Institute inflates illegal abortion deaths:



Family execution - Swedish style:

http://www.turtlebayandbeyond.org/2012/abortion/lancet-editorial-uses-incorrect-data-to-promote-abortion-agenda/
http://www.lifenews.com/2012/12/07/study-guttmacher-

institute-inflates-illegal-abortion-deaths/

http://www.hslda.org/hs/international/Sweden/201212110.asp
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------- November 30, 2012 ------Educated Swedish fools at the malevolent medical university, Karolinska Institutet, indefensibly
excommunicate its student of Public Health and sciencephobically reject all published articles in
internationally recognised scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s antisemitic Minister for Foreign
Affairs, Carl Bildt, and Sweden’s antichristian Prime Minister, Fredrik Reinfeldt.
Sweden incessantly advances and promotes evil, and assaults anything that competes for
morality:

Demonic Swedish MEP-vicar demonizes pro-life EU Commissioner:
http://www.maltatoday.com.mt/en/newsdetails/news/national/Swedish-vicar-MEP-dubs-commissioner-designate-Tonio-Borgdinosaur-20121109



Sweden's insane anti-discrimination laws:



Swedish school bans gender-specific pronouns:

http://blogs.telegraph.co.uk/finance/thomaspascoe/100021481/swedensinsane-anti-discrimination-laws-have-created-a-generation-of-lost-women/
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2008453/School-bans-bid-

stop-children-falling-gender-stereotypes.html

From the beginning of its existence a human being is always already a person because
personhood belongs to it essentially as an instance of that natural kind.

(Part I) Potential misunderstandings about relevant developmental potentiality:
http://www.thepublicdiscourse.com/2012/11/6234/



(Part II) Explaining developmental potentiality:

http://www.thepublicdiscourse.com/2012/11/6236/

------- October 31, 2012 ------Educated Swedish fools at the malevolent medical university, Karolinska Institutet, indefensibly
excommunicate its student of Public Health and sciencephobically reject all published articles in
internationally recognised scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s antisemitic Minister for Foreign
Affairs, Carl Bildt, and Sweden’s antichristian Prime Minister, Fredrik Reinfeldt.
Consistent cowardly Swedish conduct by Swedish Karolinska Institutet university board:

Karolinska Institutet’s Department of Public Health “blacklisted” their student after five years of
appeals to the Swedish university that the university should communicate academically with their
student: http://www.nenzen.net/Karolinska-Institutet-blacklisted-student.htm
Is the American presidential election 2012 as gloomy as the choice between for example
plague and cholera, or aids and cancer? The two US presidential candidates 2012 might be
described religiously as: (1) a self-proclaimed Christian president Barack Obama who
through his statements, values, policies and politics almost certainly is the most antiChristian and duplicitous president in American history, and (2) a non-Christian cult-member
Mitt Romney who, expediently for his political career ambition, has adopted the GOP-popular
opinions, of which some opinions reflect Biblical Christian values. However, the moral
contrast between the two presidential candidates is particularly clear in their respect for
innocent human life; Obama is radically pro-abortion while Romney is conditionally pro-life.

A comparison of the 2012 Republican and Democratic platforms:
http://www.gospeloflife.com/images/smallpartycomparison2012.pdf




2012 presidential voter guide: http://www.gospeloflife.com/images/smallGOLVoterGuide2012.pdf
ObamaCare and its mandates fact sheet: http://www.alliancedefendingfreedom.org/content/docs/facts/ObamaCare-






ObamaCare mandate is worse than you think: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dDGzqxjPeV0
2012 US voter guide on presidential values: http://downloads.frcaction.org/EF/EF11L04.pdf
President Barack Obama’s pro-abortion record: http://www.lifenews.com/2010/11/07/obamaabortionrecord
The Obama administration threatens unborn life: http://www.frc.org/issuebrief/obama-administration-threatens-



7 reasons why American Christians should not vote for Obama:

and-its-Mandates.pdf

unborn-life

http://m.blogs.christianpost.com/unite-the-

usa/7-reasons-why-christians-must-vote-for-romney-12712/

------- October 16, 2012 ------Educated Swedish fools at the malevolent medical university, Karolinska Institutet, indefensibly
excommunicate its student of Public Health and sciencephobically reject all published articles in
internationally recognised scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s antisemitic Minister for Foreign
Affairs, Carl Bildt, and Sweden’s antichristian Prime Minister, Fredrik Reinfeldt.
A Nobel peace prize to a European Union, that is at war against humanity in several aspects
also in consideration to abortion, deserves some critique. In Mother Teresa's Nobel lecture on
December 11, 1979, she stated “I feel the greatest destroyer of peace today is abortion,
because it is a direct war, a direct killing - direct murder by the mother herself.”:
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Report alleges that EU finances forced abortions:



White Paper; EU development aid - coercive abortion & sterilisation:



The Nobel Committee and its Orwellian peace prize:



A Nobel peace prize for idiots, signifying bias:

http://www.turtlebayandbeyond.org/2012/abortion/new-report-

alleges-eu-finances-forced-abortions

http://www.wya.net/EU%20development%20aid-coercive%20abortion%20&%20sterilisation%20White%20Paper.pdf
http://frontpagemag.com/2012/bruce-thornton/the-nobel-

committee-and-its-orwellian-peace-prize

http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2012-10-14/a-nobel-prize-for-idiots-

signifying-only-bias.html

Also abortion is a polarised issue in the United States presidential election 2012:

2012 US voter guide on presidential values: http://downloads.frcaction.org/EF/EF11L04.pdf

President Barack Obama’s pro-abortion record: http://www.lifenews.com/2010/11/07/obamaabortionrecord

The Obama administration threatens unborn life: http://www.frc.org/issuebrief/obama-administration-threatensunborn-life

------- October 1, 2012 ------Educated Swedish fools at the malevolent medical university, Karolinska Institutet, indefensibly
excommunicate its student of Public Health and sciencephobically reject all published articles in
internationally recognised scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s antisemitic Minister for Foreign
Affairs, Carl Bildt, and Sweden’s antichristian Prime Minister, Fredrik Reinfeldt.
‘Big’ News:

Karolinska Institutet’s Department of Public Health ”Sciences” communicated with their student
after five years of appeals to the university: http://www.nenzen.net/Karolinska-Institutet-Public-Healthcommunicated.htm

------- September 17, 2012 ------Educated Swedish fools at the malevolent medical university, Karolinska Institutet, indefensibly
excommunicate its student of Public Health and sciencephobically reject all published articles in
internationally recognised scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s antisemitic Minister for Foreign
Affairs, Carl Bildt, and Sweden’s antichristian Prime Minister, Fredrik Reinfeldt.
New studies:

Study by Coleman PK, Reardon DC, Calhoun BC; ”Reproductive history patterns and long-term
mortality rates: a Danish, population-based record linkage study.”:
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/22954474



Study by David Reardon, Priscilla Coleman; “Short and long term mortality rates associated with
first pregnancy outcome: Population register based study for Denmark 1980–2004”:
http://www.medscimonit.com/index.php?/archives/article/883338



Study by Klemetti R; ”Birth outcomes after induced abortion: a nationwide register-based study of
first births in Finland.”: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/22933527

Commentaries on these new studies:

Childbirth is safer for women than abortion:

http://www.lifenews.com/2012/09/13/study-confirms-childbirth-is-safer-

for-women-than-abortion/



One abortion increases a woman’s death risk 45%:



Women more likely to die after abortion, not childbirth:



Abortion linked to shortened lifespan of mother:



Risk of death increases after abortion:



Multiple abortions increase risk of maternal death:

http://www.lifenews.com/2012/09/10/study-one-abortion-

increases-a-womans-death-risk-45/

http://www.lifenews.com/2012/09/05/study-shows-

women-more-likely-to-die-after-abortion-not-childbirth/

http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/study-finds-abortion-shortens-a-

mothers-lifespan

http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/risk-of-death-increases-after-abortion-

danish-study

http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/multiple-abortions-increase-

risk-of-maternal-death-new-study

More Swedish and Nordic propaganda-research exposed:

Scandinavian countries’ ideology-driven “research” institute NIKK exposed, and internationally
ridiculed, for its obsessively unscientific gender ideology:
http://www.turtlebayandbeyond.org/2012/homosexuality/nordic-countries-defund-gender-ideology/

------- August 31, 2012 ------Educated Swedish fools at the malevolent medical university, Karolinska Institutet, indefensibly
excommunicate its student of Public Health and sciencephobically reject all published articles in
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internationally recognised scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s antisemitic Minister for Foreign
Affairs, Carl Bildt, and Sweden’s antichristian Prime Minister, Fredrik Reinfeldt.
Eugenic embryo screening in Europe:

Prohibition of pre-implantation genetic diagnosis: the ECHR censors the Italian law:

http://www.turtlebayandbeyond.org/2012/abortion/prohibition-of-pre-implantation-genetic-diagnosis-the-echr-censors-the-italianlaw



Italy must allow embryo genetic screening because of unrestricted abortion law: European court
ruling: http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/italy-must-allow-embryo-genetic-screening-because-of-unrestricted-abortion

------- August 17, 2012 ------Educated Swedish fools at the malevolent medical university, Karolinska Institutet, indefensibly
excommunicate its student of Public Health and sciencephobically reject all published articles in
internationally recognised scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s antisemitic Minister for Foreign
Affairs, Carl Bildt, and Sweden’s antichristian Prime Minister, Fredrik Reinfeldt.
News:

Post-abortive women file complaint against China’s one child policy:

http://www.turtlebayandbeyond.org/2012/abortion/post-abortive-women-file-complaint-against-chinas-one-child-policy/



Bioethicist Peter Singer’s message ‘Just being human doesn’t give you a right to live’:



Canadian Medical Association: babies not human until after birth:



Disability treaty loses support over abortion worries:

http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/just-being-human-doesnt-give-you-a-right-to-live-peter-singer-sums-up-pro-a
http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/canadian-

medical-association-babies-not-human-till-after-birth

http://www.c-fam.org/fridayfax/volume-15/disability-treaty-

loses-support-over-abortion-worries.html

------- July 31, 2012 ------Educated Swedish fools at the malevolent medical university, Karolinska Institutet, indefensibly
excommunicate its student of Public Health and sciencephobically reject all published articles in
internationally recognised scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s antisemitic Minister for Foreign
Affairs, Carl Bildt, and Sweden’s antichristian Prime Minister, Fredrik Reinfeldt.
In the news:

South Dakota, USA; Court rules that patients seeking abortion must be relevantly advised of the
increased risk of suicidal thoughts and suicide: http://blogs.wsj.com/law/2012/07/24/patients-seeking-abortionmust-know-suicide-risk-court-rules

------- July 17, 2012 ------Educated Swedish fools at the malevolent medical university, Karolinska Institutet, indefensibly
excommunicate its student of Public Health and sciencephobically reject all published articles in
internationally recognised scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s antisemitic Minister for Foreign
Affairs, Carl Bildt, and Sweden’s antichristian Prime Minister, Fredrik Reinfeldt.
In the news:

Opinion; abortion is China’s weapon of mass destruction:

http://www.lifenews.com/2012/07/09/abortion-is-

chinas-weapon-of-mass-destruction-eliminating-millions



European Parliament condemns China’s one child policy and sex selective abortions:



United Kingdom’s NHS kills off 130,000 elderly patients every year:



USA President Barack Obama’s administration again calls pro-lifers terrorists:



USA President Barack Obama’s pro-abortion record; a pro-life compilation:

http://www.turtlebayandbeyond.org/2012/abortion/european-parliament-condemns-chinas-one-child-policy-and-sex-selectiveabortion
http://med.studentsforlife.org/2012/07/10/top-doctors-chilling-claim-the-nhs-kills-off-130000-elderly-patients-every-year
http://www.lifenews.com/2012/07/06/obama-administration-calls-pro-lifers-terrorists-again
http://www.lifenews.com/2010/11/07/obamaabortionrecord

------- June 30, 2012 ------Educated Swedish fools at the malevolent medical university, Karolinska Institutet, indefensibly
excommunicate its student of Public Health and sciencephobically reject all published articles in
internationally recognised scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s antisemitic Minister for Foreign
Affairs, Carl Bildt, and Sweden’s antichristian Prime Minister, Fredrik Reinfeldt.
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Not only does the Swedish government unlawfully support its medical university Karolinska
Institute’s refusal to grade a Masters level student’s exam, and Karolinska Institutet’s refusal
to motivate the examiners’ ambiguous and nationalistic comments on exam papers, (the
student’s exam papers refer to published internationally recognised scientific studies which
contradict Sweden’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs policy on abortion), but Swedish government
also exercises Soviet-style authoritarian human abuses by abduction of primary/elementary
home-schooled children:

http://www.cbn.com/media/player/index.aspx?s=/mp4/DHU238v2_Web_WS&search=sweden&p=1&parent=0&su


bnav=false
http://www.dailymotion.com/WellBoyFilmsIreland#video=xpjiqx

------- June 16, 2012 ------Educated Swedish fools at the malevolent medical university, Karolinska Institutet, indefensibly
excommunicate its student of Public Health and sciencephobically reject all published articles in
internationally recognised scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s antisemitic Minister for Foreign
Affairs, Carl Bildt, and Sweden’s antichristian Prime Minister, Fredrik Reinfeldt.
Sweden’s unscientific minister for research and education, Jan Björklund, wilfully distorts
scientific knowledge through Swedish media, as part of the Swedish governments’ incessant
agenda to antagonise, marginalise, discriminate and incite hatred against Christianity:

Swedish minister is angry that several EU member states oppose community funding of embryonic
stem cell research: http://www.turtlebayandbeyond.org/2012/abortion/eu-several-member-states-oppose-communityfunding-of-embryonic-stem-cell-research-a-swedish-minister-gets-angry

A recently exposed forced abortion case in China stirs public debate also within China:

Tianwang Human Rights Center: http://www.64tianwang.com/bencandy.php?fid-7-id-10243-page-1.htm

LifeNews; Due to unusual success in media exposure, China apologised to a recent victim of China’s
recurring forced late-term abortions: http://www.lifenews.com/2012/06/15/china-apologizes-suspends-officials-overforced-late-term-abortion



CNN; Forced abortion sparks outrage, debate in China:



Women’s Rights Without Frontiers; Stop forced abortion in China:



China Aid; Media on China’s one child policy:

http://edition.cnn.com/2012/06/14/world/asia/china-

abortion/index.html?hpt=ias_c2

http://www.womensrightswithoutfrontiers.org/?nav=stop-forced-abortion

http://www.chinaaid.org/search/label/One%20Child%20Policy?&max-

results=25

Alleged agenda-driven research and reports:

Guttmacher fails to debunk Chilean abortion-maternal mortality study:

http://www.lifenews.com/2012/06/09/guttmacher-fails-to-debunk-chilean-abortion-maternal-mortality-study



Guttmacher inflates number of illegal abortions in Colombia:



Abortion does not improve women’s reproductive health:



Report posits population control as solution to poverty in world’s least developed countries:

http://www.lifenews.com/2012/06/15/guttmacher-

inflates-number-of-illegal-abortions-in-colombia

http://www.lifenews.com/2012/06/01/abortion-does-

not-improve-womens-reproductive-health

http://www.turtlebayandbeyond.org/2012/demography/report-posits-population-control-as-solution-to-poverty-in-worlds-leastdeveloped-countries

------- June 1, 2012 ------Educated Swedish fools at the malevolent medical university, Karolinska Institutet, indefensibly
excommunicate its student of Public Health and sciencephobically reject all published articles in
internationally recognised scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s antisemitic Minister for Foreign
Affairs, Carl Bildt, and Sweden’s antichristian Prime Minister, Fredrik Reinfeldt.
A new paper by IORG identifies that results in published medical research underreport the
relationship between preterm births and abortion; a link which shows that abortion increases
the risk of preterm birth:

IORG; Abortion and preterm birth: Why medical journals are not giving us the real picture:
http://www.c-fam.org/docLib/Brief%209%20FINAL.small.pdf



C-FAM; Researcher says abortion-preterm birth connection is obscured:

http://www.c-

fam.org/fridayfax/volume-15/researcher-says-abortion-preterm-birth-connection-obscured.html

Guttmacher Institute fails its attempt to debunk recent Chilean study, showing that the legal
status of abortion does not appear to be related to overall rates of maternal mortality:

Chilean study exposes fundamental flaws in maternal health research: http://www.cfam.org/fridayfax/volume-15/chilean-study-exposes-fundamental-flaws-in-maternal-health-research.html
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While pro-abortion American president Barack Hussein Obama approves discrimination
against the unborn on the basis of sex and race, Turkish prime minister Recep Tayyip
Erdoğan opposes abortion with a lucid moral statement “I see abortion as murder. No one
should allow this.”:

Obama opposes banning abortion based on gender: http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/obama-i-oppose-banningabortion-based-on-gender



Democrats defeat Bill to ban sex-selection abortions:




Bill H. R. 3541: http://www.nrlc.org/Sex-SelectionAbortion/HR3541text.html
Turkey may seek abortion ban after Prime Minister speaks out:



Turkey Prime Minister’s statement that “Abortion is murder” causes panic among pro-abortion
advocates: http://www.turtlebayandbeyond.org/2012/abortion/turkeys-prime-ministers-statement-that-abortion-is-murder-

http://www.lifenews.com/2012/05/31/democrats-defeat-bill-

to-ban-sex-selection-abortions

http://www.lifenews.com/2012/05/29/turkey-

may-seek-abortion-ban-after-prime-minister-speaks-out

causes-panic-among-pro-abortion-advocates

------- May 17, 2012 ------Educated Swedish fools at the malevolent medical university, Karolinska Institutet, indefensibly
excommunicate its student of Public Health and sciencephobically reject all published articles in
internationally recognised scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s antisemitic Minister for Foreign
Affairs, Carl Bildt, and Sweden’s antichristian Prime Minister, Fredrik Reinfeldt.
Expressions of totalitarian abuse in China and in Sweden, and UK financing forced
sterilizations in India:

Chen Guangcheng defended women from China’s forced abortion:
http://chrissmith.house.gov/News/DocumentSingle.aspx?DocumentID=295544



Swedish totalitarianism; Swedish doctor censured after refusing to do abortion:



UK government funds forced sterilizations in India:

http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/swiss-doctor-censured-after-refusing-to-do-abortion

http://www.c-fam.org/fridayfax/volume-15/uk-government-

funds-forced-sterilizations-in-india.html

The legal status of abortion does not appear to be related to overall rates of maternal
mortality:

Women's education level, maternal health facilities, abortion legislation and maternal deaths; a
natural experiment in Chile from 1957 to 2007:
http://www.plosone.org/article/info%3Adoi%2F10.1371%2Fjournal.pone.0036613



New Chile study challenges the ‘safe abortion’ myth:



A ground-breaking abortion study from Chile:

http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/new-chile-study-

challenges-the-safe-abortion-myth

http://www.mercatornet.com/articles/view/a_ground_breaking_abortion_study_from_chile

Results from a new study in China confirmed results from other studies that induced abortion
is related to increased risk of breast caner:

Chinese study: “Women with a previous induced abortion had a significant increased risk of breast
cancer”: http://www.abortionbreastcancer.com/press_releases/120515/index.htm

Study: Repeat abortions greatly raise breast cancer risk: http://www.lifenews.com/2012/05/15/study-repeatabortions-greatly-raise-breast-cancer-risk



New Chinese study finds abortion increases risk of breast cancer:

http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/new-

chinese-study-finds-abortion-increases-risk-of-breast-cancer

------- April 30, 2012 ------Educated Swedish fools at the malevolent medical university, Karolinska Institutet, indefensibly
excommunicate its student of Public Health and sciencephobically reject all published articles in
internationally recognised scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s antisemitic Minister for Foreign
Affairs, Carl Bildt, and Sweden’s antichristian Prime Minister, Fredrik Reinfeldt.
Anti-Semitic Swedish politicians:

Hatred of Jews in a Swedish city: http://www.jpost.com/Opinion/Op-EdContributors/Article.aspx?id=265209

No excuse for Swedish anti-Semitism: http://www.thelocal.se/40504/20120426
Tasteless mindset of Swedish government and ministers:

Swedish minister in racist circumcision outrage: http://www.thelocal.se/40312/20120417

------- April 17, 2012 -------
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Educated Swedish fools at the malevolent medical university, Karolinska Institutet, indefensibly
excommunicate its student of Public Health and sciencephobically reject all published articles in
internationally recognised scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s antisemitic Minister for Foreign
Affairs, Carl Bildt, and Sweden’s antichristian Prime Minister, Fredrik Reinfeldt.
In the news:

Shutting down the debate on abortion and mental health:
http://www.mercatornet.com/articles/view/shutting_down_the_debate



Women who have children live longer:



Fertility decline may unhinge Asian security:



Chinese women suffer mental health risks from abortion despite abortion culture:

(http://www.lifenews.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/04/australiastudy.pdf)
http://www.turtlebayandbeyond.org/2012/family/women-who-have-children-live-longer
http://www.c-fam.org/fridayfax/volume-15/fertility-decline-may-

unhinge-asian-security,-expert-panel-says.html

http://www.cfam.org/fridayfax/volume-15/chinese-women-suffer-mental-health-risks-from-abortion-despite-abortion-culture.html

------- April 3, 2012 ------Educated Swedish fools at the malevolent medical university, Karolinska Institutet, indefensibly
excommunicate its student of Public Health and sciencephobically reject all published articles in
internationally recognised scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s antisemitic Minister for Foreign
Affairs, Carl Bildt, and Sweden’s antichristian Prime Minister, Fredrik Reinfeldt.
News:

Study; New study shows abstinence education is effective:

http://www.lifenews.com/2012/03/30/new-study-

shows-abstinence-education-effective
(http://sgo.sagepub.com/content/early/2012/03/21/2158244012442938.full)



Paper (not a scholarly-peer-reviewed paper); Advances in human biology and continued
epidemiologic studies increasingly point to the abortion and breast cancer (ABC) link:
http://www.wecareexperts.org/sites/default/files/articles/MARRI_ABC_Lanfranchi_March%202012%20FINAL-1.pdf



Report; European Dignity Watch questions the legality of funding of possible abortions through EU
development aid:

http://www.europeandignitywatch.org/fileadmin/user_upload/PDF/Day_to_Day_diverse/Funding_of_Abortion_Through_EU_Develop
ment_Aid_full_version.pdf



Report; Observatory on Intolerance and Discrimination against Christians Report 2011:

http://www.intoleranceagainstchristians.eu/fileadmin/user_upload/Report_2011_on_Intolerance_and_Discrimination_against_Christi
ans_in_Europe_Webversion.pdf

------- March 15, 2012 ------Educated Swedish fools at the malevolent medical university, Karolinska Institutet, indefensibly
excommunicate its student of Public Health and sciencephobically reject all published articles in
internationally recognised scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s antisemitic Minister for Foreign
Affairs, Carl Bildt, and Sweden’s antichristian Prime Minister, Fredrik Reinfeldt.
New study; Women with a history of induced abortion more than one year ago, compared
with pregnant women with no history of induced abortion, were significantly more likely to
report a case of anxiety during the first trimester of a subsequent pregnancy:

The impact of prior abortion on anxiety and depression symptoms during a subsequent

pregnancy: data from a population-based cohort study in China:
http://www.psikofarmakoloji.org/pdf/22_1_8.pdf



Study: Women more likely to face depression after abortion:

http://www.lifenews.com/2012/03/13/study-women-more-likely-to-face-depression-after-abortion



New study from China: More evidence of increased psychological risks Associated with
Abortion: http://www.wecareexperts.org/content/new-study-china-more-evidence-increased-psychologicalrisks-associated-abortion

Major media is biassed in reporting the link between abortion and mental health:

Researcher: Coverage of abortion-mental illness link ‘an excellent example’ of media

bias:

http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/researcher-coverage-of-abortion-mental-illness-link-an-excellentexample-of



Expert critiques claim there’s no link between abortion and mental health issues:

http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/expert-new-report-does-not-refute-well-established-link-between-abortion-an



Abortion prompts women’s mental health problems:
truth-abortion-prompts-womens-mental-health-problems

------- March 1, 2012 -------
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http://www.lifenews.com/2012/03/12/the-

Educated Swedish fools at the malevolent medical university, Karolinska Institutet, indefensibly
excommunicate its student of Public Health and sciencephobically reject all published articles in
internationally recognised scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s antisemitic Minister for Foreign
Affairs, Carl Bildt, and Sweden’s antichristian Prime Minister, Fredrik Reinfeldt.
Swedish intolerance of Biblical values advances Sweden’s marginalisation and persecution
against adherents of Biblical values:

Sweden crushing homeschoolers: exorbitant fines as politicians call for Gov't to seize homeschooled children: http://www.christiannewswire.com/news/4539818692.html

Swedish homeschoolers cry for help: http://www.christiannewswire.com/news/239618943.html

Swedish politician calls for even harsher penalties for homeschooling:
http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/swedish-politician-leader-calls-for-even-harsher-penalties-for-homeschoolin



EU family roundup: criticize homosexuality in Sweden and go to jail?: No problem for European
court: http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/eu-family-roundup-criticize-homosexuality-in-sweden-and-go-to-jail-no-probl

In extension of utilitarianism’s and relativism’s denial of absolute human value for each
human life, infanticide is a logical progression:

After-birth abortion: why should the baby live?: http://jme.bmj.com/content/early/2012/02/22/medethics-2011100411.full




Ethicists give thumbs-up to infanticide: http://www.bioedge.org/index.php/bioethics/bioethics_article/9950
Infanticide: logical outcome of the commitment to a “right to abortion”:



What if arguments for abortion were applied to infants?:

http://www.turtlebayandbeyond.org/2012/abortion/infanticide-logical-outcome-of-the-commitment-to-a-right-to-abortion
http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/what-if-arguments-

for-abortion-were-applied-to-infants

------- February 14, 2012 ------Educated Swedish fools at the malevolent medical university, Karolinska Institutet, indefensibly
excommunicate its student of Public Health and sciencephobically reject all published articles in
internationally recognised scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s antisemitic Minister for Foreign
Affairs, Carl Bildt, and Sweden’s antichristian Prime Minister, Fredrik Reinfeldt.
News:

Study attempts to downplay abortion-mental health risk link:

http://www.lifenews.com/2012/02/08/study-

attempts-to-downplay-abortion-mental-health-risk-link



A perspective on the IPPF (http://www.ippf.org) values, methods and business model for USA:



Updated pro-abortion record on USA president Barack Hussein Obama:

http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/how-planned-parenthood-hooks-kids-on-sex-warning-graphic-material
http://www.lifenews.com/2010/11/07/obamaabortionrecord

------- February 1, 2012 ------Educated Swedish fools at the malevolent medical university, Karolinska Institutet, indefensibly
excommunicate its student of Public Health and sciencephobically reject all published articles in
internationally recognised scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s antisemitic Minister for Foreign
Affairs, Carl Bildt, and Sweden’s antichristian Prime Minister, Fredrik Reinfeldt.
Recent research bulletin:

Wantedness & coercion: key factors in understanding women’s mental health after abortion:
http://www.abortionresearch.us/images/Vol23No2.pdf

New misleading reports:

UN report claiming rise in ‘unsafe’ abortion rates called ‘pro-abortion propaganda’:

http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/un-report-claiming-rise-in-unsafe-abortion-rates-called-pro-abortion-propag




New (WHO?) study on abortion disregards lower abortion rates associated with restrictive abortion
laws: http://www.turtlebayandbeyond.org/2012/abortion/new-who-study-on-abortion-or-is-it
Study claiming abortion to be safer than birth is misleading: http://www.lifenews.com/2012/01/25/study-



Study claiming abortion safer than birth used faulty data:

claiming-abortion-safer-than-birth-totally-misleading
http://www.lifenews.com/2012/01/26/study-claiming-

abortion-safer-than-birth-used-faulty-data

Commentary:

A message to pro-choice advocates: women are not fragile flowers - we can handle the truth about
abortion: http://activatecfpl.theefc.ca/journal/2012/1/23/a-message-to-pro-choice-advocates-women-are-not-fragile-flow.html

------- January 15, 2012 ------16

Educated Swedish fools at the malevolent medical university, Karolinska Institutet, indefensibly
excommunicate its student of Public Health and sciencephobically reject all published articles in
internationally recognised scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s antisemitic Minister for Foreign
Affairs, Carl Bildt, and Sweden’s antichristian Prime Minister, Fredrik Reinfeldt.
Ignorance, dishonesty, or just evil?:

A common sense response; ignorance or dishonesty may explain the political/pseudo-scientific
denials that abortion causes mental health problems for some women:
http://www.lifenews.com/2012/01/02/of-course-abortion-causes-mental-health-problems-for-women

The abortion industy, and some women’s perspectives:

Women speak out about “counseling” in the abortion industry:

http://afterabortion.org/2012/women-speak-out-

about-counseling-in-the-abortion-industry




The selling of abortion: http://afterabortion.org/2012/the-selling-of-abortion
Abortion industry’s “mission is to pressure women”: http://afterabortion.org/2012/planned-parenthoods-mission-is-



Planned Parenthood lies about itself:



Why this pro-choice feminist is now a pro-life activist:

to-pressure-women

http://washingtonexaminer.com/opinion/op-eds/2011/11/planned-parenthood-lies-

about-itself

http://www.lifenews.com/2012/01/06/why-this-pro-choice-

feminist-is-now-a-pro-life-activist

Not only the royally idiotic monarchy of Sweden … :

The royally idiotic monarchy of Sweden is not the only royalty with gravely unsound judgement and
absence of a moral compass. Regrettably, Queen Elizabeth II of United Kingdom thoughtlessly
bestowed `honours´ to the former Director General of IPPF; the largest abortion enterprise in the
world which aggressively and relentlessly promotes the killing unborn humans.:
http://www.scoop.co.nz/stories/GE1201/S00006/dr-gill-greer-advocate-for-abortion-honoured-by-qeii.htm

------- December 31, 2011 ------Educated Swedish fools at the malevolent medical university, Karolinska Institutet, indefensibly
excommunicate its student of Public Health and sciencephobically reject all published articles in
internationally recognised scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s antisemitic Minister for Foreign
Affairs, Carl Bildt, and Sweden’s antichristian Prime Minister, Fredrik Reinfeldt.
Recent:

Science vs politics in abortion and mental health:

http://www.mercatornet.com/articles/view/abortion_and_mental_health_science_vs_politics



Fetal origins; human fetus learns about its external world in the womb:
http://edition.cnn.com/2011/12/11/opinion/paul-ted-talk/index.html

------- December 16, 2011 ------Educated Swedish fools at the malevolent medical university, Karolinska Institutet, indefensibly
excommunicate its student of Public Health and sciencephobically reject all published articles in
internationally recognised scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s antisemitic Minister for Foreign
Affairs, Carl Bildt, and Sweden’s antichristian Prime Minister, Fredrik Reinfeldt.
Royal College of Psychiatrists (RCP) misleads with a recent systematic review, which
conclusions are based on only four studies. The review is critiqued for unjustified dismissal of
studies, factual errors, problematic “quality assessments” and faulty conclusions. “This
report constitutes no less than a crafty abuse of science.”:

Dr. Priscilla Coleman, professor of Human Development and Family Studies at Bowling Green State
University in USA: Royal College of Psychiatrists in UK hides abortion’s harm to women:
http://www.lifenews.com/2011/12/15/royal-college-of-psychiatrists-hides-abortions-harm-to-women



Claim that abortion doesn't harm mental health dismissed as "predictable assertion":



British Royal College of Psychiatrists mislead women on abortion-mental health link:



Systematic Review by Academy of Medical Royal Colleges (AOMRC) 2011:



Meta-Analysis by Professor Prscilla Coleman (BJPsych) 2011:



Critics' attacks on abortion/mental health study by Professor Coleman is baseless:

http://www.spuc.org.uk/news/releases/2011/december09

http://www.lifenews.com/2011/12/09/british-doctors-mislead-women-on-abortion-mental-health-link

http://www.nenzen.net/AOMRC-

misleading-review-Dec-2011.pdf

http://www.nenzen.net/Coleman_review_BJP-

2011.pdf

http://www.c-

fam.org/fridayfax/volume-14/analysis-critics-attacks-on-abortion/mental-health-study-baseless.html

Methodological deficiencies and selection bias in recent BJOG study which claims abortion
restrictions in European Union countries have little effect on abortion rates:
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Study claiming European pro-life laws don’t work has big flaws:



Ireland’s pro-life laws benefit women’s health:



Purportedly because of restrictive abortion laws between 1968 and 2010, Ireland and Northern
Ireland show comparatively low incidence of maternal and infant conditions known to be abortion
sequelae, according to simple ecological report: http://www.youthdefence.ie/am_cms_media/irelands-gain.pdf
Debunking elite opinion on abortion policy: http://www.nationalreview.com/corner/269023/debunking-elite-opinion-





http://www.lifenews.com/2011/12/08/study-

claiming-european-pro-life-laws-dont-work-has-big-flaws

http://www.youthdefence.ie/latest-news/new-report-shows-irelands-

pro-life-laws-bring-better-health-outcomes-for-women

abortion-policy-michael-j-new

Abortion laws and their effects on abortion rates: http://downloads.frc.org/EF/EF10H17.pdf
Evidence that several types of state-level anti-abortion legislation result in statistically significant
declines in abortion rate, abortion ratio and incidence of abortion:
http://spa.sagepub.com/content/11/1/28.short

------- November 30, 2011 ------Educated Swedish fools at the malevolent medical university, Karolinska Institutet, indefensibly
excommunicate its student of Public Health and sciencephobically reject all published articles in
internationally recognised scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s antisemitic Minister for Foreign
Affairs, Carl Bildt, and Sweden’s antichristian Prime Minister, Fredrik Reinfeldt.
Historical and current unethical influences originating from the Swedish anomie; Swedish
eugenicists prized by Swedish Nobel Foundation:

Swedish eugenicists and Nobel prize winners (former Alva Myrdal and Gunnar Myrdal), are
influential ideological founders of current racial targeting of Hispanics and African-Americans in the
United States, through abortion promotion by Planned Parenthood (IPPF), as attributed in a recent
report: http://www.prolifeamerica.com/Racial-Targeting-Population-Control.pdf
A new study identifies increased breast cancer risk from induced abortion, thereby
strengthening the hypothesis of a statistically significant positive correlation between breast
cancer and induced abortion.:

Epidemiological studies on correlation between induced abortion and breast cancer risk:
http://www.bcpinstitute.org/epidemiology_studies_bcpi.htm



Armenian study; induced abortion nearly triples breast cancer risk:



U.K.'s Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists (RCOG) deceives women about abortionbreast cancer link: http://www.abortionbreastcancer.com/press_releases/111129/index.htm
New study finds that abortion nearly triples breast cancer risk: http://www.lifenews.com/2011/11/28/abortion-



http://www.abortionbreastcancer.com/press_releases/111128/index.htm

nearly-triples-breast-cancer-risk-new-study-finds

------- November 17, 2011 ------Educated Swedish fools at the malevolent medical university, Karolinska Institutet, indefensibly
excommunicate its student of Public Health and sciencephobically reject all published articles in
internationally recognised scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s antisemitic Minister for Foreign
Affairs, Carl Bildt, and Sweden’s antichristian Prime Minister, Fredrik Reinfeldt.
The research-biased and pro-abortion partisan Guttmacher Institute distorts abortion
science, and conducts public policy activities on behalf of Planned Parenthood Federation of
America (PPFA).:

“We’ve been Guttmachered”: http://www.blackprolifecoalition.org/weve-been-guttmacherd
Although Sweden lacks predominantly positive human liberty due to its extreme values, its
strong anti-Christian and anti-Semitic sentiments, and its societally innate cowardice with
political correctness (http://www.worldvaluessurvey.org), China’s deficiency of predominantly negative
human liberty and strong disregard for fundamental human rights are manifested for
example through China’s coercive family planning by means of forced abortions, forced
sterilisations, harassment, imprisonment, torture and murder.:

Forced abortion and sterilization: http://www.womensrightswithoutfrontiers.org/index.php?nav=chen-report

The Chen Guangcheng report: http://www.womensrightswithoutfrontiers.org/chenreport.pdf

US Congressman trying to visit Chinese lawyer Chen Guangcheng:
http://english.ntdtv.com/ntdtv_en/news_china/2011-11-04/us-congressman-trying-to-visit-chinese-lawyer-chen-guangcheng.html



China’s harsh enforcement of one-child policy:



ChinaAid leader Bob Fu on religious freedom and forced abortion in China:



Chinese abortion death due to birth quota enforcement:



Chinese officials brutally murdered my unborn child:

http://www.theepochtimes.com/n2/china-news/chinas-harsh-

enforcement-of-one-child-policy-62111.html

http://www.chinaaid.org/2011/10/chinaaid-president-bob-fus-interview-on.html

http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2011/oct/21/chinese-

abortion-death-birth-quota-claims

slaughterhouse-the-day-chinese-officials-brutally-murdered
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http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/like-pigs-in-the-

------- October 31, 2011 ------Educated Swedish fools at the malevolent medical university, Karolinska Institutet, indefensibly
excommunicate its student of Public Health and sciencephobically reject all published articles in
internationally recognised scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s antisemitic Minister for Foreign
Affairs, Carl Bildt, and Sweden’s antichristian Prime Minister, Fredrik Reinfeldt.
Professor David M. Fergusson of University of Otago, Christchurch, New Zealand:

In contrast to Swedish Karolinska Institute’s repeated false claim "There is no evidence in
literature!” in regards to the correlation between abortion and increased risks of mental health
problems among women, Professor David Fergusson acknowledges a scientific approach to the
scientific evidence by articulating “It is our view that the scientifically appropriate and cautious
assessment is that: there is currently suggestive evidence indicating that abortion is associated
with modest increases in risks of common mental disorders.”: http://bjp.rcpsych.org/content/199/3/180/reply
In relation to abortion sciences and abortion ethics, also the Canadian Prime Minister is a
sheer coward.:

Canadian Prime Minister Stephen Harper vowed “As long as I am Prime Minister, we are not
reopening the abortion debate.” Neither elected representatives nor the citizens of Canada will be
allowed to debate abortion during his term as PM. Some Canadians believe that is tyranny, not
democracy.: http://wewantthedebate.ca/?page_id=162

72% of Canadians want legal protections for the unborn. “There is clearly a considerable gulf
between government policies on abortion and Canadians’ opinions.”: http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/72of-canadians-want-legal-protections-for-the-unborn-poll

------- October 14, 2011 ------Educated Swedish fools at the malevolent medical university, Karolinska Institutet, indefensibly
excommunicate its student of Public Health and sciencephobically reject all published articles in
internationally recognised scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s antisemitic Minister for Foreign
Affairs, Carl Bildt, and Sweden’s antichristian Prime Minister, Fredrik Reinfeldt.
Is United Nations progressively a collective source for international deception?:

San Jose Articles; Abortion and the unborn child in international law ‘No right to abortion.’:
http://www.sanjosearticles.org

San Jose Articles footnotes: http://www.sanjosearticles.com/?page_id=88
C-Fam; Major pro-life legal/scientific document launched at UN Headquarters:

http://www.cfam.org/fridayfax/volume-14/major-pro-life-legal/scientific-document-launched-at-un-headquarters.html



UN Women (http://www.unwomen.org) pursues universal injustice by baselessly declaring that
international advocacy for women’s “right to access abortion” is a matter of justice. By no justifiable
argument is it a moral right to kill innocent babies.: http://www.turtlebayandbeyond.org/2011/abortion/un-womenright-to-abortion-right-to-justice



PRI; A pro-people position on demographics contra anti-people positions and myths of
overpopulation: http://www.overpopulationisamyth.com/content/episode-5-7-billion-people-will-everyone-please-relax
Head of UN Women’s agency suggests to increase third world ‘family planning’ (abortion) to deal
with overpopulation: http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/increase-third-world-family-planning-to-deal-with-overpopulationhead-of-un

Will U.S.A. vote to reverse the anti-life policies of the Obama administration?:

The most pro-abortion president in American history, Barack Hussein Obama, is contrasted by
several life-affirming presidential candidates, amongst Rick Perry who asserts support for all human
life regardless of circumstance: http://www.rawstory.com/rs/2011/10/07/perry-every-human-being-is-entitled-to-life

------- September 30, 2011 ------Educated Swedish fools at the malevolent medical university, Karolinska Institutet, indefensibly
excommunicate its student of Public Health and sciencephobically reject all published articles in
internationally recognised scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s antisemitic Minister for Foreign
Affairs, Carl Bildt, and Sweden’s antichristian Prime Minister, Fredrik Reinfeldt.
Failure to recognise inherent absolute value for every human is dehumanisation; which
supports discriminatory killing of persons and genocide - such as The Holocaust, and
abortion.
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Heart-changing interviews; “One consequence of forgetting the Holocaust is a disrespect for human
life.”: http://www.180movie.com
Canadian-style infanticide; “If the ‘onerous demands’ of parenthood justify killing one’s own child,
there is no logical reason to confine permissive infanticide to newborns, or even to younger
children.”: http://www.albertmohler.com/2011/09/16/thrown-over-the-fence-infanticide-canadian-style
Swedish-style gendercide; In 2009 gender-selective abortions were legalised in Sweden:
http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/archive/ldn/2009/may/09051201

Council of Europe; “As regards sex selection through abortion, Sweden represents an isolated case
in Europe.”: http://www.assembly.coe.int/Mainf.asp?link=/Documents/WorkingDocs/Doc11/EDOC12715.htm

------- September 16, 2011 ------Educated Swedish fools at the malevolent medical university, Karolinska Institutet, indefensibly
excommunicate its student of Public Health and sciencephobically reject all published articles in
internationally recognised scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s antisemitic Minister for Foreign
Affairs, Carl Bildt, and Sweden’s antichristian Prime Minister, Fredrik Reinfeldt.
A new meta-analysis provides the largest quantitative estimate of mental health risks
associated with abortion available in the world literature. Women who had undergone an
abortion experienced an 81% increased risk of mental health problems. Nearly 10% of the
incidence of mental health problems was shown to be directly attributable to abortion.

British Journal of Psychiatry; Priscilla K. Coleman; Abortion and mental health: quantitative
synthesis and analysis of research published 1995–2009: http://www.nenzen.net/Coleman_review_BJP-2011.pdf

Elliott Institute: Abortion and mental health controversy reignited by new study:
http://afterabortion.org/2011/abortion-and-mental-health-controversy-reignited-by-new-study



Largest ever study finds abortion increases risk of severe mental health problems by 81%:



Abortion increases risk of women’s mental health problems 81%:



Major study links mental health problems to abortion:

http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/largest-ever-study-finds-abortion-increases-risk-of-severe-mental-health-pr
http://www.lifenews.com/2011/09/01/abortion-increases-risk-of-womens-mental-health-problems-81

http://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2011/09/major_study_links_suicide_and_other_mental_health_problems_to_abortion.html

The human brain may discriminate touch from pain from 35–37 weeks gestation:

New study suggests pre-born children experience pain. Women seeking an abortion should be
informed regarding the possibility that pain may be experienced by their unborn child.:
http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/new-study-suggests-pre-born-children-experience-pain



Study: Unborn babies can differentiate touch from pain in womb:

http://www.lifenews.com/2011/09/09/study-

unborn-babies-can-differentiate-touch-pain-in-womb

------- September 1, 2011 ------Educated Swedish fools at the malevolent medical university, Karolinska Institutet, indefensibly
excommunicate its student of Public Health and sciencephobically reject all published articles in
internationally recognised scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s antisemitic Minister for Foreign
Affairs, Carl Bildt, and Sweden’s antichristian Prime Minister, Fredrik Reinfeldt.
Swedish supremacism - and deprivation of fundamental human rights in Sweden:
Attitudes of Swedish supremacism within the Swedish university Karolinska Institute and within the
Government of the Kingdom of Sweden, as expressed through recurring baseless statements such as
“Sweden has come further.” and a specific statement against Torsten "The problem is that you are not
Swedish.", in conjunction with Sweden’s notorious intolerance against Judeo-Christian values, and in
combination with Sweden’s systematic failure to provide legal protection against criminal discrimination
according to international law and also Swedish national law, is a factor that essentially deprives some
Swedish citizens in Sweden their internationally stipulated fundamental human rights:

http://www.oscepa.org/images/stories/documents/activities/1.Annual%20Session/2011_Belgrade/Belgrade_Declaration/20_Resolution_Ch
ristians.pdf

Religious affiliation is a major predictor of abortion compliance among medical doctors in
U.S.A., and as abortion training availability for medical students is positively correlated with
abortion provision in future practice, many medical programs in U.S.A. pressure students to
perform abortions as a part of their medical training:

Fewer Ob-Gyn:s execute abortions than previously thought: http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/fewer-ob-gynscommit-abortions-than-previously-thought-study



Abortion provision among practicing obstetrician–gynecologists:

http://journals.lww.com/greenjournal/Abstract/2011/09000/Abortion_Provision_Among_Practicing.16.aspx

Human control and convenience at the expense of sanctity of human life and dignity of the
person; In vitro fertilization (IVF) procedures, which generate high multiple gestation
pregnancy rates, cannot morally legitimise subsequent elective pregnancy reduction:
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Two-minus-one pregnancies: http://www.nytimes.com/2011/08/14/magazine/the-two-minus-one-pregnancy.html
IVF turns pregnancy into a shopping expedition: http://www.hliamerica.org/truth-and-charity-forum/ivf-turns-



Killing innocent human life – through reduction:

pregnancy-into-a-shopping-expedition

http://www.albertmohler.com/2011/08/17/this-isnt-meddling-its-

murder

…
Not only does the Swedish Karolinska Institute refuse academic communication with its student, but
also the Karolinska Institute University Board refuses any communication with its student regarding the
university’s removal of Torsten’s university related email addresses, its erasure of Torsten’s stored
academic email correspondence, and its deletion of Torsten’s academic work stored on its servers
(http://www.nenzen.net/Karolinska-Institute-persecute-against-truth.htm).

------- August 18, 2011 ------Educated Swedish fools at the malevolent medical university, Karolinska Institutet, indefensibly
excommunicate its student of Public Health and sciencephobically reject all published articles in
internationally recognised scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s antisemitic Minister for Foreign
Affairs, Carl Bildt, and Sweden’s antichristian Prime Minister, Fredrik Reinfeldt.
A key to societal success and sustainable democracy is truth:

Rocco Buttiglione; ”We must bring truth to politics.”: http://www.catholicnewsagency.com/news/europeanpolitician-calls-new-generation-to-defend-christianity

Swedish parliamentarians and the Swedish Nobel-prestigious medical university Karolinska
Institute, in principle similar although differing in degree to truth-intolerant North Korea,
persecute truth-proponents, distort truth and silence truth:

Swedish Karolinska Institute University Board refuses communication with its student also
regarding its recent removal of my email addresses, its erasure of my stored email correspondence
and its deletion of my academic work from its servers: http://www.nenzen.net/Karolinska-Institute-persecuteagainst-truth.htm

Short videos:

Lies, lies, lies…: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lr62wFXxVlc

Exposing epidemic abortions in the black community: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_YYw0_dRqQk

Racial profile killing: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aeBdwvrvJk0&NR

------- August 4, 2011 ------Educated Swedish fools at the malevolent medical university, Karolinska Institutet, indefensibly
excommunicate its student of Public Health and sciencephobically reject all published articles in
internationally recognised scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s antisemitic Minister for Foreign
Affairs, Carl Bildt, and Sweden’s antichristian Prime Minister, Fredrik Reinfeldt.
While satanic Swedish parliamentarians combat against conscientious objection rights for
European doctors, nearly half of British future doctors’ views on ethical rights and obligations
related to abortion point to belief in the freedom to refuse to perform abortion procedures:

Survey; Conscientious objections to abortion procedures among medical students:
http://press.psprings.co.uk/jme/july/jme42770.pdf




UK abortionists worried about future of abortion after medical students support conscientious
objection: http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/uk-abortionists-worried-about-future-of-abortion-after-med-students-support
SPUC; “Any doctor not heeding his/her conscience, in line with the natural moral law, cannot be
said to be operating within the Hippocratic tradition.”: http://spuc-director.blogspot.com/2011/07/spucs-anthonymccarthy-responds-to.html



Overwhelming majority of Swedish parliamentarians oppose conscientious objection rights to
abortion: http://www.spuc.org.uk/news/releases/2011/may11

End the genocide of black Americans by abortion:

Short video: Abortion is the number one killer of black Americans (http://www.blackprolifecoalition.org):
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bqeUlAmUXb4

------- July 16, 2011 ------Educated Swedish fools at the malevolent medical university, Karolinska Institutet, indefensibly
excommunicate its student of Public Health and sciencephobically reject all published articles in
internationally recognised scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s antisemitic Minister for Foreign
Affairs, Carl Bildt, and Sweden’s antichristian Prime Minister, Fredrik Reinfeldt.
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Contrary to sciencephobic and diabolical Sweden, Russia is aligning with scientific research
and with good medical ethics by legally requiring clinics to inform potential clients of health
hazards of abortion procedures:

Abortion risks; Russian President Dmitri Medvedev signed the abortion-reduction bill which aims to
inform women of the risks associated with abortion: http://www.lifenews.com/2011/07/15/russian-presidentmedvedev-signs-pro-life-bill-on-abortion-risks




Russia tightens rules on ads for abortions: http://en.rian.ru/russia/20110714/165194588.html
Russian regulations on abortion increased: http://www.foxnews.com/world/2011/07/15/russian-regulations-on-



A host of legislation fixes has been proposed to combat abortions in Russia:

abortion-increased

http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/russia-gets-ready-to-slap-warning-labels-on-abortion-ads

Prominent abortion researchers recognise risk and causality:

Abortion researcher and Ph.D. in bioethics, Dr. David Reardon, reasons that “by design – when you
hurt a child through abortion you also hurt the mother”: http://www.youtube.com/abortionrisks

Abortion researcher and Psychiatrist, Dr. Martha Shuping, summarised that “I now could not
truthfully say there are no risks: Women’s hearts are at risk with abortion, and peer-reviewed
research increasingly confirms the risks to women’s mental health.”: http://www.nenzen.net/Big-Girls-Cry.pdf
Skewed media reporting on violence against supporters of life:

Media bias on abortion related violence from pro-life and pro-choice adherents:
http://www.prochoiceviolence.com



Violent pro-choice supporter bloodies peaceful pro-life activist:

http://www.operationrescue.org/archives/abortion-supporter-bloodies-peaceful-pro-life-activist-in-violent-beating

------- June 30, 2011 ------Educated Swedish fools at the malevolent medical university, Karolinska Institutet, indefensibly
excommunicate its student of Public Health and sciencephobically reject all published articles in
internationally recognised scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s antisemitic Minister for Foreign
Affairs, Carl Bildt, and Sweden’s antichristian Prime Minister, Fredrik Reinfeldt.
Sweden’s cultural and political lunacy:

The European Parliamentary Assembly was recently advised to discuss and condemn gendercide.
Abortion-promoting Sweden, however, recently decided to legally permit gendercide within
Sweden.: http://www.turtlebayandbeyond.org/2011/abortion/council-of-europe-and-un-start-addressing-sex-selective-abortions

Swedish gender-madness is now officially imposed on Swedish pre-school children:
http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/gender-madness-swedish-pre-school-bans-him-and-her



WHO is one of the world’s top abortion advocates, significantly due to funding from abortionpromoting Sweden: http://www.c-fam.org/publications/id.1888/pub_detail.asp

Demographics:

The State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation declares support for raising
moral standards through the Moscow Demographic Summit:
http://www.worldcongress.ru/Files/Downloads/Letter-of-Support-from-Russian-Duma.pdf




A proposal for increasing the fertility rate in Russia: http://www.pop.org/content/how-create-baby-boom-russia
The population decline in Europe: http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/europe-is-dying-us-population-expert-tells-senatehearing

A relationship between pro-choice attitude to abortion and inclination to censorship:

“If the ultimate goal is the safeguarding of women’s health, it is necessary for the scientific
community to refute inaccurate data or inappropriate use of statistics and to publish high-quality
research”: http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/new-international-womens-health-group-tackles-abortion-first-mentality-cens

------- June 15, 2011 ------Educated Swedish fools at the malevolent medical university, Karolinska Institutet, indefensibly
excommunicate its student of Public Health and sciencephobically reject all published articles in
internationally recognised scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s antisemitic Minister for Foreign
Affairs, Carl Bildt, and Sweden’s antichristian Prime Minister, Fredrik Reinfeldt.
It is a long-known fact that Swedes are the most extreme people on earth in relation to
values. The results of a new survey, however, now also indicate that the most extreme
people on earth, the Swedes, also host a significant proportion of self-centered and antidemocratic values among young-adult Swedes. Therefore, the corrupt nature of Sweden’s
Karolinska Institutet, the corrupt nature of Swedish professors, the corrupt nature of higher
education in Sweden, the corrupt nature of “Christian” and “Catholic” leaders in Sweden, and
the corrupt nature of political leaders in Sweden, is probable to increase in near future.:
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26% of young-adult Swedes prefer a totalitarian ruler of Sweden, 12% of young-adult Swedes
prefer a military dictatorship in Sweden, 20% of young-adult Swedes would alter their vote in
favour for a political party that offers a monetary bribe, and 28% of young-adult Swedes would
alter their vote in favour for a political party that offers a job position bribe.:
http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=en&sl=auto&tl=en&u=http%3A%2F%2Fwvs.gu.se%2F



Democracy is not important for young-adult Swedes:

http://translate.google.com/translate?js=n&prev=_t&hl=en&ie=UTF8&layout=2&eotf=1&sl=auto&tl=en&u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.dn.se%2Fdebatt%2Fdemokrati-inte-sa-viktigt-for-dagens-ungasvenskar&act=url

While China continues to force abortion and abduct “illegal” children, while India continues
to practice female foeticide, while Sweden promotes abortions in heavily indebted poor
countries, while Sweden recently introduced support for Swedish gender-based abortions,
and while women in all aborting nations are pressured to abort their children, Russian
lawmakers and politicians may take a different direction by preparing for abortion
restrictions and a reduction of abortions in Russia:

http://www.theblaze.com/stories/russian-lawmakers-prepare-for-major-crackdown-on-abortion

http://www.womensrightswithoutfrontiers.org
http://www.allgirlsallowed.org
http://www.pop.org
http://www.earnedmedia.org/2011-06-01%20%20One%20Child%20Policy%20All%20Girls%20Allowed%20Press%20Conference.pdf
http://theunchoice.com/pdf/FactSheets/ForcedAbortions.pdf

------- May 29, 2011 ------Educated Swedish fools at the malevolent medical university, Karolinska Institutet, indefensibly
excommunicate its student of Public Health and sciencephobically reject all published articles in
internationally recognised scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s antisemitic Minister for Foreign
Affairs, Carl Bildt, and Sweden’s antichristian Prime Minister, Fredrik Reinfeldt.
Sweden publicly evades medical and scientific facts, evades sustainable arguments and
evades honest ethical discussion about induced labor abortions. Several Swedish national
media warn against questioning or opining negatively of the right to late-term abortions following a medical service personnel recent complaint to the Swedish National Board of
Health and Welfare regarding stress at witnessing breathing infants left to die while
performing live birth abortions.

Swedish professors and Swedish parliamentarians demand that media discussions on abortion must
never lead to restrictions of abortion rights, motivated by their Swedish mantra “Sweden has
excellent abortion laws.”: http://translate.google.com/translate?js=n&prev=_t&hl=en&ie=UTF8&layout=2&eotf=1&sl=auto&tl=en&u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.svd.se%2Fopinion%2Fbrannpunkt%2Fde-sena-aborternabehovs_6200835.svd%23after-ad&act=url



Midwife: "It feels terrible to have perfectly healthy fetuses lie and die before our eyes":



Midwife: “It is very unpleasant, I feel instinctively that I want to save it.”:



Swedish professor believes that an appropriate approach is to put away the living fetus, which ends
up in a basin, prepare and take care of the mother and then see if the fetus has died in the
meantime: http://translate.google.com/translate?js=n&prev=_t&hl=en&ie=UTF-

http://www.dagensmedicin.se/nyheter/2011/05/18/tungt-med-levande/index.xml

http://translate.google.com/translate?js=n&prev=_t&hl=en&ie=UTF8&layout=2&eotf=1&sl=auto&tl=en&u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.dagen.se%2Fdagen%2Farticle.aspx%3Fid%3D261934&act=url

8&layout=2&eotf=1&sl=auto&tl=en&u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.dagen.se%2Fdagen%2Farticle.aspx%3Fid%3D261933&act=url



Swedish National Board of Health and Welfare will review the medical abortion methods available
that will prevent the babies from visibly breathing or moving after the abortion:
http://www.dagensmedicin.se/nyheter/2011/05/18/socialstyrelsen-ser-over-a/index.xml

Induced labor abortions in the USA; live birth infant legal protection was supported by
Presidents Ronald Reagan and George W. Bush, but repeatedly opposed by pro-abortion
President Barack Hussein Obama:

Born-Alive Infants Protection Act: http://www.nrlc.org/federal/Born_Alive_Infants/index.html

Written testimony of live birth abortions by nurse Jill Stanek (jillstanek.com):
https://www.priestsforlife.org/testimony/jillstanektestimony.htm



Video testimony of induced labor abortions by nurse Jill Stanek:



Video; President Barack Hussein Obama and infanticide - part 1:



Video; President Barack Hussein Obama and infanticide - part 2:




Short video; President Ronald Reagan endorsed Personhood: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0WTiK9Dd9z0
Video; President George W. Bush signed the Born Alive Infants Protection Act, ensuring that every
infant born alive, including a person who survives an abortion procedure, is considered a person
under federal law: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Mmi-Ul4iqo

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3qbtAYP-

7QE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6heVhZfVwR8

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IrhWq4nXtdk&NR
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------- May 16, 2011 ------Educated Swedish fools at the malevolent medical university, Karolinska Institutet, indefensibly
excommunicate its student of Public Health and sciencephobically reject all published articles in
internationally recognised scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s antisemitic Minister for Foreign
Affairs, Carl Bildt, and Sweden’s antichristian Prime Minister, Fredrik Reinfeldt.
Satanic Sweden is campaigning for compulsory execution of abortions by health
professionals:

Swedish parliament voted to campaign against a European resolution, which reiterates the right to
conscientious objection for health professionals who do not want to perform abortions:
http://www.intoleranceagainstchristians.eu/index.php?id=573&user_extmininews_pi1[detailid]=316&user_extmininews_pi1[page]=
1



Sweden’s parliament militates against freedom of conscience:



Swedish parliament votes overwhelmingly to fight conscience rights for doctors:

http://www.turtlebayandbeyond.org/2011/abortion/swedens-parliament-militates-against-freedom-of-conscience
http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/sweden-parliament-votes-overwhelmingly-to-fight-conscience-rights-for-docto

Mythbusting utopian Sweden:

Sweden; a warning against overzealous state family policies:

http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/sweden-a-

warning-against-overzealous-state-family-policies

Results from one study in Australia show proportionally more complications through
abortifacient Mifepristone than through surgical abortions:

Study finds Miferpristone much more dangerous than surgical abortion:
http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/study-finds-ru-486-much-more-dangerous-than-surgical-abortion



Mifepristone in South Australia; common complications of first trimester abortion. Higher
percentage of women in the first trimester sought emergency department help, compared to
percentage of women in the first trimester who had surgical abortions:
http://www.racgp.org.au/afp/201105/201105mulligan.pdf

Apparent inconsistent advertising standards - obstructing pro-life advertising messages:

Pro-life billboard banned in Australia, but euthanasia ad ok: http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/pro-life-billboardbanned-in-australia-but-euthanasia-ad-ok



Video clip of Australian life-affirming advertisement; “The casualty list of every abortion: one dead,
one wounded.”: http://www.howgoodisthat.org/home/2-billboard-6

Prevention of coerced and forced abortions:

Thwarting coerced and forced abortions through legal information in United States:
http://www.txjf.org/pages.asp?pageid=99931

Short film:

New short film “To Be Born” about a young woman faced with an unplanned pregnancy:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UdkWqHTgdpQ

------- May 1, 2011 ------Educated Swedish fools at the malevolent medical university, Karolinska Institutet, indefensibly
excommunicate its student of Public Health and sciencephobically reject all published articles in
internationally recognised scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s antisemitic Minister for Foreign
Affairs, Carl Bildt, and Sweden’s antichristian Prime Minister, Fredrik Reinfeldt.
Clinical identification of symptoms of trauma in post-abortive patients, and political denials:

Medical Students for Life of America, National Conference; Video lecture on identifying symptoms of
trauma in post-abortive patients (@ 22 min mark): http://med.studentsforlife.org/medical-students-for-lifenational-conference




The cover-up of abortion's real risks: http://www.americanthinker.com/2011/04/the_coverup_of_abortions_real_1.html
Royal College of Psychiatrists (RCP) claims no negative mental health consequences from abortion:



SPUC; Psychiatrists' abortion draft report biased: http://www.spuc.org.uk/news/releases/2011/april10
UN ignores 3 million annual stillbirths: http://www.c-fam.org/publications/id.1841/pub_detail.asp

http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/royal-college-of-psychiatrists-claims-no-negative-mental-health-consequence

Typical Swedish madness; Swedish professors propose that Swedish abortion legislation
should be further relativised, thereby further concealing the scientific/medical evidence and
obscuring the dichotomous nature of philosophical/ethical clarity regarding elective abortion.
The question that Swedish professors aspire to evade is: Do humans ever have a moral right
to justify killing an innocent human being? This fundamental question can initially be
answered in three parts: Is the foetus life? Absolute answer = yes. What species of life is the
foetus? Absolute answer = human. Is the foetus guilty? Absolute answer = no.:

Swedish professors aspire a broader view on abortion: http://www.dn.se/debatt/dags-for-samhallet-att-nyanserasynen-pa-aborter
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(http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=en&sl=sv&tl=en&u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.dn.se%2Fdebatt%2Fdags-for-samhallet-attnyansera-synen-pa-aborter)



Swedish Minister for Gender Equality demands ”stand up for the Swedish legislation and women's
right to make decisions about their own bodies” while ignoring the universal moral rights of the
innocent humans living inside women’s bodies.: http://www.dn.se/debatt/forodande-om-svensk-abortlagstiftningurholkas
(http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=en&sl=sv&tl=en&u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.dn.se%2Fdebatt%2Fforodande-om-svenskabortlagstiftning-urholkas)



Case for Life; One issue – What is the unborn?: http://www.caseforlife.com
Professor of philosophy William Lane Craig; Ethics of abortion on demand - two central questions
which are determinative: http://www.reasonablefaith.org/site/News2?page=NewsArticle&id=6351

Canadian general election on May 2, 2011:

Canadian Prime Minister Stephen Harper renews his vow to ‘defeat’ pro-life bills:

http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/conservative-party-flees-from-pro-life-remarks-by-mp-harper-renews-vow-not





Canadian Prime Minister Stephen Harper; abortion won’t be on the agenda even with a majority
vote: http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/harper-abortion-gay-marriage-wont-be-on-the-agenda-even-with-majority
Advising Canadians to recover a sense of outrage and true compassion in Canada:
http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/sense-of-outrage-over-abortion-should-lead-canadians-to-march-for-life-bish

CHP; the only political party in Canada that will protect all innocent human life from conception to
natural death: http://www.chp.ca/compare

Russia’s shrinking population recognised politically:

Russian Prime Minister Vladimir Putin pledges to raise the nation’s birthrate :
http://www.profam.org/press/wcf.pr.110425.htm
(http://www.christiannewswire.com/news/3539916828.html)



Russia considering abortion restrictions to slow population collapse:

http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/russia-

considering-abortion-restrictions-to-slow-population-collapse

Hungary affirms personhood rights of preborn humans:

Hungary joins global movement to affirm personhood rights of preborn:
http://www.christiannewswire.com/news/1873416819.html

------- April 16, 2011 ------Educated Swedish fools at the malevolent medical university, Karolinska Institutet, indefensibly
excommunicate its student of Public Health and sciencephobically reject all published articles in
internationally recognised scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s antisemitic Minister for Foreign
Affairs, Carl Bildt, and Sweden’s antichristian Prime Minister, Fredrik Reinfeldt.
Best available research evidence:

Dr.Philip G. Ney on Britain's Royal College of Obstetrician's and Gynecologists (RCOG) “evidencebased” clinical guideline: http://www.abortionrisks.org/index.php?title=RCOG_Guidelines
Respecting universal human rights for humans who are in utero:

Equal basic rights for all, born and unborn, disabled or not: http://www.lifenews.com/2011/04/08/equal-basicrights-for-all-born-and-unborn-disabled-or-not

United Nations promotes abortion:

UN pushing to finance universal access of abortion:

http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/keep-pushing-for-universal-

access-to-reproductive-health-new-unfpa-chief



UN: Human suffering through poverty alleviated by extermination of poor humans?:



The United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA) partners with abortion advocates:



Abortion prominent in agenda for UN Population Commission:

http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/vatican-to-un-stop-treating-having-children-as-something-to-be-feared

http://www.c-

fam.org/publications/id.1819/pub_detail.asp

http://www.c-

fam.org/publications/id.1820/pub_detail.asp

------- March 31, 2011 ------Educated Swedish fools at the malevolent medical university, Karolinska Institutet, indefensibly
excommunicate its student of Public Health and sciencephobically reject all published articles in
internationally recognised scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s antisemitic Minister for Foreign
Affairs, Carl Bildt, and Sweden’s antichristian Prime Minister, Fredrik Reinfeldt.
Recent abortion-related articles:

New study shows that legislation intended to reduce abortion is effective; “[this study] provides
evidence that several types of state-level anti-abortion legislation result in statistically significant
declines in both the abortion rate and the abortion ratio. Furthermore, a series of natural
experiments provide further evidence that abortion restrictions are correlated with reductions in the
incidence of abortion.”: http://downloads.frc.org/EF/EF11C45.pdf
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(http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/parental-involvement-laws-reduce-minor-abortion-rate-by-about-15-percent-st)
(http://www.lifenews.com/2011/03/28/study-pro-life-parental-notification-laws-reduce-abortions-15)



Obstetricians declare “Science teaches that life begins with conception. To deny this certainty of
biology is not an expression of lack of faith, but rather a lack of fundamental knowledge of human
genetics.”: http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/killing-an-unborn-child-is-never-the-solution-say-78argentinean-obstetrici

(http://translate.google.com/translate?js=n&prev=_t&hl=en&ie=UTF8&layout=2&eotf=1&sl=es&tl=en&u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.centrodebioetica.org%2Fbiblioteca%2Faborto%2Fginecologosaborto.ht
ml)



Family Research Council (frc.org/un2011); slides excluding references from a presentation given at
the 55th U.N. Commission on the Status of Women by Ph.D. Priscilla K. Coleman of Bowling Green
State University; “Abortion and Women’s Mental Health - Knowledge to Practice” and M.D. Martha
Shuping: http://www.aaplog.org/media
(http://www.nenzen.net/Coleman-abortion-mental-health-slides.pdf)

Truth and reality is always fervently opposed by pro-choice advocates:

Black genocide abortion billboards previously torn down by pro-abortion politicians in New York,
now go up in Chicago: http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/black-genocide-abortion-billboards-feature-barack-obama-inchicago



Truth in advertising: abortion and African Americans:



Student accused of racism for fliers on black abortions:



Abortion facility tries to stop pro-life video with real abortion footage:

http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/so-much-for-truth-in-

advertising-abortion-and-african-americans

http://www.lifenews.com/2011/03/24/princeton-student-

accused-of-racism-for-fliers-on-black-abortions

http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/abortion-facility-tries-to-stop-pro-life-video-with-real-abortion-footage

------- March 15, 2011 ------Educated Swedish fools at the malevolent medical university, Karolinska Institutet, indefensibly
excommunicate its student of Public Health and sciencephobically reject all published articles in
internationally recognised scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s antisemitic Minister for Foreign
Affairs, Carl Bildt, and Sweden’s antichristian Prime Minister, Fredrik Reinfeldt.
Recent abortion-related articles:

Professor argues that babies are not persons until 18 months, and it is not an offence against the
child to kill it: http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/pro-aborts-turn-on-their-speaker-at-halifax-debate

Survey: 92% of French women consider abortion a traumatic event:
http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/survey-92-of-french-women-consider-abortion-a-traumatic-event

Courageous French President Nicolas Sarkozy defends France’s heritage of Christianity:
http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/french-president-nicolas-sarkozy-defends-countrys-magnificent-heritage-of-c



Chilean diplomat speaks scientific truth “Respecting human life is the key to reducing maternal
mortality”, while abortion-promoting and typically confused Scandinavians continue their
misrepresentation of science: http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/chile-and-holy-see-call-on-un-commission-to-protectthe-unborn-child

Pope Benedict XVI speaks moral and scientific truth regarding the psychological problems
experienced by some women who have had an elective abortion: http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/pope-

abortion-resolves-nothing-rather-it-kills-the-child-destroys-the-woman
(http://translate.google.com/translate?js=n&prev=_t&hl=sv&ie=UTF8&layout=2&eotf=1&sl=it&tl=en&u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.vatican.va%2Fholy_father%2Fbenedict_xvi%2Fspeeches%2F2011%2Ffe
bruary%2Fdocuments%2Fhf_ben-xvi_spe_20110226_accademia-vita_it.html&act=url)



British doctors are required to give incorrect information to pregnant women:



Poll: Americans favour legislation of a waiting period prior to abortion:



Pro-abortion President Barack Hussein Obama’s abortion record:

http://www.lifenews.com/2011/03/02/british-doctors-giving-women-bad-advice-on-abortion

http://www.lifenews.com/2011/03/10/poll-americans-back-waiting-period-ultrasound-abortion-bills
http://www.lifenews.com/2010/11/07/obamaabortionrecord

------- February 28, 2011 ------Sweden’s malevolent “Nobel Prize” medical university, Karolinska Institutet, indefensibly
excommunicate its student of Public Health and sciencephobically reject all published articles in
internationally recognised scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s anti-semitic Minister for Foreign
Affairs, Carl Bildt, and Sweden’s anti-Christian Prime Minister, Fredrik Reinfeldt.
RCOG draft guidelines on abortion hide the abortion/breast cancer link:

http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/top-obgyn-groups-draft-guidelines-on-abortion-cover-up-abortion-breast-canc
Polls:

Majority of Americans say abortion morally wrong:

http://www.lifenews.com/2011/02/18/poll-majority-of-

americans-say-abortion-morally-wrong



Irish overwhelmingly support protections for unborn:
support-protections-for-unborn-poll
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http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/irish-overwhelmingly-



Peruvians overwhelmingly reject abortion:

http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/peruvians-overwhelmingly-reject-

abortion-gay-marriage-in-new-poll

U.S.A. taxpayer funded abortions through the evidentially criminal Planned Parenthood:

Public Discourse; Now is the time to end taxpayer funding of abortion:
http://www.thepublicdiscourse.com/2011/02/2611



Abortion goliath Planned Parenthood defeated:

http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/2011-the-year-the-abortion-

goliath-planned-parenthood-was-defeated

58 minute video from 2008 on the tentative costs of abortion in USA; “abortion is economic
suicide”:

RealCatholicTV; The Cost of Abortion: http://www.thecostofabortion.com

------- February 15, 2011 ------Sweden’s malicious “Nobel Prize” medical university, Karolinska Institutet, indefensibly excommunicate
its student of Public Health and sciencephobically reject all published articles in internationally
recognised scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s Ministry for Foreign Affairs obsession with
international abortion-promotion.
Scandinavian researchers drew the wrong conclusions in a flawed study which does link
abortion to increased mental health problems:

Elliot Institute; Study does link abortion to increased mental health problems – Scandinavian
researchers drew the wrong conclusions in New England Medical Journal Study:
http://www.theunchoice.com/News/nejmstudy.htm



Researchers drew the wrong conclusions, says expert about abortion/mental health study:
http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/researchers-drew-the-wrong-conclusions-says-expert-about-abortion-mental-he

Moral political future for USA through Mike Huckabee:

Mike Huckabee; “I would gladly lose an election before I would ever yield on the issue of the
sanctity of human life.”: http://www.lifenews.com/2011/02/15/mike-huckabee-abortion-most-important-political-issue
Parliament of Canada and its political relation to abortion:

A Canadian Catholic pro-life perspective on federal elections and Canadian PM Stephen Harper:
http://catholicinsight.com/online/editorials/article_1102.shtml




CHP in Canada defends dignity of human life: http://www.chp.ca/better-solutions/life-family/defend-life
New guidelines in Saskatchewan that physicians should provide accurate and extensive information
to women, including known long-term risks and the known psychological risks:
http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/sask-physician-guidelines-outline-numerous-risks-of-abortion

Elliot Institute on the topic of Human Engineering:

Elliot Institute; The threat of unregulated human engineering and human-animal crossbreeding:
http://www.elliotinstitute.org/mad.htm

Satanic Sweden:

Pro-family group puts pressure on European Court over notorious homeschooling case:
http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/pro-family-group-puts-pressure-on-european-court-over-notorious-homeschooli

------- February 1, 2011 ------Sweden’s evil “Nobel Prize” medical university, Karolinska Institutet, indefensibly excommunicate its
student of Public Health and sciencephobically reject all published articles in internationally recognised
scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s Ministry for Foreign Affairs obsession with international
abortion-promotion.
Scandinavians attempt to distort abortion science with another flawed pro-abortion study
which is indirectly funded by pro-abortion enthusiast Warren Buffet.:

NEJM; Induced first-trimester abortion and risk of mental disorder:
http://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMoa0905882



AP/APA; ”No higher mental health risk after abortion”:




Dr.Priscilla Coleman/LSN; Major problems with study showing no link between abortion, mental
health problems: http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/28218
Care Net; Response to Danish study on abortion and mental health risk: https://www.care-



Study finds that women who have abortions are more likely to seek psychiatric help:



New study denying abortion-mental health link contains flaws:

http://apa.org/news/psycport/PsycPORTArticle.aspx?id=apdigital_2011_01_26_ap.online.regional.us_D9L0B8C80_news_ap_org.anp
a.xml

net.org/newsroom/article.php?id=94

http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/28223

study-denying-abortion-mental-health-link-contains-flaws
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http://www.lifenews.com/2011/01/26/new-



Latest mental health study bogus:



More misleading research about abortion-mental health link:

http://www.lifenews.com/2011/01/28/women-who-had-abortions-latest-mental-

health-study-bogus

http://www.lifenews.com/2011/01/27/more-

misleading-research-about-abortion-mental-health-link

Women’s testimonies expose the emotional pain of abortion:

Silent No More Awareness; Testimony Directory: http://www.silentnomoreawareness.org/testimonies/index.aspx
According to surveys, Sweden is in regards to its values the most extreme nation on earth
(http://www.worldvaluessurvey.org), and Sweden is also identified as the most anti-God nation in the
world (http://www.gallup.com/poll/142727/religiosity-highest-world-poorest-nations.aspx?version=print):

Observatory on Intolerance and Discrimination against Christians in Europe:
http://www.intoleranceagainstchristians.eu/fileadmin/user_upload/Five-Year_Report_Intolerance_against_Christians_in_Europe__online_version.pdf

------- January 20, 2011 ------Sweden’s wicked “Nobel Prize” medical university, Karolinska Institutet, indefensibly excommunicate its
student of Public Health and sciencephobically reject all published articles in internationally recognised
scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s Ministry for Foreign Affairs obsession with international
abortion-promotion.
News relating to abortion:

Discussing the issue of inadequate information provided to women on the risks that abortion poses
on long-term mental health to some women is justification for penalisation and suspension.
Discussing truth is apparently dangerous: http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/28015

41% of New York City pregnancies end in abortion: http://www.lifenews.com/2011/01/07/shock-41-of-new-yorkcity-pregnancies-end-in-abortion
(http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/27967)



Study: Abortions double in Spain despite increased contraception:

http://www.lifenews.com/2011/01/03/study-abortions-double-in-spain-despite-increased-contrapcetion

Complex Canadian Prime Minister Stephen Harper; although a moral and courageous ally to
Israel, is nevertheless domestically irresponsible as a cowardly evader of abortion truth:

Prime Minister Harper commands “Change hearts, and not laws.” while Martin Luther King
suggested “Laws do not change hearts but they restrain the heartless.”:
http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/28102



New commission may insert abortion in $40 billion UN program:

http://www.c-

fam.org/publications/id.1774/pub_detail.asp

Double-speaking, deceptive and pro-abortion U.S. President Barack Hussein Obama:

Obama admin buys advertising to promote unpopular pro-abort health reform law:
http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/28040



75% of Americans want Obamacare law changed:



35,000 forced abortions per day in China as Chinese president visits U.S.:

http://www.lifenews.com/2011/01/14/seventy-five-percent-of-

americans-want-obamacare-law-changed

http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/28100

------- January 1, 2011 ------Sweden’s contemptible “Nobel Prize” medical university, Karolinska Institutet, indefensibly
excommunicate its student of Public Health and sciencephobically reject all published articles in
internationally recognised scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s Ministry for Foreign Affairs
obsession with international abortion-promotion.
Diabolic Sweden is a forewarning to the world:
If the nations of the world are following down similar vain paths as diabolic Sweden, then the sun is
truly setting over an entire world. To cite a recent address of His Holiness Benedict XVI with a parallel to
the decline of the Roman Empire “The disintegration of the key principles of law and of the fundamental
moral attitudes underpinning them burst open the dams which until that time had protected peaceful
coexistence among peoples. The sun was setting over an entire world.”. In detestable Sweden, the key
principles of law and the fundamental moral attitudes underpinning them have already disintegrated.:
http://www.vatican.va/holy_father/benedict_xvi/speeches/2010/december/documents/hf_ben-xvi_spe_20101220_curia-auguri_en.html

Other recent abortion-related articles:

President Barack Obama’s pro-abortion record; a pro-life compilation:
http://www.lifenews.com/2010/11/07/obamaabortionrecord



Chief rabbis in Israel oppose “abortion epidemic”:



Abortion greater threat to Europe than Islamic terrorism:

http://www.lifenews.com/2010/12/28/top-jewish-rabbis-in-israel-

oppose-abortion-epidemic
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http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/27804



Abortion ‘the greatest moral defect of the western world’:

http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/27799

------- December 16, 2010 ------Sweden’s despicable “Nobel Prize” medical university, Karolinska Institutet, indefensibly excommunicate
its student of Public Health and sciencephobically reject all published articles in internationally
recognised scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s Ministry for Foreign Affairs obsession with
international abortion-promotion.
Abortion advocates try to disprove study on abortion-mental health problems:
http://www.lifenews.com/2010/12/13/nat-6927

The Swedish government supports Sweden’s sexually depraved monarch Carl Gustaf and his
arrogant and decadent monarchical family with excess of 16 million US dollars annually
through Swedish taxation, while the Swedish parliament generally detests Christian values
and subsequently imprison Swedish parents who pursue traditional family values and
Christian values.:

How many Swedes does it take to change a lightbulb?: http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/27736

Homeschooling father of state-abducted child jailed in Sweden: http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/27677

Swedish government jails homeschool father: http://www.christiannewswire.com/news/1594915647.html

Swedish parents jailed for spanking; children seized: http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/18207
Swedes – possibly the most narrow-minded and aggressive Christophobes on earth. Satanic
Sweden is blinded by its evil nature, and disregard factual truths in order to preserve
ideological control and conformity.:

WVS; Anti-God values of the perverse Swedes: http://www.nenzen.net/satanic-Sweden.pdf

CultureWatch; Swedish insanity: http://www.billmuehlenberg.com/2009/06/30/swedish-insanity-and-the-death-of-thefamily



CultureWatch; The coercive utopia known as Sweden:

http://www.billmuehlenberg.com/2009/04/03/the-coercive-

utopia-known-as-sweden

Reflections by Hilary White; Nice evil:
http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/27743

------- November 30, 2010 ------Sweden’s shameful “Nobel Prize” medical university, Karolinska Institutet, indefensibly excommunicate
its student of Public Health and sciencephobically reject all published articles in internationally
recognised scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s Ministry for Foreign Affairs obsession with
international abortion-promotion.
Alliance for Post-Abortion Research and Training (APART; www.standapart.org) presents a
series of resource articles and fact sheets based on abortion science:

Abortion and women’s mental health: http://www.nenzen.net/APART-Abortion.pdf

Late-term abortion; antecedent conditions and consequences to women’s mental health:
http://www.nenzen.net/APART-LateTerm.pdf

Contemporary Swedishness (the culture, mindset and identity of being Swedish) is equatable
to psychopathy and evil:

The pro-abortion movement and the psychopathic mentality: http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/the-proabortion-movement-and-the-psychopathic-mentality

------- November 16, 2010 ------Sweden’s scandalous “Nobel Prize” medical university, Karolinska Institutet, indefensibly
excommunicate its student of Public Health and sciencephobically reject all published articles in
internationally recognised scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s Ministry for Foreign Affairs
obsession with international abortion-promotion.
“Any interpretation of the available research that does not acknowledge the strong evidence
now available in the professional literature represents a conscious choice to ignore basic
principles of scientific integrity.”:

Thirty studies in five years show abortion hurts women’s mental health:
http://www.lifenews.com/2010/11/12/opi-1006



Abortion hurts women’s mental health:

http://www.lifenews.com/2010/11/08/opi-1004
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Chair person of the biased APA task force on mental health and abortion, Brenda Major, deceptively
misrepresents science also in Washington Post: http://www.washingtonpost.com/wpdyn/content/article/2010/11/05/AR2010110507322_pf.html

American Psychological Association (APA) produced a biased, scientifically discredited, but politically
desired abortion report in 2008:



Reviewer Rachel M. MacNair discredits the APA report on abortion and mental health:



Wiki on abortion risks (www.abortionrisks.org) elucidates the bias of the APA abortion report:





Elliot Institute; APA credibility tarnished: http://www.nenzen.net/Elliot-news-080813.htm
NRLC president Wanda Franz discredits the APA report: http://www.nrlc.org/news/2008/NRL09/APA.html
Washington Times/LifeNews; Researcher Dr.Fergusson for Dr.Throckmorton assesses the bias in
APA strong conclusion based on weak evidence (one study only = best scientific evidence?!):

http://www.abortionrisks.org/index.php?title=Tales_from_an_Insider
http://www.abortionrisks.org/index.php?title=APA_Abortion_Report

http://www.lifenews.com/nat4235.html






LifeNews; politicised APA report criticised: http://www.lifenews.com/nat4129.html
LifeNews; APA ignores evidence of abortion-related mental ill health: http://www.lifenews.com/nat4126.html
LifeNews; APA pro-abortion bias predictable: http://www.lifenews.com/nat4074.html
The debunked and discredited APA report: http://www.apa.org/pi/women/programs/abortion/index.aspx

Benedict XVI achieves some interdenominational support towards his initiative of worldwide
prayer against abortion:

Pope calls for worldwide prayer against abortion: http://www.lifenews.com/2010/11/11/int-1681

Pope’s vigil for nascent human life could not be more important:
http://www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2010/nov/10110104.html



Pope urges the whole world to unite in a prayer vigil for all nascent human life:

http://www.yes-for-

benedict.net

------- October 31, 2010 ------Sweden’s dishonest “Nobel Prize” medical university, Karolinska Institutet, indefensibly excommunicate
its student of Public Health and sciencephobically reject all published articles in internationally
recognised scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s Ministry for Foreign Affairs obsession with
international abortion-promotion.
Immoral and ignorant Swedes, through their Nobel Prize, venerate the developer of a
fertilisation method (IVF) which is responsible for the deaths of millions of innocent humans.
Natural fertility-care respects human life and provides higher success rates than IVF,
whereas IVF disregards human life through destruction of living embryos (innocent humans)
and through selective reduction (killing surplus babies in the womb), and IVF is additionally
associated with higher rates of abnormalities:

New study confirms overwhelming death rate of IVF human embryos:
http://www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/printerfriendly.html?articleid=10102604



Scientists admit IVF has high rate of abnormalities:



Bishops condemn proposed legislation to legalise IVF:

http://www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/printerfriendly.html?articleid=10101803
http://www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/printerfriendly.html?articleid=10102002

USA President Barack Hussein Obama’s tax-payer funded abortions:

PRI facts on abortion: ObamaCare represents the biggest expansion of tax-payer funded abortion in
American history: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lW1DuhBRoUw

Funded in part by government grants and by large donors such as the Bill and Melinda Gates
Foundation, the Planned Parenthood Federation of America’s business model depends on delivering
death: http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2010/sep/28/quietly-racking-up-the-abortion-toll/print
Restoration of human value and human dignity to girls, and protection of human life, rather
than Swedish legalisation of gender-selection abortions:

All Girls Allowed; Gendercide: http://www.allgirlsallowed.org/press

The Economist; The worldwide war on baby girls: http://www.economist.com/node/15636231

Sweden’s National Board of Health rules sex-selection abortions not illegal:
http://www.lifenews.com/2009/05/12/int-1188



Sweden okays gender eugenic abortion:



CICRED; Demographic female deficits; sex ratios, discriminatory behaviours, and gender biases:

http://www.firstthings.com/blogs/firstthoughts/2009/05/13/no-girls-allowed-

sweden-okays-gender-eugenic-abortion
http://www.cicred.org/Eng/Publications/pdf/BOOK_singapore.pdf

Forced abortions in China:

PRI(www.pop.org); Coercive population control programs will not end until the myth of overpopulation
is completely dispelled: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NT7JOGz8ILk

Victims speak out about forced abortion in China: http://www.lifenews.com/2010/10/23/int-1668
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------- October 15, 2010 ------Sweden’s corrupt “Nobel Prize” medical university, Karolinska Institutet, indefensibly excommunicate its
student of Public Health and sciencephobically reject all published articles in internationally recognised
scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s Ministry for Foreign Affairs obsession with international
abortion-promotion.
Medical termination of pregnancy associated with worse short-term psychological outcome,
compared to surgical termination of human life:

Study; Comparing medical versus surgical termination of pregnancy at 13–20 weeks of gestation a randomised controlled trial: http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/j.1471-0528.2010.02712.x/abstract
www.bjog.org/details/news/847207/Medical_versus_surgical_termination_of_pregnancy_at_13-20_weeks.html



Study description; Women who use abortion drug experience more pain and emotional distress:




Report; Abortion drug failing, women suffering health problems: www.lifenews.com/int1658.html
Recent studies on abortion risks: www.abortionrisks.org/index.php?title=Recent_Studies

www.lifenews.com/int1664.html

Abortion increases risk of breast cancer:

Study; Abortion boosts breast cancer risk 193%, giving birth lowers risk: www.lifenews.com/int1665.html

Breast cancer awareness months starts with magazine ignoring abortion risk:
www.lifenews.com/nat6748.html



Breast cancer risk factors; induced abortion as predictor of carcinogenic effect:
www.jpands.org/vol12no3/carroll.pdf

Morally confused Swedes; Swedish Nobel Prize in medicine consequently exalts the deaths of
over two million innocent humans (living human embryos) in the UK alone, as a result of IVF
procedures:

Inventor of In-Vitro Fertilization wins Nobel Prize in medicine, pro-life groups upset:
www.lifenews.com/bio3190.html



A Nobel Prize for manufacturing human life?:



Swedish Nobel Prize ignores ethics of IVF:



Vatican official criticizes Nobel Prize for IVF pioneer:




Church blasts Nobel Prize Committee for honouring IVF creator:
Artificial procreation a “shameful form of commerce”:

www.hli.org/index.php/news/press-releases/910-press-release-10610-

hli-a-nobel-for-manufacturing-human-life

www.catholicherald.co.uk/news/2010/10/06/vatican-official-nobel-prize-

ignores-ethics-of-ivf

www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/printerfriendly.html?articleid=10100512

www.lifenews.com/bio3192.html

www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/printerfriendly.html?articleid=10100511

Arrogant, sciencephobic and Christophobic Swedes:

Utilitarian arrogance; World’s first global atheistic civilization headed for disaster:
www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2010/oct/10101305.html

------- September 30, 2010 ------Sweden’s satanic Prime Minister Fredrik Reinfeldt, his new pro-abortion government and corrupt
Karolinska Institutet persist on sciencephobically denying all international scientific evidence that some
women suffer mental ill health related to induced abortion.
New study with weak methodology on relationship between teenage abortion and mental
health:

Flawed study 'debunking' teen abortion/depression: www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2010/sep/10092712.html

New study claiming abortion not linked with teen depression is full of problems:
www.lifenews.com/nat6728.html

The hard-wiring of the brain may explain many women’s disturbing post-abortion feelings:

Women, Abortion, and the Brain: www.thepublicdiscourse.com/2010/09/1657

Negative psychological impact of abortion results from 'hard-wiring' in women's brains:
www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2010/sep/10092105.html

USA President Barack Hussein Obama’s duplicity and devotion to abortion-promotion under
some scrutiny:

Author Dinesh D’Souza to unveil his book “The Roots of Obama’s Rage”:
www.christiannewstoday.com/Christian_News_Report_261.html
www.standardnewswire.com/news/800815597.html



Dinesh D'Souza speaking on his book "The Roots of Obama's Rage":




White House ‘attacks’ book about Obama: www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-news/2596663/posts
Obama’s devotion to abortion; Obama’s lips move to appease sceptics while Obama’s actions
contradict his lips: www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2010/sep/10092907.html
Obama is duplicitous with misleading statement: www.lifenews.com/nat6739.html
Obama must back down from ignoring doctor's conscience rights on abortion:




www.youtube.com/watch?v=7jz7y01RIh0

www.lifenews.com/nat6695.html
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Republican congressman; We will de-fund pro-abortion health care if we win:
www.lifenews.com/nat6688.html

Spain’s pro-abortion government opposes the killing of several bulls in bullfights each week,
but supports the killing of 57 humans in abortion each day:

Pro-abort parliament blasted for hypocrisy for outlawing bullfighting in Spanish region of Catalonia:
www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2010/sep/10092314.html

News from Catholic Family and Human Rights Institute:

Medical experts demand UN action on maternal health, not “safe” abortion:

www.c-

fam.org/publications/id.1704/pub_detail.asp



UN finally accepts new and much lower estimates of global maternal deaths:

www.c-

fam.org/publications/id.1705/pub_detail.asp

------- September 15, 2010 ------Sweden’s satanic Prime Minister Fredrik Reinfeldt, his corrupt Swedish government and Karolinska
Institutet persist on sciencephobically denying all international scientific evidence that some women
suffer mental ill health related to induced abortion.
A new study by Priscilla K. Coleman of Bowling Green State University confirms that late
abortions are linked to posttraumatic stress symptoms:

Journal of Pregnancy; Late-term elective abortion and susceptibility to posttraumatic stress
symptoms: www.hindawi.com/journals/jp/2010/130519.html

Elliot Institute; Later abortions more likely to be unwanted, are linked to psychological problems:
www.theunchoice.com/News/lateabortionstudy.htm




Later abortions linked to psychological problems: www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2010/aug/10083007.html
Study finds later abortions linked to mental health risks, women pressured:
www.lifenews.com/nat6665.html

Swedish Karolinska Institutet and Swedish parliamentarians appear to worship pseudoscience and themselves:

Gallup Global Reports; In a 2009 survey of 114 of the 192 recognised sovereign states, Swedish
people were radically the least interested in religion (82%) compared with all other nations. In light
of Karolinska Institutet and Swedish parliamentarians’ sciencephobia, discriminating nationalism
and arrogance, Swedes appear to prefer to worship pseudo-science and themselves:
www.gallup.com/poll/142727/religiosity-highest-world-poorest-nations.aspx?version=print



Vortex; Although affluent and arrogant Swedes represent the most anti-God and deranged nation
on earth, poor and humble people in other countries are more likely to discover that God is
objective truth, and that God communicates with humans:
www.youtube.com/user/RealCatholicTV?feature=mhum#p/a/u/1/4tHXM6_k67Q

------- August 30, 2010 ------Sweden’s anti-Christian Prime Minister Fredrik Reinfeldt and Karolinska Institutet persist on
sciencephobically denying all international scientific evidence that some women suffer mental ill health
related to induced abortion.
American Association of Pro-Life Obstetricians and Gynecologists (AAPLOG) presents a
collection of some articles and resources about mental health complication of induced
abortion:

AAPLOG; Induced abortion and mental health: www.aaplog.org/complications-of-induced-abortion/induced-abortionand-mental-health

The growing denial and suppression of truth, logic and reason is indeed evidenced in satanic
Sweden:

LSN; ”Living within the truth.”: www.archden.org/index.cfm/ID/4396

LSN; "Logic is an enemy and truth is a menace.": www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2010/aug/10082504.html

LSN; Militant Islam versus the West: www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2010/aug/10082401.html
Abortion-related news and papers:

Obama and congress cut funding for abstinence programs despite new study:
www.lifenews.com/nat6659.html
www.acf.hhs.gov/programs/fysb/content/docs/20090226_abstinence.pdf



IORG/C-FAM; The World Health Organization's (WHO) abortion agenda:



FRC; Fetal pain - Can unborn children feel pain in the womb?:

www.c-

fam.org/docLib/20100602_WHO_FINAL.pdf

http://downloads.frc.org/EF/EF10H06.pdf

A parallel sector of agenda-driven junk science to the politicised abortion science is the
global warming sector:
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RealCatholicTV; Junk science of global warming is being used ultimately to de-stabilise Christian
values: www.realcatholictv.com/cia/04GlobalWarming

------- August 16, 2010 ------Sweden’s corrupted university, Karolinska Institutet, excommunicates its student of Public Health for
academically contradicting Swedish government standpoint regarding abortion science.
Recent abortion-related bulletins:

Lifenews; Obama administration plays politics with science, embryonic stem cell research:
www.lifenews.com/bio3140.html



WND; Why Obama socialists love Sweden, hate the constitution:



LSN; African Union submits to foreign pressure for abortion as cure for maternal deaths:



C-FAM; UK announces plan to push radical sex agenda on developing nations:

www.wnd.com/index.php?fa=PAGE.view&pageId=173621
www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2010/aug/10080510.html

www.c-

fam.org/publications/id.1676/pub_detail.asp

------- July 30, 2010 ------Corrupt Swedish Professors at Sweden’s Discriminatory Medical University Disgrace Science with
Unjustifiable Refusal to Communicate Academically with its Student.
Sweden’s cultural and political aversions against truth, science, God and justice are
continually evidenced; recently by a response from Sweden’s Chancellor of Justice pertaining
to the ADF demand letter (www.nenzen.net/ADF-letter.pdf). Previously, Sweden’s Parliamentary
Ombudsman (JO) abandoned justice (www.nenzen.net/JO-100527.pdf) by refusing to investigate the
appallingly discriminatory conduct of Sweden’s Karolinska university:

Sweden’s Chancellor of Justice neglects justice by refusing to investigate the shamefully
discriminatory conduct of Sweden’s Karolinska Institute: www.nenzen.net/KI-Chancellor-Justice.pdf
World population report anticipates regional benefits and challenges of low fertility rates,
and PRI recognise global sufficiency at sustaining an increasing world population:

LSN: Aging populations, fewer workers, decline of developed countries:
www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2010/jul/10072903.html





PRB; 2010 World Population Data Sheet: www.prb.org/Publications/Datasheets/2010/2010wpds.aspx
PRB; As developed countries undergo aging and little growth in population size, developing
countries remain young and growing.: www.prb.org/pdf10/10wpds_eng.pdf
PRB; Old-age dependency from lower fertility rates and longer life expectancy in developed
populations, and youth dependency from high fertility rates in developing populations:
www.prb.org/pdf10/65.2highlights.pdf




PRI refutes myth that overpopulation causes global world hunger:
PRI video; www.youtube.com/watch?v=OXrN9HhnCcM

www.lifenews.com/int1533.html

Philanthropists and abortion-promoting de-populationists Buffet, Soros and Gates have
population-control enthusiasm in common:

Buffett secretly spending millions on abortion med-school scheme: NY Times
www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2010/jul/10071905.html
(www.nytimes.com/2010/07/18/magazine/18abortion-t.html?pagewanted=all)



For Bill Gates even improving world health is about population control:



Planned Parenthood board members have union, Soros, and Democrat ties:



World's elite make population control #1 priority against backdrop of underpopulation threat:

www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2010/jul/10071414.html
www.lifenews.com/nat6588.html

www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2009/may/09052511.html

------- July 15, 2010 ------Depraved Sweden unjustifiably excommunicates student of Public Health and sciencephobically rejects
all published articles in internationally recognised scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s obsession
with international abortion-promotion.
The human foetus arguably possesses the ability to experience pain from at least 20 weeks of
gestation:

The science of foetal pain: http://downloads.frc.org/EF/EF10G26.pdf

Report addresses ‘faulty’ foetal pain study: www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2010/jul/10071303.html

New study denying foetal pain lacks scientific basis: www.lifenews.com/int1580.html
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Research confirms unborn babies feel pain in 2nd trimester:

www.lifenews.com/nat2316.html

Notoriously doublespeaking U.S. President Barack Hussein Obama is allegedly funding
foreign pro-abortion campaigns and funding domestic abortions, using U.S. federal taxes:

U.S. Barack Hussein Obama administration IS funding the pro-abortion campaign in Kenya:
www.chrissmith.house.gov/News/DocumentSingle.aspx?DocumentID=197894



U.S. Embassy in Kenya denies funding campaign for pro-abort Kenyan constitution:



Obama admin may have illegally spent $10 million promoting abortion in Kenya:



U.S. Barack Hussein Obama violates his own executive order by funding abortions:

www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2010/jul/10071207.html
www.lifenews.com/int1555.html

www.operationrescue.org/archives/obama-violates-own-executive-order-funds-abortions

Satanic Sweden:

Ultraliberal and evil-natured Sweden tightens its legal noose on homeschooling to preserve state
control, ideological conformity and political correctness: www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2010/jul/10070807.html

------- June 29, 2010 ------Satanic Sweden unjustifiably excommunicates student of Public Health and sciencephobically rejects all
published articles in internationally recognised scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s obsession
with international abortion-promotion.
Swedes – possibly the most narrow-minded and aggressive Christophobes on earth:

LSN; In spite of satanic Sweden’s immoral role model at withdrawing development aid from
Nicaragua in Sweden’s evil effort to pressure Nicaragua to liberalise its life-affirming legislation,
Nicaragua again rejects foreign pressures to legalise abortion:
www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2010/jun/10061506.html





WVS; Anti-God values of the perverse Swedes: www.nenzen.net/satanic-Sweden.pdf
CultureWatch; Swedish insanity: www.billmuehlenberg.com/2009/06/30/swedish-insanity-and-the-death-of-the-family
CultureWatch; The coercive utopia known as Sweden: www.billmuehlenberg.com/2009/04/03/the-coercive-utopia-



LSN; Satanic Sweden, blinded by its evil nature, disregard factual truths to preserve ideological
control and conformity: www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2010/jun/10062801.html

known-as-sweden

Agencies of the United Nations (UN) are successively advancing pro-abortion ideology on
behalf of abortion-promoting NGOs and anti-life advocacy groups, at the cost of truth:

C-Fam; Underlying ideological drive to establish abortion as a human right and a fundamental
denial and distortion of the real meaning of genuine human rights in OHCHR report: www.cfam.org/publications/id.1653/pub_detail.asp
(www2.ohchr.org/english/bodies/hrcouncil/docs/14session/A.HRC.14.39.pdf)



IMFC; Creative math; Pro-choice ideology and politics are key components in the math of maternal
health: www.imfcanada.org/article_files/e-Review_June_24_10.pdf

New studies; abortion triples breast cancer risk, and link between abortion and subsequent
premature delivery confirmed:

Study: Abortion more than tripled breast cancer risk for Sri Lankan women:
www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2010/jun/10062202.html
(www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/20338838)



Study confirms abortion triples breast cancer risk among Sri Lanka women:



New study finds strong link between abortion and premature birth:

www.lifenews.com/nat6451.html
(www.abortionbreastcancer.com/press_releases/100622/index.htm)
www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2010/jun/10062208.html

Not yet optimal advances in US ultrasound legislations, explains NIFLA:

A different take on legislation promoting ultrasounds: www.lifenews.com/nat6450.html

Ultrasound laws protect women's health, stop abortions, provide window to the womb:
www.lifenews.com/nat6456.html

Stepping towards new political world order with the US Democratic Party:

RealCatholicTV; Pro-abortion US President Barack Hussein Obama, backed by George Soros,
demonstrates ideological opposition to Christianity and the Catholic church. “The main obstacle to a
stable and just world order is the United States.” -George Soros : www.realcatholictv.com/cia/02fake

------- June 14, 2010 ------Satanic Sweden unjustifiably excommunicates student of Public Health and sciencephobically rejects all
published articles in internationally recognised scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s obsession
with international abortion-promotion.
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Sweden’s political and cultural aversions against truth, God, science and justice are
repeatedly evidenced; recently by response from Sweden’s Parliamentary Ombudsman
pertaining to the ADF demand letter (www.nenzen.net/ADF-letter.pdf).

Sweden’s Parliamentary Ombudsman (JO) neglects justice by refusing to investigate the shamefully
discriminatory conduct of Sweden’s Karolinska Institute: www.nenzen.net/JO-100527.pdf
Scientists, medical and mental health professionals have previously concluded by evidence a
causal connection between abortion and ill-health:

Operation Outcry (www.operationoutcry.org); Statement of scientists, medical and mental health
professionals about abortion’s effect on women:
www.nenzen.net/StatementofScientistsMedicalandMentalHealthProfessionals.pdf



The Justice Foundation (www.txjf.org); “Abortion does cause severe depression and loss of
esteem”: http://64456.netministry.com/images/OO-APAPRESSRELEASE.pdf

Scientific research at conflict with United Nations and international advocacy groups:

Abortion-promoting Sweden is one of the world’s top financial contributors towards abortionpromoting IPPF, amongst which central missions are the "provision of high quality and accessible
youth friendly sexual and reproductive health (SRH) services.", and the promotion of sexual rights
for youth: www.c-fam.org/publications/id.1640/pub_detail.asp

UN leadership in disarray as the new Lancet research by University of Washington shatters
consensus on maternal health, and cowardly/Swedish professor ignores restrictive abortion policy
as benefiting maternal health: www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2010/jun/10061009.html

UN asks researchers to hide maternal mortality numbers discounting abortion: www.cfam.org/publications/id.1641/pub_detail.asp

------- May 28, 2010 ------Anti-Christian Sweden’s “Nobel Prize” medical university, Karolinska Institutet, unjustifiably
excommunicate its student of Public Health and sciencephobically reject all published articles in
internationally recognised scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s anti-Semitic Ministry for Foreign
Affairs obsession with international abortion-promotion.
Sweden’s Karolinska University violates domestic, European and international law:

The Alliance Defense Fund (ADF), an excellent and admirable Christian legal organisation defending
the right to hear and speak the truth, and specialising in the protection of fundamental freedoms
including those relating to freedom of academic expression, lends its support against Sweden’s
Karolinska University shameful academic discrimination: www.nenzen.net/ADF-letter.pdf
Access to life-affirming health care, not abortion, reduces neonatal, postneonatal, childhood,
and under-5 mortality:

Academians pressure G8 to promote abortion, based on unsubstantiated figures, discredited science
and false arguments: www.lifenews.com/int1558.html

G8 abortion-promotion may weaken as new study finds newborn mortality at all-time low:
www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2010/may/10052603.html

------- May 14, 2010 ------Anti-Christian Sweden’s “Nobel Prize” medical university, Karolinska Institutet, unjustifiably
excommunicate its student of Public Health and sciencephobically reject all published articles in
internationally recognised scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s anti-Semitic Ministry for Foreign
Affairs obsession with international abortion-promotion.
New study affirms strong association between abortion and mental disorders:

Elliott Institute; New study affirms link between abortion and subsequent mental health problems:
www.afterabortion.org/news/motalmentalhealthstudy.html



The Canadian Journal of Psychiatry – April 2010; Associations between abortion, mental disorders,
and suicidal behaviour: http://publications.cpa-apc.org/media.php?mid=951

Maternal mortality decreases with deliveries by skilled birth attendants, and maternal
morbidity increases with medical abortions:

The keys to ending maternal mortality: www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2010/apr/10042909.html
Swedish politicians want promotion of abortions in Sweden aimed at EU states with
objectives to increase Swedish revenue and to liberalize EU abortion-laws;

“An increased marketing of opportunities to have an abortion in Sweden will put pressure on other
EU countries to consider changes to abortion law in a more liberal direction. An increased influx of
European women who take advantage of the free movement of medical services [within EU] will
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provide an increased revenue stream for the [Swedish] county councils and contribute to the
abortion laws in Europe affected in a more liberal direction.”: www.unt.se/debatt/gor-abort-till-en-fri-eu-tjanst929937.aspx

Abortion is not a right:

Spanish Medical Associations repudiates abortion as a right:
www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2010/may/10051103.html

Rationale for right to life:

Case for Life; One issue – What is the unborn?: www.caseforlife.com

Professor of philosophy William Lane Craig; Ethics of abortion on demand - two central questions
which are determinative: www.reasonablefaith.org/site/News2?page=NewsArticle&id=6351

PhD in philosophy Norman Geisler; Common-sense answers to arguments for abortion:
www.leaderu.com/orgs/tul/faq.html



Randy Alcorn; Major pro-choice arguments and their refutations:





CARM; Christian apologist (Matt Slick) expounds his objection to abortion: www.carm.org/abortion
Scott Klusendorf; A case for life: www.prolifetraining.com/MP3/TheCaseforLife.mp3
Professor of philosophy Peter Kreeft; Pro-life philosophy and logic: www.peterkreeft.com/audio/19_prolife-

www.epm.org/artman2/publish/prolife_arguments/The_39_Major_ProChoice_Arguments_and_Their_Refutations.shtml

philosophy.htm

------- April 29, 2010 ------Anti-Christian Sweden’s “Nobel Prize” medical university, Karolinska Institutet, indefensibly
excommunicate its student of Public Health and sciencephobically reject all published articles in
internationally recognised scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s anti-Semitic Ministry for Foreign
Affairs obsession with international abortion-promotion.
News:

Elliot Institute; Why abortion for young rape victims is likely to harm, not help; Women who tell
their stories say abortion makes the situation worse: www.theunchoice.com/EINews/2010Vol9/vvrelease.htm

C-Fam; New global study shows maternal mortality significantly lower than previously thought:
www.c-fam.org/publications/id.1610/pub_detail.asp



FRC; Post-Abortion Suffering – a psychiatrist looks at the effects of abortion:
http://downloads.frc.org/EF/EF10B09.pdf

------- April 15, 2010 ------Anti-Christian Sweden’s “Nobel Prize” medical university, Karolinska Institutet, indefensibly
excommunicate its student of Public Health and sciencephobically reject all published articles in
internationally recognised scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s anti-Semitic Ministry for Foreign
Affairs obsession with international abortion-promotion.
Legislative bill in the State of Nebraska USA assures that medical doctors must screen for
coercion and other risk factors for abortion complications:

Nebraska first to allow women to sue for psychological injury after abortion:
www.afterabortion.org/news/nebraskabill.html



New abortion screening law caps 25 year effort to change abortion Malpractice Laws:



Nebraska enacts landmark abortion health screening law:



Nebraska advances bill requiring mental health screenings before abortion:

www.lifenews.com/state4991.html

www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2010/apr/10041304.html
www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2010/apr/10040913.html

While pro-death and aggressively anti-Christian Sweden legally supports gender-selective
abortions, researchers in Canada discourage the practice of sex selection in Canada:

Canadian researchers call for doctors to take measures against sex-selective abortion:
www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2010/apr/10041303.html

Towards an ethical policy for the prevention of fetal sex selection in Canada:
www.sogc.org/jogc/abstracts/full/201001_HealthPolicy_1.pdf

Abortion-promoting USA Secretary of State Hillary Clinton attempts to interfere in Canadian
politics and policy on maternal health, and pro-abortion USA President Barack Obama is
associated with socialism:

Secretary of State Hillary Clinton urges Canada to promote abortion at G8 meeting:
www.lifenews.com/int1495.html

Clinton’s G8 abortion push is “outrageous,” misrepresenting America:
www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2010/apr/10040112.html
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Clinton blasted for pushing abortion in Canada’s G8 maternal health plan:
www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2010/mar/10033108.html



Revelation of USA President Barack Obama’s socialist roots:
www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2010/apr/10040709.html

President Barack Obama’s socialist tendencies: http://video.foxnews.com/v/4139297/barack-obamasocialist

------- March 31, 2010 ------Sweden’s politicised “Nobel Prize” medical university, Karolinska Institutet, indefensibly excommunicate
its student of Public Health and sciencephobically reject all published articles in internationally
recognised scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s Ministry for Foreign Affairs obsession with
international abortion-promotion.
A slight majority of the American public disapprove of USA President Barack Obama’s and
The Democratic Party’s recently Congress-passed ‘Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act’
(Pub. L. No. 111-148), which may fund abortions, and a slim majority of the American public
wants the Congress-passed pro-abortion law repealed:

The 111th USA Congress passed a law which funds abortion with taxpayer money; Presidential
executive orders which contradict standing law are worthless – no executive order can overturn the
existing law which allows state-sponsored murder through abortion:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=6dbD2SXSRwA



US White House spokesman admits abortion Executive Order merely "reiterates" law:




USCCB legal analysis; The Executive Order cannot and does not fix the statutory problems of direct
funding of abortion: www.usccb.org/healthcare/03-25-10Memo-re-Executive-Order-Final.pdf
President Obama signs health care bill into law, 12 states immediately sue:



Obama signing reconciliation Health Care Bill with no fixes for abortion funding:






Americans want pro-abortion Health Care Law repealed: www.lifenews.com/nat6189.html
Polls confirms Americans disapprove of Obama and health care bill: www.lifenews.com/nat6207.html
Poll; Americans want pro-abortion health care repealed: www.lifenews.com/nat6202.html
Poll reveals 1/3 of U.S. doctors would consider quitting over ObamaCare:



Physician survey regarding healthcare reform: www.themedicusfirm.com/pages/survey
National doctors group files lawsuit against pro-abortion health care law:

www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2010/mar/10032506.html

www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2010/mar/10032304.html
www.lifenews.com/nat6206.html

www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2010/mar/10031916.html

www.lifenews.com/nat6205.html

------- March 15, 2010 ------Sweden’s malevolent “Nobel Prize” medical university, Karolinska Institutet, unjustifiably
excommunicate its student of Public Health and sciencephobically reject all published articles in
internationally recognised scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s Ministry for Foreign Affairs
obsession with international abortion-promotion.
USA President Obama’s and The Democratic Party’s insistence on abortion funding and
abortion promotion in the proposed pro-abortion health care bill almost measure on par with
Sweden’s malevolent Ministry for Foreign Affairs obsession with international abortionpromotion, with one catastrophically undemocratic difference; the majority of Swedes madly
support abortion – the majority of Americans morally oppose abortion:

President Obama shows utter contempt and disdain for the faith community by including abortion
funding in healthcare legislation: www.christiannewswire.com/news/3772413296.html

Majority oppose pro-abortion health care bill, Obama's job performance:
www.lifenews.com/nat6084.html



Polls show voters in Pennsylvania, Arkansas don't want abortion in health care:



Gallup polling shows republicans now strongly pro-life, democrats back abortion:



Obama to push pro-abortion health care bill; if you don't like it vote us out:



Obama’s health care bill; more abortions = fewer babies = lower government costs:



Vote for health bill 'a career-defining pro-abortion vote':



White House faith council releases final report, no plan to reduce abortions:



Taxpayer funding of abortion under the Senate health care bill: www.realhealthcarerespectslife.com/wp-

www.lifenews.com/state4890.html
www.lifenews.com/nat6089.html

www.lifenews.com/nat6053.html

www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2010/mar/10031215.html
www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2010/mar/10030511.html
www.lifenews.com/nat6100.html

content/uploads/2010/02/Senate-abortion-funding-chart-Final-2.pdf
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RealCatholicTV; Investigation of connections between USA Catholic denomination’s USCCB and its
funding of pro-abortion, political leftist and anti-Christian advocacy groups: www.realcatholictv.net/cia
RealCatholicTV; Episodes of the USCCB scandal: www.realcatholictv.net/usccbscandal

Swedish government imposing conformity to its anti-Christian agenda for government
schools:

Homeschooling to be criminalized in Sweden: www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2010/mar/10031209.html

Sweden’s ‘state-napping’ of 7-year-old over homeschooling:


www.wnd.com/index.php?fa=PAGE.view&pageId=125602
Are There Harms of Home Schooling?: www.thepublicdiscourse.com/2010/02/1156

Fertility decline and family failures have financial consequences:

United Nations report warns of dire effects of underpopulation by fertility decline:
www.lifenews.com/int1479.html



UN reports India and China are 'missing' 85 million women:



Family breakdown costing UK £41 billion a year: www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2010/mar/10031008.html

www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2010/mar/10030905.html

------- February 27, 2010 ------Sweden’s evil “Nobel Prize” medical university, Karolinska Institutet, unjustifiably excommunicate its
student of Public Health and sciencephobically reject all published articles in internationally recognised
scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s Ministry for Foreign Affairs obsession with international
abortion-promotion.


Elliot Institute; USA Congressman Chris Smith (chrissmith.house.gov) speaks scientific facts about
induced abortion, whilst USA Secretary of State Hillary Clinton guises international abortion
promotion as reproductive health care: www.theunchoice.com/News/smithabortionremarks.htm

Induced abortion is a factor behind decreased fertility rates and towards financial recession:

LSN; Shrinking fertility rates towards demographic winter:




www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2010/feb/10021705.html
PRI; UNFPA population control programs: www.pop.org/unfpa-exposed

Canadian parliament report sounds alarm: low birth rate + aging = financial crisis:
www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2010/feb/10021809.html

Canadian Parliament; The demographic time bomb – mitigating the effects of demographic change
in Canada; “The decrease in fertility rates reflects such factors as delayed marriage and
childbearing, the increased probability of divorce, the development of government transfers to the
elderly, and increased availability of safe and effective contraception and abortion.”:
www.parl.gc.ca/39/1/parlbus/commbus/senate/Com-e/bank-e/rep-e/rep03jun06-e.pdf



LSN; Zero population growth responsible for world-wide recession:
www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2010/feb/10022616.html

Pro-life news:

WeeklyStandard; Mugged by ultrasound - why so many abortion workers have turned pro-life:
www.weeklystandard.com/articles/mugged-ultrasound




LSN; Abortion doesn’t reduce maternal mortality: www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2010/feb/10021913.html
C-Fam; IPPF Africa conference pushes abortion and youth sex: www.c-



C-Fam; Increasing pressure on African nations to liberalize abortion laws: www.c-

fam.org/publications/id.1575/pub_detail.asp
fam.org/publications/id.1580/pub_detail.asp

Pro-life media campaigns:

LSN; Pro-life billboard campaign in Poland links abortion to Nazi occupation:
www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2010/feb/10021712.html



LSN; Cutting edge media campaign links abortion to racism:





Maafa21; Black genocide in 21st century in America: www.youtube.com/watch?v=zLnNi_qb7nY
HLA; Educational resources advertising and promoting a culture of life: www.humanlife.org

www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2010/feb/10021502.html
Too many aborted: www.toomanyaborted.com

------- February 13, 2010 ------Sweden’s politicised “Nobel Prize” medical university, Karolinska Institutet, unjustifiably excommunicate
its student of Public Health and sciencephobically reject all published articles in internationally
recognised scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s Ministry for Foreign Affairs obsession with
international abortion-promotion.
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New study shows abstinence-only interventions may prevent adolescent sexual involvement,
and surveys show parents prefer abstinence education:

AMA; Efficacy of a theory-based abstinence-only intervention – study shows abstinence-only
intervention reduced sexual initiation: www.abstinence.net/pdf/contentmgmt/abstinence.pdf

NAEA; New study validates effectiveness of abstinence education:
www.abstinenceassociation.org/newsroom/pr_020110_new_study_validates_effectiveness.html



Groundbreaking study proves abstinence education works:



New study finds abstinence education effective, comprehensive sex-ed flops:



Concerned Women for America (CWA) applauds new proof that abstinence works:



Parents prefer abstinence education 2 to 1:



RasmussenReports; 50% see abstinence-only programs as effective, 42% disagree:




CMDA; Christian Medical Association on landmark abstinence study: 'Mom and dad really do know
best': www.christiannewswire.com/news/2059712930.html
Christian doctors group says abstinence study conforms to what parents want:



Studies validating the efficacy of abstinence-centered education: www.abstinenceworks.org

www.christiannewswire.com/news/5103212922.html
www.lifenews.com/nat5950.html

www.christiannewswire.com/news/9002212962.html

www.abstinenceassociation.org/newsroom/pr_050307_parents_prefer_2to1.html
www.rasmussenreports.com/public_content/lifestyle/general_lifestyle/february_2010/50_see_abstinence_only_pr
ograms_as_effective_42_disagree

www.lifenews.com/nat5955.html

Preliminary study shows improving access to quality maternal health care, rather than
permissive abortion laws, is what drives reduction in maternal death during pregnancy and
delivery:

Preliminary Study; Chilean maternal mortality study undercuts pro-abortion claims by global
abortion lobbyists that liberal abortion laws are necessary to reduce maternal mortality rates:
www.c-fam.org/publications/id.1571/pub_detail.asp

Malta is standing tall with both scientific and divine right, in opposition to a majority of EU’s
MEPs:

Maltese MEPs reject resolution calling for "easy access" to abortion:
www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2010/feb/10021202.html

Sweden’s morally confused and arrogant monarchs may inadvertently accentuate a moral
necessity for abolishment of constitutional monarchy within Sweden:

LSN; Spanish King should refuse to sign pro-abortion legislation:
www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2010/feb/10021008.html




TheLocal; King and Queen of Sweden attended ceremony ordaining Sweden’s actively lesbian
bishop: www.thelocal.se/23148/20091109 (www.rnw.nl/english/article/sweden-ordains-first-lesbian-bishop)
CultureWatch; The coercive utopia known as Sweden; “Despite the world’s most ambitious sex
education and family planning program, and despite the widespread issuance of free
contraceptives, the abortion rate has soared”, ”While Sweden pretends to be an advanced
democracy, all opposition is crushed […] Sweden’s current monarch, Carl XVI Gustav, apparently
supports this agenda: on his accession in 1973, he deleted the phrase ‘by the grace of God’ from
the official rituals of state, and adopted the personal motto ‘Sweden with the times’.”:
www.billmuehlenberg.com/2009/04/03/the-coercive-utopia-known-as-sweden



CultureWatch; Swedish insanity and the death of the family:



TheLocal commentary; Sweden’s deranged and snobbish Crown Princess Victoria unfaithful to God
[unverified allegation]: www.thelocal.se/discuss/index.php?showtopic=26551

www.billmuehlenberg.com/2009/06/30/swedish-insanity-and-the-death-of-the-family

------- January 30, 2010 ------Karolinska Institutet (Sweden’s political “Nobel Prize” medical university) unjustifiably excommunicate
its student of Public Health and sciencephobically reject all published articles in internationally
recognised scientific journals that contradict Sweden’s Ministry for Foreign Affairs obsession with
international abortion-promotion.
Swedish government ministers selectively influence individual cases; and other Swedish
government inconsistencies. Contemporary Sweden is pro-abortion, pro-gay, pro-Islam,
antichristian and anti-Semitic:

Swedish Minister for Social Affairs Göran Hägglund advises Karolinska Institutet regarding a
Swedish medical student with a criminal record: www.dagensmedicin.se/nyheter/2007/12/11/ki-ber-omrad-angaende-mor

(Swedish medical student expelled after hiding murderous past:

www.independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/medical-student-expelled-after-hiding-murderous-past-774374.html)



Sweden’s anti-Semitic Ministry of Foreign Affairs refused to condemn the inciteful anti-Semitism in
Swedish mainstream newspapers in 2009, although Sweden’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs in 2005
shut down internet sites that criticised Islam and in 2005 Sweden’s Minstry of Foreign Affairs wrote
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an apology to the president of Yemen for Swedish citizen’s Islam-critique. With some resemblance
to the radio station RTLM’s incitefully racist propaganda in Rwanda in 1994 and its subsequent
genocide, failure by Sweden’s anti-Christian and anti-Semitic government to condemn Swedish
mainstream media’s anti-Semitism signal the Swedish government’s passive endorsement of
inciteful anti-Semitism: www.eurojewcong.org/ejc/news.php?id_article=4321
National Post; Sweden’s contemporary embrace of anti-Semitism:
http://network.nationalpost.com/np/blogs/fullcomment/archive/2009/08/28/farber-blog.aspx

Swedish Prime Minister Fredrik Reinfeldt refuses to condemn anti-Semitic articles:
www.thelocal.se/21658/20090824



Jews flee Sweden as Swedish anti-Semitism grows: www.thelocal.se/24632/20100127
Swedish politicians censure critique against Islam as “Islamophobic” hate-speech, while Swedish
politicians remain passive or protect hate-speech against Jews and Christianity as free speech:
www.cbn.com/cbnnews/world/2009/September/Islamophobia-Worldwide-Free-Speech-Threat

Evil Islam influences Swedish politicians against Jews and Christians:
www.cbn.com/cbnnews/556299.aspx



Sweden’s Ministry of Education and Research initial response, after receiving repeated appeals
during 2½ years: www.nenzen.net/Ministry-of-Educaation-response-100125.pdf

USA President Barack Obama’s pro-abortion agenda and his domestic relatively radical
administration lack a majority public support:

Poll; 67 percent of Americans oppose funding abortion in health care bill:
www.lifenews.com/nat5880.html



Majority of Americans, and nearly 6 in 10 young adults, view abortion as morally wrong:



Hillary Clinton promotes fundraising push for pro-abortion reproductive health:




President Barack Obama's pro-abortion record: www.lifenews.com/obamaabortionrecord.html
“Obama has nominated and appointed the most radical group of ideologues ever assembled by an
American President”: www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2010/jan/10012703.html
Liberty Counsel; Obama’s appointees and nominees:



www.kofc.org/un/eb/en/news/releases/detail/549070.html
www.kofc.org/un/cmf/resources/Communications/documents/millennials_report_abortion.pdf
www.lifenews.com/int1435.html

www.lc.org/media/9980/attachments/obama_appointees_nominees_011910.pdf

Canada’s extreme pro-abortion laws and possibly Canada’s pro-abortion Prime Minister
Stephen Harper benefited by an uninformed but divided public support:

Poll finds Canadians misinformed about status of abortion: www.lifenews.com/int1441.html

Most Canadians are woefully unaware of Canada’s current status-quo on abortion:
www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2010/jan/10011810.html
www.visioncritical.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/01/2010.01.15_Abortion_CAN.pdf



Supporting women in Canada means educating that abortion hurts women:



Examiner.com; Reducing infant and maternal deaths through abortion – Canada’s Prime Minister
Stephen Harper suspected to push a pro-abortion agenda: www.examiner.com/x-22884-Canada-Politics-

www.lifenews.com/int1440.html

Examiner~y2010m1d26-Reduce-infant-and-maternal-deaths-Harper-says-G8-must-act

------- January 14, 2010 ------Evil Karolinska Institutet, Sweden’s “Nobel Prize” medical university, excommunicate its student and
sciencephobically reject all published articles in internationally recognised scientific journals that
contradict the Swedish government’s obsession with international abortion-promotion.
New study confirms posttraumatic stress disorder after abortions:

LifeSiteNews; Study finds posttraumatic stress disorder after abortions:
www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2010/jan/10011308.html



LifeNews; Inadequate pre-abortion counselling causes women and men relationship problems:



Traumatology; C.Coyle, P.Coleman, V.Rue; Perceptions of inadequate preabortion counseling and
incongruence in the abortion decision with one’s partner are related to adverse personal and
interpersonal outcomes: http://tmt.sagepub.com/cgi/content/abstract/1534765609347550v1

www.lifenews.com/nat5868.html

Strong association between Triple-Negative Breast Cancer (TNBC) and oral contraceptives:

National Cancer Institute (NCI) researcher Louise Brinton reverses position, finally admits abortion
raises breast cancer risk in study that fingers oral contraceptives as a probable cause of TripleNegative Breast Cancer: www.abortionbreastcancer.com/press_releases/100106/index.htm

Breast cancer scandal; National Cancer Institute researcher Louise Brinton reverses position, finally
admits abortion raises breast cancer risk in study that fingers oral contraceptives as a probable
cause of Triple-Negative Breast Cancer: www.christiannewswire.com/news/9589812599.html

New study pinpoints Oral Contraceptive-Breast Cancer link (OCBC link); Resurrects Abortion-Breast
Cancer link (ABC link): www.abortionbreastcancer.com/download/Brind_Dolle_2009_analysis.PDF
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National Cancer Institute researcher admits Abortion Breast Cancer link:



National Cancer Institute researcher admits Abortion-Breast Cancer link true:



A quiet admission speaks loudly about abortion and breast cancer: www.lifenews.com/nat5874.html

www.lifesite.net/ldn/viewonsite.html?articleid=10010706
http://cebp.aacrjournals.org/content/18/4/1157.abstract
www.lifenews.com/nat5850.html

Gender-selective abortions affirmed legal in Sweden:

Sweden’s National Board of Health and Welfare affirms sex-selection abortions not illegal:
www.lifenews.com/nb250.html



[may 2009] Sweden’s National Board of Health rules sex-selection abortions not illegal:
www.lifenews.com/int1188.html

Ultrasound technology credited in the role for changing attitudes:

Seeing is believing: the powerful technology of ultrasound images:
www.christiannewswire.com/news/4955812681.html



Ultrasound pioneer convinced technology will stop abortions: www.lifenews.com/state4722.html

A parallel sector to the politicized leaders of the abortion science sector:

More spin will cause, not cure, public mistrust of science:

www.firstthings.com/blogs/secondhandsmoke/2010/01/03/more-spin-will-cause-not-cure-public-mistrust-ofscience

------- December 30, 2009 ------Sweden’s “Nobel” medical university, Karolinska Institutet, excommunicate student and
sciencephobically reject all published articles in internationally recognised scientific journals that
contradict the Swedish government’s obsession to international abortion-promotion.
Diversion of resources to legalization and provision of abortion, under the guise of improving
maternal mortality, will result in increased maternal mortality and erosion of the attached
human right to health in resource-poor countries.:

Recently submitted report to the United Nations (UN) Office of the High Commissioner on Human
Rights (OHCHR): www.c-fam.org/docLib/20091217_AAPLOG.pdf

New paper links UN promotion of "Safe" abortion to maternal deaths: www.cfam.org/publications/id.1536/pub_detail.asp



Countries with permissive abortion laws also have highest maternal death rates:



New United Nations paper shows how "Safe" abortions lead to women dying:

www.theunchoice.com/News/maternalmortality.htm
www.lifenews.com/int1417.html

Along with Swedish government’s obsession with international abortion-promotion, Sweden
is also fanatical in its endorsement of sexual perversion (LGBTQ) and promiscuity. Sweden’s
anti-Christian EU Commissioner, Cecilia Malmström, internationally promotes sexual
immorality:

Swedish EU Commissioner Designate Cecilia Malmstrom: a staunch supporter of a radical LGBT
agenda: www.c-fam.org/blog/id.47/blog_detail.asp

[2004] Sweden's statement to the UN General Assembly condemned the United States for ending
its financial support of UN Population Fund (UNFPA), even though the US State Department has
determined that UNFPA continues to support forced abortions in China. Sweden also stated that
"the Swedish Government will continue to argue that every woman should have the right to choose
a legal and safe abortion." Sweden then called for legal reform to ensure that "all people...be able
to have a satisfying and safe sex life," including "lesbians, gay men, bisexuals and transgender
persons." www.c-fam.org/publications/id.377/pub_detail.asp
Sweden’s antichristian and anti-Zionist government persecutes anyone that the Swedish
government deems as defiant against Sweden’s antichristian and anti-family values:

Swedish family persecuted for homeschooling: www.christiannewswire.com/news/2202412530.html

Swedish government seizes child from home-schooling family: www.adfmedia.org/News/PRDetail/3607

Swedish court upholds state-sponsored “Kidnapping” of homeschooled boy:
www.hslda.org/hs/international/Sweden/200912220.asp



Swedish court endorses government 'kidnapping' of 7-year-old:
www.wnd.com/index.php?fa=PAGE.view&pageId=119796

Sweden's anti-Semitic, corrupt and dishonest police:

Words of anti-Semitic discrimination uttered by Swedish Chief Police Inspector:
www.nenzen.net/Swedens-anti-Semitic-police.html

Swedish anti-Jewish contempt for historical remnants of The Holocaust:

Auschwitz sign stolen to fund Swedish terror attacks:
www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/news/world/europe/article6967449.ece
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Auschwitz sign stolen for Swedish Nazis?: www.upi.com/Top_News/International/2009/12/24/Auschwitzsign-stolen-for-Swedish-Nazis/UPI-98801261702271

USA President Barack Obama’s thriving pro-abortion scheme opposed by majority of
Americans:

Poll: 72 percent of Americans oppose paying for abortions in health care bill:
www.lifenews.com/nat5804.html



President Obama forces Americans to pay for abortions in nation's capital:





Senate passes health care bill: funds abortions: www.lifenews.com/nat5818.html
Pro-life groups decry senate passage of pro-abortion health care bill www.lifenews.com/nat5819.html
USA House speaker Nancy Pelosi apparently out of touch with women:



Crossing the Rubicon – defining national futures [but God’s grace through faith and repentance to
Christ Jesus, and God’s promises, can restore nations]: www.youtube.com/watch?v=MkvL2o3XOzo

www.lifenews.com/nat5783.html

www.priestsforlife.org/pressreleases/document.aspx?id=2997

American Medical Association (AMA) has become a pro-abortion advocacy group:

Head of Christian doctors group quits AMA over pro-abortion advocacy:
www.lifenews.com/nat5776.html

"I'm against abortion, but...":

Against abortion BUT; a pro-life response to the frequent pro-abortion claim:
www.lifenews.com/nat5779.html



Fearfully and wonderfully made: www.youtube.com/watch?v=wjQD7CcMIjI

------- December 15, 2009 ------Sweden’s anti-Semitic Ministry of Foreign Affairs with anti-Semite Minister Carl Bildt, and its subordinate
“Nobel” medical university Karolinska Institutet, excommunicate student and sciencephobically reject all
published articles in internationally recognised scientific journals that contradict the Swedish Ministry of
Foreign Affairs policy’s abortion-promotion.



Elliot Institute; New studies continue to document physical risks of abortion:
www.theunchoice.com/News/physicalrisksFinlandChina.htm

UNFPA and China is promoting abortion as a means of population control. Conflicting
demographic theories – ‘the Thomas Malthus catastrophe’ contra ‘the demographic-economic
paradox’:

Copenhagen anti-population push coming from UN: www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2009/dec/09121107.html

UNFPA pushing for increased expenditures for family planning (abortion): www.cfam.org/publications/id.1524/pub_detail.asp



Chinese delegation pushes population control at UN Climate Change Conference:



Copenhagen: China pushing population control as the final solution:



Carbon scheme: offset your jet-set lifestyle by eliminating African babies:









www.lifenews.com/int1405.html

www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2009/dec/09121103.html

www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2009/dec/09121404.html
Re-birth of population control: www.zenit.org/article-27826?l=english

Population control no way to save Mother Earth:

www.theprovince.com/health/Population+control+save+Mother+Earth/2337993/story.html

Response to “The whole world needs to adopt China’s one-child policy”:

www.newsbusters.org/blogs/carolyn-plocher/2009/12/11/canadian-financial-post-whole-world-needs-adoptchina-s-one-child-p
Permissive abortion laws may be hazardous to mothers' health: www.cfam.org/publications/id.1533/pub_detail.asp
Pro-life nations beat pro-abortion nations on maternal mortality: www.lifenews.com/int1408.html

Demographic Winter; the decline in birth rates below replacement fertility and hence the decline of
the human family is associated to pro-abortion and anti-family cultures, and depopulation may lead
to decline of economic prosperity: www.demographicwinter.com
PRI; Overpopulation is a myth: www.youtube.com/watch?v=vZVOU5bfHrM
(www.overpopulationisamyth.com)

U.S. Planned Parenthood (PPFA), affiliate of the International Planned Parenthood Federation
(IPPF), strategically deceive women with erroneous science:

Harvard study: Planned Parenthood is a bad abortion business: www.lifenews.com/nat5714.html
Planned Parenthood’s arrogant war on science - not knowing when life begins:
www.lifenews.com/bio3018.html

Undercover video shows Planned Parenthood staff lying to woman about abortion:
www.lifenews.com/state4630.html

Investigation of medical lies and manipulation at Planned Parenthood:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=UIXHrusvMDw
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Live Action; investigative journalism to expose threats against the vulnerable and defenceless:
www.liveaction.org

Sweden’s morally confused and spineless monarchy, Belgium’s pious and courageous King
Baudouin, and monarchs in between:

LSN; Spanish King Juan Carlos faces excommunication if he assents to abortion bill, royal assent
could plunge Spain into constitutional crisis: www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2009/dec/09120703.html

NYTimes; Belgian King Baudouin unable to sign abortion law [1990]:
www.nytimes.com/1990/04/05/world/belgian-king-unable-to-sign-abortion-law-takes-day-off.html




TheLocal; King and Queen of Sweden attended ceremony ordaining Sweden’s actively lesbian
bishop: www.thelocal.se/23148/20091109 (www.rnw.nl/english/article/sweden-ordains-first-lesbian-bishop)
CultureWatch; The coercive utopia known as Sweden; “Despite the world’s most ambitious sex
education and family planning program, and despite the widespread issuance of free
contraceptives, the abortion rate has soared”, ”While Sweden pretends to be an advanced
democracy, all opposition is crushed […] Sweden’s current monarch, Carl XVI Gustav, apparently
supports this agenda: on his accession in 1973, he deleted the phrase ‘by the grace of God’ from
the official rituals of state, and adopted the personal motto ‘Sweden with the times’.”:
www.billmuehlenberg.com/2009/04/03/the-coercive-utopia-known-as-sweden



CultureWatch; Swedish insanity and the death of the family:



TheLocal commentary; Sweden’s deranged Crown Princess unfaithful to God [unverified allegation]:

www.billmuehlenberg.com/2009/06/30/swedish-insanity-and-the-death-of-the-family
www.thelocal.se/discuss/index.php?showtopic=26551

------- November 28, 2009 ------Satanic Sweden’s malevolent “Nobel” university, Karolinska Institutet, excommunicate student for
academically contradicting Sweden’s anti-life and anti-Semitic Ministry of Foreign Affairs’ sciencephobic
position. Antichristian Sweden denies all international scientific evidence that some women suffer
mental ill health related to induced abortion.
Sweden’s anti-life and antichristian parliamentarians – and the moral Christian response:

LSN; Swedish parliamentarian presents in Council of Europe a resolution of removal of right for
hospitals to opt out of abortion: www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2009/nov/09112307.html

One of Sweden’s anti-life proponents, Swedish parliamentarian and member of Sweden’s
Committee on Foreign Affairs, Carina Hägg, wrote “The Swedish presidency of the European Union
is a good opportunity for the Swedish government to advance the positions regarding the right to
contraceptives, sexual education and abortion as a human right.” The parliamentary Swede further
demanded “I demand that the Swedish government act as the driving force to decriminalize
abortion within Europe.”: http://www2.unt.se/pages/1,1826,MC=2-AV_ID=883068,00.html

Manhattan Declaration; “… in the effort to weaken or eliminate conscience clauses, and therefore to
compel pro-life institutions (including religiously affiliated hospitals and clinics), and pro-life
physicians, surgeons, nurses, and other health care professionals, to refer for abortions and, in
certain cases, even to perform or participate in abortions […] Because we honour justice and the
common good, we will not comply with any edict that purports to compel our institutions to
participate in abortions […] We will fully and ungrudgingly render to Caesar what is Caesar’s. But
under no circumstances will we render to Caesar what is God’s.”:
http://manhattandeclaration.org/images/content/ManhattanDeclaration.pdf

Recent study:

LifeNews; Study indicates 20 percent of women using abortion drug face a medical complication:
www.lifenews.com/int1377.html

ACOG; Distortive expression “generally safe” is not equivalent with safe:

http://journals.lww.com/greenjournal/Abstract/2009/10000/Immediate_Complications_After_Medical_Compared.
14.aspx

Advancement and practice of obstetric ultrasound technology towards reduction of abortions:

LiveLeaks; Ultrasound portraying a living human foetus can change perception of abortion
procedures: www.liveleak.com/view?i=609_1257728183
LSN; Handheld medical ultrasonography useful by trained counsellors for potential abortion
prevention: www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2009/oct/09102312.html
National Geographic; 4D medical ultrasound of baby in womb: www.youtube.com/watch?v=uXYc0JojI-E
Omitting obstetric ultrasound from abortion-consideration deprives women an informed choice:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=cMSHUKAvpeY

SilentScream; Impact and explanation of ultrasound images (1984):
www.youtube.com/watch?v=UX7goxsip6Y

(complete version: www.youtube.com/watch?v=cjNo_0cW-ek)

Chronological stages of human life development: www.youtube.com/watch?v=7PPamlX4HQ0

------- November 13, 2009 ------43

In satanic Sweden, the corrupt medical university Karolinska Institutet (allied with Sweden’s depraved
government, the anti-Semitic Minister of Foreign Affairs Carl Bildt and the antichristian Prime Minister
Fredik Reinfeldt) sciencephobically deny all international scientific evidence that some women suffer
mental ill health related to induced abortion.
New study; confirms previous evidence in literature of causality between abortion and
mental health problems:

British Journal of Psychiatry, Professor PhD David Fergusson; Reactions to abortion and subsequent
mental health. “Those having an abortion and reporting negative reactions had rates of mental
health disorders that were approximately 1.4–1.8 times higher than those not having an abortion.”:
http://bjp.rcpsych.org/cgi/content/abstract/195/5/420



Professor PhD David M. Fergusson, University of Otago, Christchurch School of Medicine and Health
Sciences. Reactions to abortion and subsequent mental health. “The findings of the present study
suggest that abortion may, in fact, increase mental health risks amongst those women who find
seeking and obtaining an abortion a distressing experience.”: www.nenzen.net/DavidFergussson_2009_abortion-mental-health.pdf





Elliot Institute; New study indicate 85% of women have negative reactions after abortion, and
distress after abortion is linked to increased mental health problems. “The paper found that the risk
of mental disorders among women who had negative reactions to abortion was 40 to 80 percent
higher than among women who didn't abort.”: www.theunchoice.com/News/distressanddisorders.htm
LSN; New Zealand study finds abortion increases risk of mental health problems. “The study
showed no evidence to support strong pro-choice positions that claim unwanted pregnancy
terminated by abortion is without mental health risks.":
www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2009/nov/09110510.html



LifeNews; New study shows 85 percent of women say abortions cause mental health issues. “There
is little justification for saying that legal abortions should be promoted on the basis of improving a
woman's mental health”: www.lifenews.com/int1371.html

Recent studies:

Kersting et. al, Archives of Women's Mental Health; Psychological impact on women after second
and third trimester termination of pregnancy due to fetal anomalies versus women after preterm
birth—a 14-month follow up study, “The short-term emotional reactions to TOP [abortion] in late
pregnancy due to fetal anomaly appear to be more intense than those to preterm birth.”:
http://springerlink.com/content/w773590gq50677jv/

Elliot Institute News; Psychiatric disorders linked to abortion for foetal anomalies:
www.nenzen.net/Elliot_Institute_News_Nov-2009.pdf



LSN; Chinese women with abortion experience 17% increased breast cancer risk:
www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2009/nov/09111210.html

In Sweden, healthy foetuses are killed as a result of misdiagnosed miscarriages:

The Local; Lax procedures in Sweden raise risk of accidental abortion:
www.thelocal.se/23014/20091102/

Radio Sweden; Healthy babies in Sweden aborted by mistake: www.sr.se/cgibin/international/artikel.asp?artikel=3209234

Pro-abortion and pro-Islamic USA President Barack Obama:

Confirming pro-abortion Obama’s agenda: www.youtube.com/watch?v=S7oWym29yNs
(Pro-abortion Obama’s agenda: www.youtube.com/watch?v=vVN2MMuiedI)

Obama alludes to personal Islamic convictions: www.youtube.com/watch_popup?v=tCAffMSWSzY
Rationale for right to life:

Case for Life; One issue – What is the unborn?: www.caseforlife.com

Professor of philosophy William Lane Craig; Ethics of abortion on demand - two central questions
which are determinative: www.reasonablefaith.org/site/News2?page=NewsArticle&id=6351

PhD in philosophy Norman Geisler; Common-sense answers to arguments for abortion:
www.leaderu.com/orgs/tul/faq.html



Randy Alcorn; Major pro-choice arguments and their refutations:





Professor of philosophy Peter Kreeft; Pro-life philosophy and logic:

www.epm.org/artman2/publish/prolife_arguments/The_39_Major_ProChoice_Arguments_and_Their_Refutations.s
html
CARM; Christian apologist (Matt Slick) expounds his objection to abortion: www.carm.org/abortion
Scott Klusendorf; A case for life: www.prolifetraining.com/MP3/TheCaseforLife.mp3
www.peterkreeft.com/audio/19_prolife-philosophy.htm

------- October 30, 2009 ------Sweden’s malevolent professor-cowards at Sweden’s Nobel-prestigious and corrupt medical university,
Karolinska Institutet, oust student from university by refusing academic communication with student,
because the published articles in internationally recognized scientific journals that the student refers to
contradict the Swedish Parliament standpoint concerning abortion.
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New studies:
New review links abortion to higher risk of preterm birth and low birthweight:



PS Shah; Induced termination of pregnancy and low birthweight and preterm birth: a systematic
review and meta-analyses: http://www3.interscience.wiley.com/cgi-bin/fulltext/122591273/PDFSTART
Brent Rooney; Does induced abortion account for racial disparity in preterm births, and violate the
Nuremberg Code?: www.jpands.org/vol13no4/rooney.pdf
LSN; Fatherless childhood may injure brain development:



www.theunchoice.com/News/pretermbirth.htm

www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2009/oct/09102801.html

Some university campuses in Canada and USA host academic abortion debates and
educational exhibits:
UVic; University of Victoria abortion debate a powerful example of pro-life apologetics and open
academic debate: www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2009/oct/09102308.html
UVic; University of Victoria abortion debate overflows capacity:
www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2009/oct/09102208.html

UVic; B.C. Civil Liberties Association demands equal treatment for University of Victoria pro-life
student club: www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2009/oct/09102307.html
McGill; McGill University officials speak out against silencing of pro-life presentation:
www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2009/oct/09101608.html

McGill; McGill Pro-Life Presentation Shut Down by Protesters:
www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2009/oct/09100713.html

Berkeley; Graphic Obama-themed abortion display clashes with strong pro-abortion presence at
Berkeley University of California: www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2009/oct/09102807.html
The Center for Bio-Ethical Reform (CBR): www.abortionno.org
Canadian Centre for Bio-Ethical Reform: www.unmaskingchoice.ca
CBR; Obama Campus Exhibit Signs: www.abortionno.org/index.php/gap_signs/obama/C7


Further indications that Guttmacher Institute is partial and inaccurate:
Guttmacher Institute claims contraception lowers abortions, but data on Sweden shows otherwise:
www.lifenews.com/int1355.html

Guttmacher Institute study casts doubt on contraception use reducing abortions:
www.lifenews.com/nat5579.html

Study claiming 70,000 women die from illegal abortions relies on dubious facts:
www.lifenews.com/int1353.html

Pro-Life groups call Guttmacher study on illegal abortions a propaganda piece:
www.lifenews.com/int1352.html



Short videos:
PhD. Dr. Priscilla Coleman; Professor in Life-Span Developmental Psychology - post-abortion mental
health research (standapart.org): www.youtube.com/watch?v=VvpSC9CD8MM
PhD. Dr. Rue; Co-Director of the Institute for Pregnancy Loss (standapart.org):
www.youtube.com/watch?v=8pcX6TtlnfU



Post Abortion Syndrome (PAS) ultimate healing: www.youtube.com/watch?v=xDq3VbanGaM&NR=1
Post Abortion Syndrome (PAS): www.youtube.com/watch?v=6n3QwKsOS5g
Jane Roe is pro-life: www.popmodal.com/video/1007/Jane-Roe-is-Pro-Life
Short film; "It's The Same Thing": www.popmodal.com/video/3100/Shocking-unforgettable-Pro-Life-film-ItsThe-Same-Thing

------- October 15, 2009 ------Sweden’s antichristian Prime Minister Fredik Reinfeldt and his abortion-promoting government, together
with Sweden’s corrupted Karolinska Institutet (Nobel), reject all international scientific evidence that
some women suffer mental ill health related to induced abortion; and consequently science and reason
are displaced by Swedish national dogma and Swedish evil.


Politically correct Nobel devil bit his own tail:
LSN; Obama wins Nobel peace prize to the shock of journalists and pro-life leaders:
www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2009/oct/09100901.html

LifeNews; Condemn awarding pro-abortion obama Nobel peace prize: www.lifenews.com/int1349.html
LifeNews; Pro-abortion President Obama not fit to share Nobel prize with Mother Teresa:
www.lifenews.com/int1344.html

Where is peace that comes with prize?: www.timesofmalta.com/articles/view/20091013/letters/where-ispeace-that-comes-with-prize-1

The greatest destroyer of peace is abortion: http://genuinegopmom.blogspot.com/2009/10/greatestdestroyer-of-peace-is-abortion.html

Jill Stanek; ”In reality, Barack Obama represents the exact opposite of peace”:
www.wnd.com/index.php?fa=PAGE.view&pageId=112846

Spain’s pro-abortion Zapatero government differ with its citizens:
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LSN; Spain Cabinet approves measure to expand abortions: www.lifenews.com/int1332.html
LSN; Scientists, physicians, and intellectuals sign manifesto against the further legalization of
abortion in Spain: www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2009/mar/09031907.html
LSN; Spanish pro-lifers prepare massive demonstration in madrid:
www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2009/sep/09092302.html

(http://17o.derechoavivir.org)

LSN; Spanish doctors will choose jail over committing abortion:
www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2009/sep/09091105.html

------- September 30, 2009 ------Sweden’s abortion-promoting government and its antichristian Prime Minister Fredik Reinfeldt, together
with Sweden’s corrupted Karolinska Institutet, reject all international scientific evidence that some
women suffer mental ill health related to induced abortion; and consequently science and reason are
displaced by Swedish national dogma and Swedish malice.



PublicDiscourse; Pragmatic and moral considerations should not be allowed to distort science,
“Consensus in philosophy is rare but possible; and, in this area, it is a necessary step towards
resolution of important moral and political issues.”: www.thepublicdiscourse.com/2009/09/906
LifeSiteNews; “at the same time as Irish voters are being told by their government that there is no
threat from the European Union and the Lisbon Treaty to their constitutional protections of the right
to life, the PACE Committee of Ministers is being encouraged to start the development of a
European Convention "to achieve universal access to sexual and reproductive health and rights by
2015.”: www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2009/sep/09092911.html
LifeSiteNews; “Lisbon will force abortion into Ireland through EU Charter of Human Rights”:
www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2009/jul/09072006.html

LifeSiteNews; Czech pro-life group urges NO to Irish Lisbon vote:
www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2009/sep/09091601.html

LifeNews; Council of Europe Parliamentary Assembly to vote on pro-abortion report, "promotes
abortion as a means of family planning and population control in developing countries.":
www.lifenews.com/int1333.html

EuropeSaysNo – no to Lisbon, yes to democracy: www.europesaysno.org/why_we_say_no.html

------- September 15, 2009 ------Corrupt Sweden’s antichristian Prime Minister Fredik Reinfeldt and depraved Sweden’s abortionpromoting government reject all international scientific evidence that some women suffer mental ill
health related to induced abortion, and chastise proponents of good science and reason with academic
excommunication.


Dr. Priscilla K Coleman; Effort to manipulate science and dismiss women's post-abortion problems
continue with a politically driven conclusion of methodological problems in recent biased review:
www.lifenews.com/nat5420.html

Critiquing the “Critique”: Efforts to distort the post-abortion mental health literature become more
obvious with each successive attempt – more comments:

www.abortionrisks.org/index.php?title=Is_there_an_%E2%80%9CAbortion_Trauma_Syndrome%E2%80%9D%3F
_Critiquing_the_Evidence

Harvard Review of Psychiatry; Is there an “Abortion Trauma Syndrome”?:



www.informaworld.com/smpp/content~db=all~content=a913453643
Elliot Institute; Book resources: www.afterabortion.org/Resrc1.html

C-Fam; United Nations Population Fund (with Sweden among the top five donors) bars
conservatives from "Sexual and Reproductive Rights" conference: www.cfam.org/publications/id.1410/pub_detail.asp

LifeNews; Slovak Republic resists international pro-abortion pressure, and instead opts adherence
to science and medical ethics by signing bill into law to inform women of abortion's risks:
www.lifenews.com/int1302.html



LifeSiteNews; Study: Abortion, hormonal contraceptives influence breast cancer risk:
www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2009/sep/09090807.html
www.abortionbreastcancer.com/download/LQ_76_3_2_Lanfranchi.pdf

The Local; Breast cancer rate doubles among pregnant Swedish women:
www.thelocal.se/22066/20090914

------- August 31, 2009 ------Sweden’s antichristian Prime Minister Fredik Reinfeldt and Sweden’s anti-Semitic Minister of
Foreign Affairs Carl Bildt are both inconvenienced by truth, and consequently Sweden’s
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depraved government reject all international scientific evidence that some women suffer
mental ill health related to induced abortion.



Sweden’s antichristian government seeks to advance indoctrination of young Swedes with its
Swedish wickedness: www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2009/aug/09081104.html
Sweden’s anti-Semitic Ministry of Foreign Affairs refuses to condemn the inciteful anti-Semitism in
Swedish mainstream newspapers, but Sweden’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs in 2005 shut down
internet sites that criticised Islam, and Sweden’s Minstry of Foreign Affairs wrote an apology to the
president of Yemen for Swedish citizen’s Islam-critique. With some resemblance to the radio station
RTLM’s incitefully racist propaganda in Rwanda 1994 and its subsequent genocide, failure by
Sweden’s anti-Christian and anti-Semitic government to condemn Swedish mainstream media’s
anti-Semitism signal the Swedish government’s passive endorsement of inciteful anti-Semitism:
www.eurojewcong.org/ejc/news.php?id_article=4321

National Post; Sweden’s contemporary embrace of anti-Semitism:

http://network.nationalpost.com/np/blogs/fullcomment/archive/2009/08/28/farber-blog.aspx
The Local: www.thelocal.se/tag/Aftonbladet



Stop the Abortion Mandate; USA President Obama’s healthcare bill includes taxpayer funded
abortion: www.stoptheabortionmandate.com
FRC; seven reasons abortion is in the health care overhaul:
http://downloads.frcaction.org/EF/EF09H03.pdf
FRC; clear conscience health care: www.clearconsciencehealthcare.org

------- August 15, 2009 ------Sweden’s spineless pro-abortion and anti-Christian regime, and Sweden’s evil anti-Semitic Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, sciencephobically deny all international scientific evidence that some women suffer
mental ill health related to induced abortion.


Abortion-promoting and evil Sweden foolishly cuts its foreign aid to impoverished nations that value
and protect prenatal human life: www.c-fam.org/publications/id.1365/pub_detail.asp
(www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2009/aug/09081310.html)



NRLC; Does legalizing abortion protect women’s health? Assessing the argument for expanded
abortion access around the globe: www.nrlc.org/UN/MMEnglsh.pdf
Demographic Winter; the decline in birth rates below replacement fertility and hence the decline of
the human family is associated to pro-abortion and anti-family cultures, and depopulation may lead
to decline of economic prosperity: www.demographicwinter.com
Demographic impact of low fertility rate, due in part to abortion, on European socio-cultural
anthropology require integration policies and practices, and comprehensive abortion debate:
www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/europe/5994047/Muslim-Europe-the-demographic-time-bombtransforming-our-continent.html

Demographic effects of low fertility rate, due in part to abortion, in former Christian nations could
include, by one forecasted scenario, transformation of national cultures, fundamental values,
democracy, government and religion; an anthropological demography video:
www.youtube.com/watch?hl=en&v=6-3X5hIFXYU

------- July 31, 2009 ------Sweden’s international pro-abortion advocacy, coupled with Sweden’s anti-Christian Prime Minister
Fredrik Reinfeldt, entail sciencephobic rejection of all evidence that some women suffer mental ill health
related to induced abortion, and academic excommunication of opponents to Sweden’s pro-abortion
sciencephobia.



Arrogant Swedish parliamentarians attempt to force Sweden’s evil mindset and practices into other
EU states: www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2009/jul/09071701.html
APART; Abortion and substance abuse fact sheet:



APART; Abortion providers’ attitudes toward and psychological effects of participation in elective
abortion: www.nenzen.net/Abortion_Providers_Fact_Sheet.pdf
Life News; Women who have repeat abortions more likely to have abusive relationships:

www.nenzen.net/Abortion_Substance_Abuse_Fact_Sheet.pdf

www.lifenews.com/int1267.html

The Obstetrician and Gynaecologist; Abortion and domestic violence:
www.onlinetog.org/cgi/content/abstract/11/3/163



Lifesite News; Breast cancer risk 66% higher in Turkish women with abortions:
www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2009/jul/09072903.html

Life News; 66 percent increased breast cancer risk after abortion: www.lifenews.com/int1278.html
World Journal of Surgical Oncology; Breast cancer risk factors in Turkish women:
www.wjso.com/content/7/1/37
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Life News; Unborn children may already have short-term memory formed at 30 weeks:
www.lifenews.com/int1263.html

Child Development; Memory in utero: http://www3.interscience.wiley.com/cgibin/fulltext/122513428/HTMLSTART



PRI; Overpopulation is a myth; www.overpopulationisamyth.com
PRI; How the International Planned Parenthood Federation promotes abortion around the world:

http://pop.org/00000000894/abortion-for-all-how-the-international-planned-parenthood-federation-promotesabortion-around-the-world



Public Discourse; Obama on the value of human life:



Alveda King, niece of Martin Luther King, on abortion and racism:

www.thepublicdiscourse.com/2009/07/727

www.washingtontimes.com/news/2009/jul/20/the-abortionists-eye-is-on-us

------- July 15, 2009 ------Anti-Semitic and anti-Christian Swedish parliamentarians, and Sweden’s anti-Christian Prime Minister,
unabatingly and sciencephobically deny all international scientific evidence that some women suffer
mental ill health related to induced abortion.


APART; Late-term abortion: Antecedent conditions and consequences to women’s mental health:



Lifesite News; Abortion may have greater impact on parenting than other forms of pregnancy loss:



Current Women's Health Reviews; Psychological experience of abortion may subsequently render
parenting risks: www.bentham.org/cwhr/CurrentIssue.htm#4
Weekly Standard; The Abortion Administration:

www.nenzen.net/APART_Late-term_Abortion_and_Mental_Health.pdf
www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2009/jul/09070603.html

www.weeklystandard.com/Content/Public/Articles/000/000/016/725kxlct.asp?pg=1

C-Fam; Obama administration calls for Universal access to abortion:
www.c-fam.org/publications/id.1270/pub_detail.asp

Life News; President Barack Obama's pro-abortion record: www.lifenews.com/obamaabortionrecord.html
NRLC; Obama abortion agenda:
www.nrlc.org/ObamaAbortionAgenda/Index.html

Moral Accountability; Obama on abortion:

www.moralaccountability.com/obama-on-abortion



Lifesite News; Obama’s anti-life plan is established: www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2009/may/09050808.html
Jill Stanek; Abortion proponents may lose ground in “common ground” discussions by admitting
moral components of abortion: www.wnd.com/index.php?fa=PAGE.view&pageId=103996

------- June 30, 2009 ------Sweden’s anti-Christian Prime Minister Fredrik Reinfeldt and Karolinska Institutet persist on
sciencephobically denying all international scientific evidence that some women suffer mental ill health
related to induced abortion.


LifeNews; abortion increases the risk of having a premature birth in a subsequent pregnancy:
www.lifenews.com/int1246.html

Brent Rooney; women contemplating induced abortion should be informed of the risk of premature
births to subsequent pregnancies: www.jpands.org/vol8no2/rooney.pdf
(www.jpands.org/vol13no4/rooney.pdf)



NRLC; Does legalizing abortion protect women’s health?



Witherspoon Institute; Is the abortion debate over?



US Office of Global Women’s Issues will pursue a path of imposing abortion on the world:

www.nrlc.org/Factsheets/MaternalMortality/MaternalMortbrochurefinal.pdf
www.winst.org/publicdiscourse/viewarticle.php?selectedarticle=2009.06.23.001.pdart
www.lifenews.com/int1237.html
www.state.gov/s/gwi

------- June 15, 2009 ------Corrupt Sweden’s anti-Christian Prime Minister Fredrik Reinfeldt, Sweden’s pro-abortion government,
and Sweden’s malevolent and discriminatory Karolinska Institutet sciencephobically deny all
international scientific evidence that some women suffer mental ill health related to induced abortion.


APART; Why induced abortion is potentially more traumatizing than spontaneous abortion:
www.nenzen.net/APART-induced-trauma.pdf
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Swedish parliamentarian’s pro-abortion EU initiative promotes abortion as a fundamental human
right and criterion for EU membership: www.thelocal.se/19818/20090602
US Secretary of State Hillary Clinton assures that abortion right is a key to the Obama
administration’s foreign policy: www.moralaccountability.com/uncategorized/abortion-key-toadministrations-foreign-policy
(www.state.gov/secretary/rm/2009a/03/120968.htm)
(www.lifenews.com/int1232.html)
(www.lifenews.com/int1236.html)

------- May 29, 2009 ------Malevolent Sweden deviously excommunicates university student of public health for contradicting
Sweden’s anti-Christian parliamentarians, by presenting internationally accepted scientific articles
published in internationally recognized peer-reviewed scientific journals.






Gender-based abortion now legal in bewildered Sweden: www.thelocal.se/19392.html
Majority of Americans believe abortion hurts women emotionally: www.lifenews.com/nat5082.html
(www.aul.org/xm_client/client_documents/AUL_Survey_of_American_Adults_Topline_Results_Release.pdf)
Majority of Americans support pro-life values: www.lifenews.com/bio2854.html,
www.lifenews.com/nat5053.html, www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2009/may/09052704.html

Americans United for Life; Defending life 2009 compendium of resources related to advancing law
that undergirds an American culture of life: http://dl.aul.org
Reducing abortion need but not abortion numbers; shifting language without changing intention:
www.lifenews.com/nat5079.html
Abortion doublespeak: www.wnd.com/index.php?fa=PAGE.view&pageId=98548

Incoherence of argument:

www.winst.org/publicdiscourse/viewarticle.php?selectedarticle=2009.05.22.001.pdart

------- May 14, 2009 ------Corrupt Sweden’s anti-Christian Prime Minister Fredrik Reinfeldt and his pro-abortion government,
shuns innocent but excommunicated student’s continuous appeals for academic dialogue with the
Swedish university; a student of Public Health Sciences who merely contradicted Sweden’s government
policies on abortion by describing the scientific evidence published in internationally recognized peerreviewed scientific journals.


Elliot Institute; Trauma of abortion for some women may cause sleeping disorders:



Ambivalent women considering abortion with financial or social rationale should be provided support
for an equitable choice so that the alternatives to induced abortion (parenting or placing for
adoption) are postpartum feasible and practical: www.youtube.com/watch?v=oIBZ-kJ6XAc

www.lifenews.com/nat5041.html

------- April 30, 2009 ------Corrupt Sweden discriminates against national policy-contradictive scientific evidence.
A recent study published in RSPH Public Health and AJPM concludes: abortion may play a
vital role in understanding the aetiology of relationship problems.

Induced abortion and intimate relationship quality in the Chicago Health and Social Life Survey:
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.puhe.2009.01.005
www.ajpm-online.net/article/S0033-3506(09)00022-5/abstract




Life News; Abortions associated with future relationship problems: www.lifenews.com/nat4946.html
Elliot Institute News; Negative impact of abortion on relationships:
www.nenzen.net/ElliotInstitute090416.pdf

United States President Barack Obama’s decisions may increase abortion incidence:

Obama’s first 100 days of promoting abortion: www.lifenews.com/nat5005.html

Obama’s actions against life: www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2009/apr/09040114.html

Obama’s 100 days of change for the unborn: www.frc.org/special/100-days-of-change


(www.youtube.com/watch?v=fir2JM5HByM)
Pro-abortion Obama’s agenda: www.realcatholictv.net/preview.php?videoID=1656

------- April 15, 2009 -------
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Sweden’s anti-Christian parliamentarians decline to communicate an intelligible argument supporting
Sweden’s rejection of international abortion science, and Sweden’s Karolinska Institutet refuse academic
communication with its student, who contradicts Sweden’s abortion policy with references to
international scientific evidence.


Women’s health after abortion; Medical and psychological evidence: www.deveber.org/text/whaa-





FRC; Ten myths about abortion: http://downloads.frc.org/EF/EF08A09.pdf
FRC; Definitions of conception and pregnancy: http://downloads.frc.org/EF/EF09D12.pdf
ISI; Is abortion morally justifiable in a free society?:




chapters.html

www.isi.org/lectures/lectures.aspx?SBy=lecture&Sfor=28e773af-4bd2-44da-8b3e-be5570fad64d
Peter Kreeft; Apple argument against abortion: www.catholicnewsagency.com/resource.php?n=401
Peter Kreeft; Pro-life philosophy: www.peterkreeft.com/audio/19_prolife-philosophy.htm

------- March 28, 2009 ------Sweden’s anti-Christian and anti-Semitic parliamentarians, together with discriminatory and malevolent
Karolinska Institutet, distort abortion reality with their politicised dictates and scientific bias, and inhibit
freedom to ethical academic inquiry.


Medical science under dictatorship; essay by Leo Alexander published in 1949:



Comparable with attitudes of former Nazi Germany, Sweden’s cowardly and sciencephobic
parliamentarians, together with discriminatory and malevolent Karolinska Institutet, today pervert
public opinion and public conscience with their indoctrination and propaganda claiming there is no
evidence of a causal relationship between induced abortion and mental ill health among women.
Freedom of ethical academic inquiry is constrained by dictates of politicised scientific bias under
Sweden’s anti-Christian and anti-Semitic parliamentarians.
Abortion mental health research; update and quality of evidence:

www.nenzen.net/medical-dictatorship.html

www.abortionresearch.us/images/Vol20No2.pdf

------- March 14, 2009 ------In anti-Christian and anti-Semitic Sweden, science and reason are displaced by government-approved
Swedish dogma, academic injustice, Swedish malice, and discrimination against Christians and Jews.


United for Life; Why Karolinska Institutet must oppose the killing of children:



Leadership University; Common-sense answers to arguments for abortion:



Randy Alcorn; Major ProChoice Arguments and Their Refutations: Arguments

www.unitedforlife.com/whyorgs/whyKI001Must.html
http://leaderu.com/orgs/tul/faq.html

------- February 28, 2009 ------Sweden’s sciencephobic Karolinska Institutet and Sweden’s evil parliamentarians ignore international
scientific evidence that some women suffer mental ill-health related to induced abortion.


Abortion and women’s mental health:



Does abortion cause mental health problems?:

www.nenzen.net/APART-Abortion__Womens_Mental_Health_Fact_Sheet.doc
www.nenzen.net/APART-Coleman_causation_primer__tables.rtf

------- February 14, 2009 ------Anti-Christian Sweden academically excommunicates student for contradicting national abortion policy
with references to international scientific evidence.




Townhall Magazine, February 2009: Big Girls Do Cry: The hidden truth of abortion, by Dr. Martha
Shuping and Chris Gacek: www.nenzen.net/Big-Girls-Cry.pdf
APART – The Alliance for Post-Abortion Research and Training: www.standapart.org
FRC: Post-abortion Mental Health presentation: http://downloads.frc.org/EF/EF08K08.pdf
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------- January 30, 2009 ------Sweden Academically Excommunicates Student for Contradicting the Diabolical Swedish Parliament on
Abortion; through Malevolent Karolinska Institutet


Pro-abortion President Obama promotes abortion:



Dr. Alveda C King, niece of the civil rights activist Martin Luther King Jr, on how the “dream” can
survive:

www.lifenews.com/obamaabortionrecord.html
www.moralaccountability.com/the-record/obama-on-abortion
www.nrlc.org/ObamaAbortionAgenda/Index.html

www.kingforamerica.com/Group/Group.aspx?ID=1000030020

------- January 17, 2009 ------Abortion-Promoting and Malevolent Sweden Penalizes Proponents of Good Science and Reason with
Academic Excommunication; through Karolinska Institutet




A newly published study: Associate Professor Priscilla K. Coleman of Bowling Green State University,

USA, published the article “Predictors and Correlates of Abortion in the Fragile Families and WellBeing Study: Paternal Behavior, Substance Use, and Partner Violence” in the International Journal
of Mental Health and Addiction.
Abstract: This study was designed to identify predictors of the choice to abort or deliver a child
within 18 months of a previous birth and to compare mothers who chose to abort or deliver relative
to substance use and adverse partner behavior. Using a systems perspective, data from the Fragile
Families and Well-Being Study were examined. The sample included participants from 16 cities, and
within the selected cities, hospitals with high rates of unmarried births were chosen for inclusion in
the survey. The data analysis process entailed two steps: 1) predictors of the choice to abort were
identified statistically; 2) mothers who chose to abort and deliver were compared relative to heavy
drinking, cigarette smoking, and adverse partner behavior after controlling for potentially
confounding factors identified in step one. The results indicated that several variables pertaining to
the father's commitment to raising a previously born child and to his relationship with the mother
predicted the choice to abort. Further, a recent abortion was related to substance use and partner
perpetrated physical aggression after the effects of confounding variables were removed.
Professionals who work with women from impoverished environments facing an unplanned
pregnancy should be encouraged to sensitively explore the woman’s support system. If the father is
unavailable, counselors can assist women in identifying other sources of support within and outside
the family. (Link:
www.springerlink.com/content/k6q73h0225t75113/?p=d68f34cf3e4545dab847b89c61ed5ff9&pi=0)
Life News commentary: www.lifenews.com/nat4749.html
Vulnerable human life is better protected in USA through President George w. Bush - “History will
prove President Bush right”: www.lifenews.com/nat4750.html
Sanctity of Human Life: www.whitehouse.gov/news/releases/2009/01/20090115-1.html
[The Obama-Biden Administration deleted former Whitehouse links, but here is a current link citing Bush’s
Whitehouse statement: www.catholicnewsagency.com/new.php?n=14803]

------- December 31, 2008 ------Injustice, Discrimination, Malevolence, Intolerant Nationalism and Academic Dogmatism Corrupt the
Abortion Sciences and Public Health Sciences at Sweden’s Karolinska Institutet




The validity of a recent review of evidence on abortion and long-term mental health outcomes by
John Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health was systematically assessed, and criticized for its
extreme pro-abortion bias in selection of reviewed studies:
www.abortionrisks.org/index.php?title=Charles_et_al
Simple presentation of induced abortion: www.abort73.com

------- December 15, 2008 ------Sweden’s Academic Dogmatism in the Public Health Sciences at Karolinska Institutet is Cogitatingly
Explainable by its Subjections to Sweden’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs Diabolical Abortion Policy,
Sweden’s Intolerant Nationalism, Sweden’s Anti-Christian Attitudes, and Swedish Cowardice
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Newly published studies:
1. Associate Professor Priscilla Coleman of Bowling Green State University, USA, published the article
“Induced abortion and anxiety, mood, and substance abuse disorders: Isolating the effects of
abortion in the national comorbidity survey” in the Journal of Psychiatric Research,
doi:10.1016/j.jpsychires.2008.10.009.
Abstract: The purpose of this study was to examine associations between abortion history and a
wide range of anxiety (panic disorder, panic attacks, PTSD, Agoraphobia), mood (bipolar disorder,
mania, major depression), and substance abuse disorders (alcohol and drug abuse and
dependence) using a nationally representative US sample, the national comorbidity survey.
Abortion was found to be related to an increased risk for a variety of mental health problems (panic
attacks, panic disorder, agoraphobia, PTSD, bipolar disorder, major depression with and without
hierarchy), and substance abuse disorders after statistical controls were instituted for a wide range
of personal, situational, and demographic variables. Calculation of population attributable risks
indicated that abortion was implicated in between 4.3% and 16.6% of the incidence of these
disorders. Future research is needed to identify mediating mechanisms linking abortion to various
disorders and to understand individual difference factors associated with vulnerability to developing
a particular mental health problem after abortion.
Elliott Institute News commentary: www.nenzen.net/ElliotInstituteNews_Coleman.pdf
Life News commentary: www.lifenews.com/nat4617.html
2. Professor David M. Fergusson of University of Otago in Christchurch, New Zealand, published the
article “Abortion and mental health disorders: evidence from a 30-year longitudinal study” in The
British Journal of Psychiatry, (2008) 193: 444-451
Abstract: After adjustment for confounding, abortion was associated with a small increase in the
risk of mental disorders; women who had had abortions had rates of mental disorder that were
about 30% higher. There were no consistent associations between other pregnancy outcomes and
mental health. Estimates of attributable risk indicated that exposure to abortion accounted for 1.5%
to 5.5% of the overall rate of mental disorders. The evidence is consistent with the view that
abortion may be associated with a small increase in risk of mental disorders. Other pregnancy
outcomes were not related to increased risk of mental health problems. (Link:
http://bjp.rcpsych.org/cgi/content/abstract/193/6/444)

3.



Elliott Institute News commentary: www.nenzen.net/ElliotInstituteNews_Fergusson.pdf
Life News commentary: www.lifenews.com/int1008.html
MPH Kaeleen Dingle of the School of Population Health at University of Queensland, Australia,
published the article “Pregnancy loss and psychiatric disorders in young women: an Australian birth
cohort study” in The British Journal of Psychiatry, (2008) 193: 455-460.
Abstract: These findings add to the growing body of evidence suggesting that pregnancy loss per
se, whether abortion or miscarriage, increases the risk of a range of substance use disorders and
affective disorders in young women. (Link: http://bjp.rcpsych.org/cgi/content/abstract/193/6/455)
Life News commentary: www.lifenews.com/int1012.html
Researchers dismiss a review on abortion from John Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health.
The JHU “bogus” or “junk science” review ignores the evidence which suggests that abortion can
increase mental health problems for some women.
Life News articles: article1, article2, article3, article4

------- November 29, 2008 ------Sweden’s Malevolent “Nobel” University, Karolinska Institutet, Excommunicate its Student for
Academically Contradicting Sweden’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs Diabolical Abortion Policy


Persuasive arguments against pro-choice fallacies:

www.caseforlife.com

------- November 14, 2008 ------Sweden’s Corrupt Karolinska Institutet Excommunicate its Student for Academically Contradicting
Sweden’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs Diabolical Abortion Policy


List of psychological effects of induced abortion (abortionrisks.org):




Detrimental Effects of Abortion (abortionrisks.org):
The Center for Bio-Ethical Reform: www.abortionno.org

www.abortionrisks.org/index.php?title=Psychological_Effects_of_Abortion

------- October 29, 2008 -------
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www.abortionrisks.org/index.php?title=Index

Sweden’s Corrupted University, Karolinska Institutet, Excommunicate its Student for Academically
Contradicting the Swedish Parliament Standpoint Concerning Abortion


Evidence suggests that pro-life legislations have been effective at reducing incidence of abortion:



Parental involvement laws are effective in reducing incidence of abortion of minors by 13%. Laws
that require parental consent instead of parental notification reduce abortion rate of minors by
19%. Laws that mandate involvement of two parents, instead of just one parent, reduce abortion
rate of minors by 31%.: Family Research Council
Potential pro-life voters are misled by insufficient or erroneous informations on US presidential
candidates:



Witherspoon Institute

1) Abortion Extremism



2) Their own words: video

Explicit video, and a political message defending pre-born human life: Video

------- October 14, 2008 ------Sweden’s Corrupted Karolinska Institutet Excommunicate its Student for Academically Contradicting
Sweden’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs Abortion Policy


Scientifically sensible and ethically sustainable perspectives on dignity of innocent human life and
induced abortion are obsolete in Sweden’s Parliament, but are still prevalent in the American
political arena, as recently epitomised through Alaska Gov. Sarah Palin: www.lifenews.com/nat4433b.html
(speech available also on: www.c-span.org)



Life-affirming Health Promotion is an option for Canadian voters:

www.chp.ca/en/policy_comparison.html

------- September 29, 2008 ------Sweden’s Corrupt Karolinska Institutet Disgrace Science with Indefensible Refusal to Communicate
Academically with its Student


Reviewer of APA report, Rachel M. MacNair, discredits the APA report:




NRLC president, Wanda Franz, discredits the APA report: http://www.nrlc.org/news/2008/NRL09/APA.html
Swedish-style perversion prevalent also in SOGC/Canada: http://www.lifenews.com/int914.html
Sweden’s Karolinska Institutet’s Professor Staffan Bergström attacks Poland, Portugal and the
Catholic Church for insufficiently propagating free abortion:



http://www.abortionrisks.org/index.php?title=Tales_from_an_Insider

http://www.dn.se/DNet/jsp/polopoly.jsp?d=531&a=777832



There are reasonable arguments and data to assume that Sweden’s Karolinska Institutet
exaggerate risks of increased unsafe abortions associated with restrictive abortion policy, and that
Sweden’s attacks against Poland, Portugal and the Catholic Church hence are based on erroneous
claims. Contrary to Sweden’s continued dissemination of false claims, facts remain that when
Poland’s total abortions dropped from 59417 to 782 between years 1990 and 1994, Polish women’s
deaths connected with pregnancy also diminished from 90 to 57, the number of spontaneous
abortions dropped, and cases of infanticide was reduced. There was not, as Planned Parenthood
proponents had predicted, an increase of illegal abortions in Poland as outcome from restricting
induced abortions. Swedish professors still today disregard these statistics, presumably because
advocacy of free induced abortion is a Swedish “holy” dogma.
The USA presidential candidates’ stances on abortion: http://www.nrlc.org/Election2008/comparison0909084c.pdf

------- September 15, 2008 ------In Anti-Christian Sweden, Good Science and Reason are Displaced by Swedish National Dogma and
Malice

------- August 31, 2008 ------Corrupt Swedish Professors at Sweden’s Discriminatory Medical University Disgrace Science with
Unjustifiable Refusal to Communicate Academically with its Student
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Washington Times/Life News; Researcher Dr. Fergusson for Dr. Throckmorton assesses the bias in
APA strong conclusion based on weak evidence (one study only = best scientific evidence?!):
www.lifenews.com/nat4235.html



Emerging wiki on abortion risks (www.abortionrisks.org) elucidates the bias of recent APA Abortion
Report: www.abortionrisks.org/index.php?title=APA_Abortion_Report

------- August 16, 2008 ------Swedish Professors of Public Health at Sweden’s Prestigious Medical University Refuse Academic
Communication With Student, Who Reference Published International Peer-Reviewed Scientific Papers
Correlating Induced Abortion to Mental Ill Health



A Norwegian study recently concluded that young adult women who undergo induced abortion may
be at increased risk for subsequent depression: http://sjp.sagepub.com/cgi/content/abstract/36/4/424
Life News, on the recent Norwegian study: www.lifenews.com/int865.html
Life News; law requiring physicians to provide women with correct medical information on abortionrisks thwart abortionists in South Dakota, USA: www.lifenews.com:80/state3424.html
The South Dakota Law: http://legis.state.sd.us/statutes/DisplayStatute.aspx?Statute=34-23A10.1&Type=Statute



Life News; politicised APA report criticised: www.lifenews.com/nat4129.html
Life News; APA ignores evidence of abortion-related mental ill health: www.lifenews.com/nat4126.html
Life News; APA pro-abortion bias predictable: www.lifenews.com/nat4074.html
Elliot Institute News Release; APA credibility tarnished: www.nenzen.net/Elliot-news-080813.htm
The discredited APA report: www.apa.org/releases/abortion-report.html

------- July 28, 2008 ------The Swedish Decadence Affects Also Public Health Sciences of Sweden



Elliot Institute resources: www.unfairchoice.info/pblresearch.htm
Elliot Institute guide for politicians: www.unfairchoice.info/GAP/GAPIndex.htm

------- June 30, 2008 ------Swedish Malevolence and Ignorance Reign within the Public Health Sciences in Sweden
Secondary abortion-related contemporary discussions:

NRLC summary of US presidential candidates’ stance on life issues:
http://www.nrlc.org/Election2008/comparisonpiece.pdf



FRC discusses benefits of abstinence education on CNN:



FRC paper on benefits of abstinence until marriage:

http://www.frc.org/get.cfm?i=MD08F05
http://www.frc.org/get.cfm?i=IS06B01

------- June 13, 2008 ------In Sweden, Science and Reason is Displaced by Swedish National Dogma


Some recent research on post-abortion morbidity, in Swedish:



List of other public health article titles on abortion: www.pubhealth.info/abortion/abortion.pdf
(www.pubhealth.info/abortion)

www.jatilllivet.se/viewNavMenu.do?menuID=298

Specific research that Sweden’s Karolinska Institutet ignore:


Urban women applying for induced abortion. Studies of epidemiology, attitudes and emotional
reactions. Söderberg H, Lund University, 1998, http://www.lu.se/o.o.i.s?id=12588&postid=38561
“Of the group who agreed to participate in the followup interview, 50-60% reported the occurrence
of post-abdominal emotional distress, which was estimated as severe in 16% of cases.”



Emotional distress following induced abortion: a study of its incidence and determinants among
abortees in Malmö, Sweden. Söderberg H, Eur J Obstet Gynecol Reprod Biol. 1998 Aug;79(2):173-
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8, http://linkinghub.elsevier.com/retrieve/pii/S0301211598000840
“Thus, 50-60% of women undergoing induced abortion experienced some measure of emotional
distress, classified as severe in 30% of cases. The risk factors identified suggest that it may be
possible to ameliorate or even prevent such distress.”


Selection bias in a study on how women experienced induced abortion. Söderberg H, Eur J Obstet
Gynecol Reprod Biol. 1998 Mar;77(1):67-70,
http://linkinghub.elsevier.com/retrieve/pii/S0301211597002236

“One third of the women who underwent induced abortion did not wish to be interviewed about
their emotional and somatic experience of the abortion 1 year later. … Support from the women's
surroundings and the adviser the women met at the public health care system clearly influenced
the women's psychological reactions after the abortion.” [Non-participants in the follow-up study
seemed to have a sense of guilt that they did not wish to discuss.]


Continued pregnancy among abortion applications. A study of women having a change of mind.
Söderberg H, Acta Obstet Gynecol Scand. 1997 Nov;76(10):942-7, “Of this series of urban abortion
applicants, almost one in ten underwent a change of mind. … To answer the question why some
women continue an unwanted pregnancy after a closer consideration is not easy. The complexity of
a woman's feeling in the matter seems to be moderated by the kind of support and stability she has
in her life situation and also of the stability in relation to her partner. An equally important question
is whether this change of mind is associated with a changed attitude to the expected baby (i.e.,
does an unwanted child become a wanted one?).”

------- May 27, 2008 ------Sweden’s Karolinska Institutet Refuse Academic Communication with its Student






Fergusson, 2006: www.chmeds.ac.nz/research/chds/view1.pdf
Reardon, 2002: http://bmj.bmjjournals.com/cgi/reprint/324/7330/151
Gissler, 1996: www.bmj.com/cgi/content/full/313/7070/1431
Rees, 2007:

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/17901849?ordinalpos=5&itool=EntrezSystem2.PEntrez.Pubmed.Pubmed_ResultsP
anel.Pubmed_RVDocSum
Broen, 2005: www.biomedcentral.com/1741-7015/3/18

The Swedish parliament’s depraved pursuit of liberation from core Christian values and its consequential
aim at abating the dignity of human life starkly contrasts the USA President George W. Bush
proclamation for preservation of decency, compassion, moral values and the sanctity of human life.
(nrlc.org/WHD/SOHLD2008.pdf)

------- April 28, 2008 ------No Academic Freedom in Sweden in Abortion Sciences



Test your knowledge here: Quiz
(A paralleled restriction of academic freedom in other sciences worthy of note: Expelled)

------- March 26, 2008 ------Sweden’s Karolinska Institutet Refuse Academic Communication with Student
The Royal College of Psychiatrists (RCPSYCH) in Great Britain advance science through recent
recognition that some women may suffer mental ill health related to induced abortion. In contrast,
Sweden’s politically corrupted medical university Karolinska Institutet categorically deny all scientific
evidence. Whilst RCPSYCH in Great Britain has now chosen to scientifically approach abortion science,
Sweden continues to systematically and sciencephobically reject all the evidence that some women
suffer mental ill health related to induced abortion. At Karolinska Institutet, where the political-domain
intersect and confound the science-domain, existing scientific evidence and the pursuit of advancing
scientific truth are forced to yield to Sweden’s nationalistic interests and political agenda. Swedish
studies in the abortion science appear more likely to conform with politically desired results; affirming
national policies and political agenda rather than representing reality. In a full systematic literature
review, as proposed by RCPSYCH, published articles should therefore be evaluated for scientific
credibility and bias also in consideration to national and political contexts.
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In international comparison, Sweden’s contemporary values tilt toward justification of induced abortion
more than any other surveyed nation on earth (www.worldvaluessurvey.org). The extreme justification
of social behaviours in Sweden may in part explain the Karolinska Institutet professors’ discriminatory
denial and obstruent conduct and Swedish parliamentarians’ sciencephobic repulsion against national
policy contradiction. Sweden’s anti-Christian attitudes and humanistic dogmas unjustly repel the
published scientific evidence that some women suffer mental ill health related to induced abortion.
Statement from The Royal College of Psychiatrists in Great Britain:
1.
2.

www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/life_and_style/health/article3559486.ece
www.dailymail.co.uk/pages/live/articles/news/news.html?in_article_id=535908&in_page_id=1770&ito=1490

Question: Please tell me for each of the following statements whether you think it can always be
justified, never be justified, or something in between: Abortion?
(Source: www.worldvaluessurvey.org)

------- February 29, 2008 ------Sweden’s Karolinska Institutet Unceasingly Refuse Academic Dialogue in Abortion Science
Contrary to Sweden’s National Institute of Public Health statement “Evaluations show that current
abortion legislation [in Sweden] has worked well and has had a positive impact on women’s health.”,
there is no scientific evidence that abortion long-term alleviates any psychological symptoms in women,
but induced abortion has been correlated to increased mental health problems after abortion; including
Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD). For protection of women’s interests, Sweden should instead
ensure that all women considering abortion should by law be given accurate information about fetal
development, the risks of abortion, and the resources and support available to them. In Sweden,
ambivalent women considering abortion with financial or social rationale should be provided support for
an equitable choice so that the alternatives to induced abortion (parenting or placing for adoption) are
postpartum feasible and practical.
The Elliot Institute in USA suggests a legislation, the Protection from High Risk and Coerced Abortion
Act, which would require abortionists to screen women for evidence that they are being coerced or
forced into unwanted abortions and for other risk factors that are likely to put them at risk for posttraumatic stress and other problems after abortion.

------- January 23, 2008 ------Sweden’s Karolinska Institutet Unceasingly Refuse Academic Dialogue in Abortion Science
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The political arrogance of Sweden’s Karolinska Institutet (www.ki.se) through its unceasing refusal to
communicate academically with its registered student in Public Health is not only a disgrace to the
prestigious Karolinska Nobel Prize Assembly, but the Karolinska Institutet continued discrimination
against the international scientific evidence of mental ill health effects among women related to induced
abortion also reinforce Karolinska Institutet’s fading credibility as an actor of academic authority.
This Swedish style of cowardly rejecting the international abortion-science evidence without a single
credible argument is unworthy of its claim to science. Karolinska Institutet is merely a national political
instrument intended to glorify Sweden under the pretence of justifiable science. At Karolinska Institutet,
where the science-domain intersect the political-domain, existing scientific evidence and the pursuit of
advancing scientific truth are forced to yield to Sweden’s nationalistic interests and political agenda. At
Karolinska Institutet, national government policy overrule scientific evidence.
A logical political motive for the Swedish Karolinska Institutet’s fervent obstruction against additional
abortion-science research on mental ill health among women related to induced abortion is the risk that
such additional research will strengthen the current international scientific evidence which today indicate
that women do suffer mental ill health related to induced abortion. Rather than Sweden admitting that
its present abortion policies contradict science, and hence realigning it policies with the international
scientific evidence, Sweden and Karolinska Institutet instead have decided to refuse academic
communication with its student in Public Health. This cowardly Swedish conduct must terminate.

------- December 20, 2007 ------Swedish Karolinska Institutet Absolutely Refuse Academic Dialogue in Abortion Science
The Swedish Karolinska Institutet (president Harriet Wallberg-Henriksson) instructed the Department of
Public Health of the university to terminate all academic communication with me as its master student
in Health Promotion, according to an official KI letter sent by Mats Gillberg on 2007-06-29. Despite
several petitions to the state controlled Swedish university and its abortion-sciencephobic government,
Karolinska Institutet absolutely refuse academic dialogue in this field of science.
Sweden’s Karolinska Institutet absolute refusal of academic dialogue about mental ill health among
women related to induced abortion is indicative of a dogmatically totalitarian governance.
Disparately to the Swedish academia, I maintain that scientific truth should be intellectually defensible.
When a university’s statements and academian conduct is confirmatively unjustifiable, it should realign
its statements and conduct with science (and respectable behaviour). At Sweden’s Karolinska Institutet,
both scientific and professional integrity is currently compromised.

------- November 23, 2007 ------Karolinska Institutet Evade Academic Dialogue in Abortion Science
Karolinska Institutet defeats its credibility as an authority in science by continuing to refuse academic
dialogue.
Karolinska Institutet decided (2007-06-29) to terminate all academic communication with me as its
master student in Health Promotion, because I had submitted a formal complaint against the Karolinska
Institutet to the Swedish National Agency for Higher Education. Karolinska Institutet still refuse
academic dialogue. Sweden´s Karolinska Institutet have unsuccessfully argued their position in rejecting
the international evidence-based abortion science, KI have refused to counter-argue evidence-based or
philosophical arguments, blatantly lie about factual events (Professor Leif Svanström) and disregard any
impartial assessment of the Public Health professors’ conduct and their lack of argument (KI President
Harriet Wallberg-Henriksson). There is currently no academic justice in Sweden within the abortion
sciences.
The discriminations by Karolinska Institutet against evidence of negative health effects from induced
abortion may be explained by either (1) imposed limitations from Swedish political authorities, or by (2)
self-regulated restrictions from Swedish professors’ cowardice toward government contradiction coupled
with careerist self-interests, or by (3) unfortunate coincidences of Swedish professors’ ignorance.
Sweden’s Karolinska Institutet observably does not tolerate academic freedom in abortion science.
Absent from the nationalistic and politically permeated university culture at Karolinska Institutet,
evidently, is endeavour to pursue knowledge wherever it may lead without undue or unreasonable
interference, and a good sense of ethical direction. Swedish academia at Karolinska Institutet is
prejudiced against results that disagree with national government policies. The academic restraints at
Karolinska Institutet unjustly limit not only choice of thesis foci, but also inhibit production of knowledge
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in areas of political volatility; especially pertaining to issues that contradict Swedish government
policies.
By refusing academic dialogue, as Sweden’s Karolinska Institutet does, universities defeat their
credibility as authorities of knowledge. In any democratic society, modern state-funded public
universities should primarily rely on empirical sciences, logical inference, and strength of argument for
its production and dissemination of knowledge. In social epistemological perspective, interaction
between academies and for example governments and activist groups is necessary for a fair democratic
system, but where academic institutions restrict undesirable results without argument or ethical
motives, democracy undermines itself. If believed truths in science are not justifiable, the risk increases
that believed propositions in science also include the untrue. The deficiency of justification of statements
made by Karolinska Institutet regarding abortion-science, and this university’s absence of academic
dialogue in the subject, endanger healthy democracy.

------- October 23, 2007 ------No Academic Justice in Sweden for Abortion Science
The Swedish Agency for Higher Education has made an official decision (2007-09-06) regarding my
complaint against the Swedish medical university Karolinska Institutet (www.ki.se) appalling
discrimination of my examination work, its unmotivated obstruction of my thesis writing, its evasion of
academic dialogue, and its denial of the international evidence-based science which confirm that some
women suffer mental ill health related to induced abortion. The Swedish Agency for Higher Education
decided that Karolinska Institutet (only Karolinska Institutet professors constitute members of the Nobel
Assembly for the Nobel Prize in Medicine) has acted suitably, in spite the KI blatant discriminations, KI
unmotivated obstructions, KI evasion of academic communication, and KI denial of the abortion science
that jeopardize Swedish abortion policies.
I am still not permitted by the Swedish professors at Karolinska Institutet (KI) within Public Health and
Health Promotion to write a master-level thesis on women’s mental ill health related to induced
abortion, because Swedish academia at Karolinska Institutet decline the existence of published scientific
evidence in worldwide recognised international journals. The KI rejection of the published scientific
evidence lack justification. Anyone with access to pubmed.gov knows, however, that Sweden’s
academia has aligned itself with Sweden’s national abortion policies rather than conforming with
evidence-based abortion science. Since abundant scientific evidence exist, it is perceptible that these
Swedish professor-cowards at Karolinska Institutet merely dare not oppose aggressive anti-science
opinions from Swedish parliamentarians, interest groups and collegial pressures.
Universities defeat their credibility by refusing academic dialogue. Karolinska Institutet decided (200706-29) to terminate all academic communication with me as its master student in Health Promotion,
because I had submitted a formal complaint against the Karolinska Institutet to the Swedish National
Agency for Higher Education. Karolinska Institutet still refuse academic dialogue. Sweden’s Karolinska
Institutet have unsuccessfully argued their position in rejecting the international evidence-based
abortion science, KI have refused to counter-argue evidence-based or philosophical arguments,
blatantly lie about factual events (Professor Leif Svanström) and disregard any impartial assessment of
the Public Health professors’ conduct and their lack of argument (KI President Harriet WallbergHenriksson). There is no academic justice in Sweden within the abortion sciences.
The Swedish Professor of International Health, Marcello-Ferrada Noli, at Karolinska Institutet claimed
(2007-02-12) that he was unable to supervise abortion-related theses proposals which may suggest a
relationship between mental ill health and induced abortion, because according to him "There is no
evidence in literature." Additionally, the Swedish Professor in Social Medicine at Karolinska Institutet,
Leif Svanström, (also head of the WHO Collaborating Centre on Community Safety Promotion in
Sweden) had falsely claimed to Professor Marcello-Ferrada Noli that I did not satisfy formal
requirements for thesis-writing. The Swedish Professor Leif Svanström was later confronted by the
Student Union in regards to his lies about unsatisfactory formal requirements, resulting in the Swedish
Professor’s withdrawal from his false accusation. Swedish Professor Leif Svanström intention was to
obstruct a politically sensitive thesis in Sweden. In other words, additional evidence that some women
suffer mental ill health related to induced abortion is non-permissible in Swedish academia.
In an email conversation (2006-11-07) with a Swedish researcher referenced by Karolinska Institutet as
an authority in abortion questions, a public lecturer of gynecology in Sweden, and appointed in
Sweden’s Legal Secretariat at the National Board of Health and Welfare regarding decisions for late
abortions, Gynecologist Lotti Helström acknowledges to never previously have heard about Post
Abortion Syndrome “Post Abortion Syndrome, something that I never before have heard anything
about, in spite many years as a clinician and researcher.” Is this grave academic ignorance or Swedish
political denial?
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Sweden’s National Institute of Public Health contradict international scientific evidence through their
untrue statement “Evaluations show that current abortion legislation [in Sweden] has worked well and
has had a positive impact on women’s health.”
The Swedish Professor in Social Medicine at Karolinska Institutet, Bjarne Jansson, stated in conversation
(2007-04-11) that the cause for my academic conflict with KI concerning induced abortion is that I am
not sufficiently Swedish "The problem is that you are not Swedish." The Swedish professor’s
nationalistic deduction would therefore logically derive from the premise: Swedishness is an attribute for
uncritically approving Sweden’s abortion policies, rather than non-Swedishly presenting thesis ideas
based on published articles in recognised scientific journals.
Examiner Bo Henricsson at the Department of Public Health at Karolinska Institutet underscores
Sweden’s nationalistic attitude to abortion science in his written remark regarding Sweden’s abortion
policies in relation to international abortion research “Sweden has come further on this matter.”
Strategic Director for the Swedish National Institute of Public Health questions my written affirmation
that “All human life deserves equal protection by law.” Deviancy from this statement of assurance for
equal human value and human dignity for all humans, regardless of for example ethnicity or age, signal
open-mindedness towards systematic discriminations. The international consensus through Articles 1
and 7 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights “All human life deserves equal protection by law.”
appears irrelevant to the Strategic Director of the Swedish National Institute of Public Health, as the
Human Rights statement, according to him, cannot be proven scientifically.
The Swedish Professor in Reproductive Health at Karolinska Institutet, Kyllike Christensson, exploit her
position as a representative of science. This Swedish KI professor defends (2007-02-12) her rejection of
international abortion-science through her statement “KI work for promoting good health in the world
and follow in this regard the Swedish Ministry of Foreign Affairs policy: Sexual and Reproductiv Health
and Rights.” According to this Swedish KI Professor, Sweden’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs is the ultimate
authority on abortion-science in Sweden - not science itself.
The President of Sweden’s Karolinska Institutet, Professor Harriet Wallberg-Henriksson, presents a
series of blatant untruths in her deceptive letter to the Swedish Agency for Higher Education. The KI
President does, nevertheless, reaffirm the university’s secondary priority to science and a prioritized
relationship with the Swedish Parliamentarians, through her statement “The intervention suggested by
Nenzén is not realistic as it contradicts the Swedish Parliament [Riksdag] standpoint concerning abortion
and unwanted pregnancies.” Deceivingly, the KI President perverts reality with her concluding
statement: “Within the frame of what is possible, KI has put a lot of effort into trying to accommodate
his wishes.” The truth is that Karolinska Institutet continuously evade sincere academic dialogue about
mental ill health among women related to induced abortion. Still today, KI refuses to communicate
academically with me.
The Swedish Karolinska Institutet (KI) has admitted that it lacks scientific competence in abortion
science. “We [at KI] don’t have the competence. We don’t have the money to pay for an external
supervisor.” [KI Professor Bjarne Jansson cited 2007-03-26]. Scientifically competent and highly
merited researchers in Canada and USA have personally expressed support, and one Canadian
researcher has in person offered to academically supervise my thesis without requiring monetary
compensation for academic supervision and knowledge contributions. The difference in university
culture and interpersonal attitudes between Sweden’s Karolinska Institutet and for example
American/Canadian universities is distinct. A Canadian environmental health professional in Vancouver
summarized the Canadian/American attitudes appropriately “Here, people would bend over backwards
to help you proceed with a good thesis.” when I visited in September 2007. At Karolinska Institutet,
however, Swedish professors make concerted efforts to make life in Sweden difficult.
The anti-Christian values (www.worldvaluessurvey.org) and anti-Semitic values (levandehistoria.se) in
Swedish society are reflected in surveys. Furthermore, Sweden’s Karolinska Institutet professors and
Swedish parliamentarians additionally indicate some anti-science attitudes when it pertains to issues
that contradict Swedish government policies – specifically for example policy on induced abortion.

------- July 27, 2007 ------Sweden’s Karolinska Institutet continues its discrimination of abortion science
It appears that the Swedish government politics of exporting Swedish abortion policies internationally
has greater importance in Sweden than evidence-based science at Swedish universities.

------- June 28, 2007 -------
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Karolinska Institutet
Karolinska Institutet appears to have adopted also a Swedish policy of refusal to communicate with me
– perhaps due to a Karolinska Institutet’s fear of consequences of adherence to evidence within the
abortion sciences.

-------May 29, 2007------Sweden’s Karolinska Institutet discriminates abortion science
Karolinska Institutet’s Department of Public Health continues to obstruct and discriminate. The
Department of Public Health recur its maneuver to evade arguments and evade responsibility, with
presumed purpose for obstructing progression of a comprehensive approach to abortion science. It is
apparent that Karolinska Institutet attempt to prevail on biased results, through elimination of such
research which results risk to strengthen indications that women may suffer mental ill health after
induced abortion, and through discrimination of research which results might indicate human intrinsic
support for lowering the maximum legal gestation age of foetuses for induced abortion in Sweden.
Since Karolinska Institutet fail to present any credible reason for opposing a master-thesis, my proposal
for master-thesis within the Health Promotion course of Public Health remain as previously stated, until
Karolinska Institutet in Sweden can provide a credible argument for its opposition.

---------------------------------------------------------------
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